IMPORTED WATER COMMITTEE
AGENDA FOR
JANUARY 28, 2010

Dan McMillan – Chair
Bill Knutson – Vice Chair
Yen Tu – Vice Chair
Keith Blackburn
Jim Bond
Gary Croucher
Keith Lewinger
John Linden

Barry Martin
Ralph McIntosh
Joseph Parker
Rua Petty
Hershell Price
Elsa Saxod
Barbara Wight

1.

Roll call – determination of quorum.

2.

Additions to agenda (Government Code Section 54954.2(b)).

3.

Public comment – opportunities for members of the public to address the
Committee on matters within the Committee’s jurisdiction.

4.

Chair’s report.
4-A Progress report on Imported Water Committee’s
Goals for 2009 and 2010.
4-B
Directors’ comments.

I.

CONSENT CALENDAR

II.

ACTION/DISCUSSION
1.
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Metropolitan Water District Issues and Activities update.
1-A Metropolitan Water District Delegates report.
(pickup packet)

Amy Chen

1-B

Amy Chen

Report on Metropolitan Water District’s 2010/11 proposed
rates and charges. (Discussion)

2.

III.

IV.

Bill Knutson

2-B

Halla Razak

Colorado River Programs Quarterly report.
(Information)

INFORMATION
1.

Colorado River video – Cost of Change.

Bill Knutson

2.

Presentation on “California Water Myths” by the Public Policy
Institute of California.

Meena Westford

3.

Metropolitan Water District Program report.

Amy Chen

4.

Bay-Delta Quarterly update.

Jeff Volberg

5.

QSA Litigation update.

Dan Hentschke

CLOSED SESSION
1.

V.

Colorado River Programs.
2-A
Colorado River Board representative’s report.
(pickup packet)

CLOSED SESSION:
Conference with Legal Counsel – Existing Litigation
Government Code §54956.9(a)
Name of Case: QSA Judicial Council Coordination
Proceeding No. 4353

Dan Hentschke

ADJOURNMENT
Doria F. Lore
Clerk of the Board

NOTE:

This meeting is called as an Imported Water Committee meeting. Because a quorum of the Board may be present, the meeting is also
noticed as a Board meeting. Members of the Board who are not members of the Committee may participate in the meeting pursuant to
Section 2.00.060(g) of the Authority Administrative Code (Recodified). All items on the agenda, including information items, may be
deliberated and become subject to action. All public documents provided to the committee or Board for this meeting including materials
related to an item on this agenda and submitted to the Board of Directors within 72 hours prior to this meeting may be reviewed at the San
Diego County Water Authority headquarters located at 4677 Overland Avenue, San Diego, CA 92123 at the reception desk during normal
business hours.
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January 20, 2010
Attention: Imported Water Committee
Progress Report on Imported Water Committee’s Goals for 2009 and 2010 (Information)
Purpose
This report provides a progress report on the Imported Water Committee’s goals that were
established by the Board in April 2009.
Background
The Imported Water Committee is responsible for imported water matters, including: activities
and issues as a member agency of the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California;
administration of the Colorado River Quantification Settlement Agreement and related agreements;
Colorado River Board; State Water Project; CALFED; and other matters relating to water supplies
from outside San Diego County. On April 23, 2009, the Board of Directors adopted a new set of
goals and objectives for the Imported Water Committee to accomplish in 2009 and 2010.
Discussion
The attached progress report lists the Imported Water Committee’s goals for 2009 and 2010 and
provides an update on the activities taken to achieve the goals. The goals were prepared under the
direction of the Imported Water Committee chair and vice-chairs.
Prepared by: Debbie Discar-Espe, Senior Water Resources Specialist
Reviewed by: Dan McMillan, Chair, Imported Water Committee
Attachment: Progress Report on Imported Water Committee’s Goals for 2009 and 2010.
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Progress Report on Imported Water Committee Goals
Calendar Years 2009 and 2010

Strategic Plan Objectives
1. Adopt and implement a biennial water policy agenda directed toward MWD, the state,
the seven basin states, and various federal agencies. (June 2009 – SP #7)
Activities: In collaboration with the Legislation, Conservation, and Outreach Committee,
the 2009 Legislative Guideline was adopted, provides direction to staff and legislative
advocates (January 2009). The Board adopted updated 2010 Legislative Policy
Guidelines (December 2009).
2. Create broad public support for and awareness of issues surrounding water, water
resources, and water infrastructure. (January 2015 – SP #15)
Activities: The Committee heard updates on efforts by the MWD Delegates, Water
Authority Board officers and staff to work with MWD and its member agencies towards
shared goals (Ongoing). Regular meetings were held with representatives from Eastern,
Western and Inland Empire Utilities Agency. The Delegates also met frequently with
directors from other agencies including Anaheim, Los Angeles, Long Beach, MWDOC,
Pasadena and others. In addition, the MWD Delegates and MWD Program staff continue
to provide insight on current water issues and Water Authority’s goals and objectives
relative to MWD during inspection and education trips of MWD and local facilities
(Ongoing).
Business Plan Goals
Bay-Delta Program
1. Adopt updated Bay-Delta Workplan. (January 2010 – BP #4)
Activities: The Committee and Board adopted the proposed 2009-2010 Bay-Delta
Workplan with the following modifications (July 2009):
• Objective: The Water Authority working through the Bay-Delta Program will
actively engage at various decision-making levels to ensure the State Water
Project supplies will provide a reliable water supply to southern California, and
provide timely input about Bay- Delta activities to the Board.
• In cooperation with Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, other
Southern California and Northern California interests, develop a comprehensive
strategic plan to achieve needed approvals by the Legislature and the Governor’s
Administration for near-term Bay-Delta fixes by 2011 and long-term fixes by
2018 (Business Plan).
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2. Adopt policies that support efforts to implement interim Bay-Delta fixes by 2011 and
construction of conveyance facilities for long-term water supply reliability.
(December 2009 – BP #6)
Activities: The Committee received and reviewed Bay-Delta activities through
quarterly Bay-Delta reports, monthly Imported Water and MWD Program Activities
reports and other reports (Ongoing). The Committee received reports on Water
Authority efforts to work with MWD and other Southern California stakeholders to
help shape a package of bills that provide a comprehensive solution for near-term and
long-term problems in the Delta. The package was approved by the Legislature and
Governor in November 2009.
3. Review staff recommendations on the Bay-Delta Conservation Plan. (July 2010 – BP
#7)
Activities: The Committee heard updates on the Bay-Delta Conservation Plan
through quarterly Bay-Delta reports, monthly Imported Water and MWD Program
Activities reports and other reports (Ongoing).
Colorado River Water Supplies
1. Provide policy direction on staff efforts to identify feasible water supply
augmentation projects by the Colorado River Basin states and participate in the
Intentionally Created Surplus (ICS) water storage program (December 2009 – BP #3)
Activities: The Committee heard:
• A report on a potential “C2” water transfer, which was a QSA provision for
the potential of additional transfer water from the Imperial Valley (April
2009);
• An update on the Yuma Desalting Plant pilot operations (May 2009);
• A report on source water quality, particularly the Uranium Mill Tailings in
Moab, Utah; Perchlorate Remediation in Henderson, Nevada; and Chromium
VI Remediation in Topock, Arizona (June 2009);
• A report on the Bureau of Reclamation’s Annual Operating Plan consultation
meetings (July 2009); and
• A report on Colorado River Programs Ad Hoc Committee meeting (July
2009).
2. Consider recommendations on potential implementation of specific binational water
augmentation projects that staff identifies in cooperation with the seven basin states,
IBWC, and Mexico. (December 2010 – BP #5)
Activities: The Committee:
• Received updates on the seven basin states’ binational process activities,
which include the development of water supply projects in Mexico or the
U.S. that had benefits for both nations, development of shortage guidelines
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•

•
•

for Mexico, and to allow Mexico to participate in an intentionally created
surplus program on Lake Mead (March, April, July, and October 2009);
Approved a funding agreement with MWD, Southern Nevada Water
Authority, Central Arizona Water Conservation District to conduct a joint
feasibility study and preliminary design of a binational seawater desalination
plant to be located in Baja California, Mexico (February 2009);
Heard a report on the binational workshop held in August (August 2009); and
Authorized the General Manager to award a jointly funded professional
service contract for a feasibility study and preliminary design of a seawater
desalination plant at Rosarito Beach in Baja California, Mexico (August
2009).

Metropolitan Water District Water Supplies
1. Provide direction to staff to ensure MWD meets its water transfer goals and influence
its participation in long-term water transfer options. (May 2009 – BP #1)
Activities: The Committee received reports on the State Drought Water Bank (DWB)
and on MWD’s 2009 Short-Term Water Transfer activities (January 2009). The
Committee also received information on MWD’s water transfer activities with
farmers in the San Joaquin valley through the monthly MWD Program report
(Ongoing).
2. Provide direction regarding MWD’s Integrated Resources Plan to ensure the Plan
incorporates a strategy component for the Delta fix, governs MWD’s financial
investments and operational decisions, and functionally integrates into its rate
structure. (July 2009 – BP #2)
Activities: The Committee heard reports on:
• MWD’s Integrated Resources plan update process (May and June 2009).
• MWD’s Diamond Valley Lake (DVL) recreation program, reviewing the
history of the program including its costs, the Center for Water Education,
and the Water Authority’s position that MWD develop a comprehensive
master plan related to recreation that could be phased, and that MWD’s
contribution would be defined and financially sustainable. Staff covered the
proposed Sustainability Institute, envisioned to be the leading “international
entity on best practices in water, energy, and new technologies” and intended
to generate revenue and jumpstart the recreation program (August 2009).
• MWD’s water supply reliability and its five-year action plan that was
developed to fill the supply void created by the SWP pumping restrictions
(September 2009).
• Bay-Delta issues and legislation through quarterly Bay-Delta reports, monthly
Imported Water and MWD Program Activities reports and other reports
(Ongoing).
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3. Provide policy direction to staff to influence MWD’s policies, planning efforts,
studies, programs, budgets, and rates and charges to ensure water reliability and cost
effectiveness. (December 2009 – BP #3)
Activities: The Committee received, reviewed, or provided direction to staff on:
• MWD’s 2009 budget and rate recommendations, detailing scenarios of how
the current supply conditions could impact the budget and rate setting
(January, February and March 2009).
• MWD’s “Delta surcharge” applied to highlight the cause of escalating rates –
the pumping restrictions on the delta (March 2009).
• MWD’s approval to implement its Water Supply Allocation Plan and declare
Regional Shortage Level 2 (April 2009);
• MWD’s water quality monitoring program (April 2009).
• MWD’s management of quagga mussels (June 2009).
• MWD’s review of its cost of service process and its budget and rate setting
timeline for 2011, services MWD provides and associated rate components,
and reviewed the Water Authority’s objectives for the process (June and
October 2009)
• SWP activities and MWD strategies for ensuring the SWP reliability and
MWD’s SWP costs through the monthly MWD Program reports (July 2009).
• Impacts of recent biological opinions on MWD’s SWP supplies and discussed
MWD’s plan to address the Bay-Delta issues (July 2009).
o Adopted resolution expressing support for efforts of MWD and the
State Water Contractors in litigation affecting the operation of the
State Water Project.
• MWD’s negotiations with bargaining units and its Memorandum of
Understanding (September 2009)
o MWD Assistant General Manager and Chief Financial Officer Brian
Thomas reviewed the tentative agreement that MWD had reached
with four bargaining units on new five-year term MOUs.
o MWD’s Board did not approve the agreement and is still in
negotiations with the bargaining units.
• MWD’s legislative activities (Ongoing);
4. Ensure cost-effective incentive implementation for conservation and Local Resources
Programs, including seawater desalination that better reflect the Water Authority’s
financial contribution to MWD. (December 2009 – BP #5)
Activities: The Committee heard reports on MWD’s conservation program incentives
(May 2009) and through monthly Imported Water and MWD Program Activities
reports (Ongoing).
Other Goals
1. Explore opportunities, including partnerships with others, for additional conjunctive use
of imported water or storage supplies.
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Activities: Due to continuing dry-year conditions, the Water Authority actively sought
water transfer options. As part of the Water Authority’s drought management plan,
staff’s effort to obtain option water was reported to the Water Policy Committee
(monthly). The Water Authority acquired 20,000 af of water transfer supplies for
Calendar Year 2009. Staff also provides updates on the out-of-region conjunctive use
program and supplies in the Water Policy Committee’s monthly report.
2. Consider staff recommendations on engaging San Diego-based stakeholders in the
support of Bay-Delta near-term and long-term fixes.
The Committee received updates on Bay-Delta activities and legislation through quarterly
Bay-Delta reports, monthly Imported Water and MWD Program Activities reports and
other reports (Ongoing). The Committee members and other Water Authority board
members worked with the San Diego business community, such as the San Diego
Regional Chamber, Economic Development Corporation and its Governor’s Council ,
Beacom, and CONNECT, in support of the Bay-Delta bill package.
3. Adopt policies to ensure successful and timely implementation of the Water Authority’s
Quantification Settlement Agreement projects and programs.
Activities: The Committee discussed in closed session items pertaining to IID/SDCWA
Water Transfer Price Reset (May, June, August, September and October 2009); exposure
to litigation on the All American Canal Lining Project (July and September 2009); and a
tentative Superior Court ruling on the QSA and related agreements (December 2009).
The Committee and Board also approved:
• Memorandum of Agreement with the California Department of Fish and Game
and Imperial Irrigation District to provide funding for the purchase of water for
fisheries mitigation associated with the All-American Canal Lining Project
(January 2009); and
• Actions in response to concerns raised on the All-American Canal human safety
measures (February 2009).
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January 20, 2010
Attention: Imported Water Committee
Report on Metropolitan Water District’s 2010/11 Proposed Rates and Charges. (Information)
Purpose
This report summarizes the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California’s (MWD)
development of its recommended budget and proposed rates and charges for calendar year 2011.
Background
In April 2009, the MWD board approved an average rate increase of 19.7 percent in water rates,
effective September 1, 2009. The one-time move of the effective date to September 1 allowed an
advantage of four months of additional revenue. The new rates also included a $69 per acre-foot
(af) Delta Supply Surcharge, intended to recover the additional supply costs that MWD would
incur due to the pumping restrictions on the State Water Project. When the rates were considered
in April, staff also indicated that the rate increase of 19.7 percent would not be sufficient to cover
the anticipated expenses, and projected a need to increase rates and charges effective 2010 by an
average of 21.5 percent.
Discussion
Historically, MWD base-loaded its imported water supplies with lower cost Colorado River
water. As other states increasing their demands on the Colorado River water recently, California
no longer has easy access to the low cost surplus Colorado River water. As a result, MWD
increased its dependence on higher cost State Water Project (SWP) water and use of storage to
meet demands. Since 2007, due to SWP Delta pumping restrictions and persistent drought
conditions, MWD began relying on alternative water resources with an even higher price tag and
withdrawing from its storage accounts to meet demands. Last April 2009, desiring to preserve
its water in storage for future use, MWD implemented Level 2 of its Water Supply Allocation
Plan. As a result, sales to the water Authority were cut by 13%. The combination of increased
water supply costs, reduced water sales and high fixed expenses led MWD to raise its rates by an
average 19.7 percent effective in September 2009. Even with the double-digit rate increase,
MWD staff indicated that it would still rely on reserves to meet the anticipated expenses, and
forecasted another average rate increase of 20.5 percent for rates effective in 2011.
Metropolitan Budget
For the 2010/11 budget, MWD developed a $1.74 billion budget, which includes $328 million
for capital projects. It took action to reduce the expenditures by $62 million below the 2009/10
budgeted expenditures. However, MWD still expects its revenue requirements to rise in 2010/11
due to increased SWP delivery costs (about $48 million higher than the 2009/10 budget), debt
service (about $43 million higher than the 2009/10 budget), Pay-as-you-go (PAYGO) capital
funding (about $58 million higher than the 2009/10 budget), and power costs on the Colorado
River Aqueduct (about $13 million higher than the 2009/10 budget). The SWP cost increases are
attributed to power and capital increases as well as MWD’s share of the Delta Habitat
Conservation and Conveyance Program. Increases in debt service are attributed to MWD’s
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ongoing $3.85 billion capital program and repair of its aging infrastructure. MWD increased its
PAYGO to meet MWD’s board policy of funding $95 million of capital funding. CRA power
costs are projected to increase due to higher flows on the Colorado River Aqueduct.
The 2010/11 budget is based on water sales and exchanges of 1.93 maf, similar to assumed this
fiscal year. It also assumed a 35 percent SWP allocation and 1.2 maf of Colorado River
deliveries. The sales assumption took into account the continued discontinuance of
replenishment sales and interim agricultural water sales curtailment (IAWP sales estimated at 62
af). Table 1 summarizes the budget revenues and expenditures. See Attachment 1 for MWD’s
proposed 2010/11 fiscal year budget.
Table 1
Budget Summary -- Total Expenditures (Dollars in Millions)
Change from:
2008/09
Actual
Expenditures

$

2009/10
Budget
$

2009/10
Projected

2010/11
Proposed

$

$

2009/10
Budget
$

2009/10
Projected

Note

$

394.7

478.8

452.7

501.0

22.2

48.3

1

Supply Programs

84.1

125.5

113.8

103.2

(22.3)

(10.7)

2

Colorado River Power

37.4

49.8

46.3

59.6

9.8

13.3

3

287.1

330.7

305.0

348.1

17.4

43.1

4

State Water Contract

Debt Service

75.6

59.8

76.9

58.2

(1.6)

(18.6)

5

291.5

289.3

294.2

295.5

6.2

1.4

6

Treatment Chemicals, Solids & Power

28.4

32.8

29.5

26.5

(6.3)

(3.0)

7

Other O&M

24.8

18.7

16.6

15.9

(2.8)

(0.6)

8

1,223.6

1,385.5

1,334.9

1,408.1

22.6

73.2

416.7

412.1

346.7

327.6

(84.5)

(19.1)

88.8

228.3

80.4

295.3

67.0

214.9

$
1,729.1

$
2,025.8

Demand Management
Departmental O&M

Subtotal Expenditures
Capital Investment Plan
Fund Deposits
TOTAL

$

1,762.0

$

2,030.9

$

5.1

$

268.9

Totals may not foot due to rounding
1 Increase in capital charges and power cost.
2 Decrease in development of alternate supply sources
3 Increase in CRA flows
4 Increase in debt, including issuance of $400 million of fixed rate bonds to fund CIP
5 Decrease because budget no longer includes higher incentive payments for local projects under five-year supply program
6 Flat due to elimination of 63 positions and base salary containment
7 Variable treatment costs decrease due to lower chemical prices and higher Colorado River deliveries
8 Decrease due to deferral of replacement equipment

Recommended Rates and Charges
MWD anticipates a lower revenue requirement for 2010/11 than previously projected, when
21.5% rate increase was forecasted, by $76.0 million. The change is due to reductions in supply
program cost assumption, debt service and demand management projections. Based on this
year’s experience, MWD modified its budget forecast to reflect lower quantities of water from
dry-year transfers and demand management projects. In 2009, MWD planned to purchase
200,000 af of Drought Water Bank water, but was only able to obtain about 37,000 af resulting
in reduction in supply program expenses and reduction in reserve usage in 2009/10; in addition,
MWD no longer included additional local incentive payments under the five-year action plan in
2010/11 resulting in approximately $2.3 million reduction. The debt service forecast was
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reduced due to lower variable interest rates, anticipation of state grants and lower capital project
construction costs.
MWD staff recommends a revenue requirement from rates and charges totaling $1.39 billion for
2010/11. The revenue requirement assumes a portion of the budgeted expenses will be offset by
revenues from taxes and miscellaneous income ($154.8 million), and a portion will be paid for
by withdrawals from reserves ($112.6 million). MWD staff anticipates an average rate increase
of about 12.6 percent on January 1, 2011. As forecasted, the “exchange” rate is anticipated to
increase by 25.8 percent. The Water Authority pays MWD the exchange rate (a combination of
System Access Rate, Water Stewardship Rate and System Power Rate) to transport the IID and
canal lining water. See Table 2 for MWD’s recommended rates and charges effective January 1,
2011.
Table 2
Rates and Charges
Effective
Jan 1,
2010*
Tier 1 Supply Rate ($/AF)
Delta Supply Surcharge ($/AF)
Tier 2 Supply Rate ($/AF)
System Access Rate ($/AF)
Water Stewardship Rate ($/AF)
System Power Rate ($/AF)
Treatment Surcharge ($/AF)
Readiness-to-Serve Charge ($M)
Capacity Charge ($/cfs)

$101
$69
$280
$154
$41
$119
$217
$114
$7,200

Effective
Percent
Jan 1,
Increase/
2011
(Decrease)
$112
$51
$280
$217
$43
$135
$217
$135
$7,200

2.8%
(26.1%)
-40.9%
4.8%
13.4%
-18.4%
--

*Most rates effective Sept 1, 2009

Impact to the Water Authority
In September 2008, the Comprehensive Reliability and Cost Assessment (CRACA) Ad-Hoc
Committee met to re-examine the key cost and water supply reliability drivers that influenced the
Water Authority’s resource requirements. Last February, the Water Authority Board directed
staff to use the CRACA Committee’s findings and recommendations as the basis for developing
its adopted fiscal years 2010 and 2011 budget. The Water Authority’s adopted multi-year budget
and recommended rates and charges projection incorporated MWD’s adopted average rate
increase of 19.7 percent effective in September 1, 2009 and a forecasted average rate increase of
20 percent. Because the MWD forecasted exchange rate is increasing 25.8 percent, the impact
on Water Authority’s total combined supply costs would be greater than the average forecasted
MWD rate increase of 12.6 percent. However, the net impact onto the Water Authority is
consistent with the assumptions underlying the recommended rates and charges projection
presented to the Board last Spring—i.e, a 20 percent increase in MWD costs.
Cost of Service Study
As part of MWD 2009/10 rate adoption, staff was directed to review the cost of service and rate
setting methodology offering the board the opportunity to reexamine whether the current rate
structure is reflective of the services MWD provides. MWD and member agency staff have met
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several times since the directive to evaluate the current cost of service methodology, including
the proper allocation of SWP costs, review policy principles supporting the rate structure, and
explore various rate adjustments and their impacts on member agencies. As a result of the
discussions, it was determined that some elements of the study required a board policy
discussion and decision after more progress has been made on the Integrated Resources Plan
(IRP). Last November, staff recommended a modification to correct how MWD currently
allocates the SWP terminal reservoir costs; the board chose to not make changes pending further
work on the IRP and the Long Range Finance Plan (LRFP). Following the conclusion of IRP
strategic policy discussion, a comprehensive rate structure review and cost of service
adjustments are likely to follow.
Next Steps
Because of a shared interest in ensuring MWD’s budget is solid and resulting rates and charges
are reasonable, the Water Authority, along with the cities of Long Beach and Los Angeles and
the Calleguas Municipal Water District have agreed to jointly fund an independent budget
consultant to review MWD’s 2010/11 budget. Through a request for proposal process, Glenn M.
Reiter and Associates was selected to conduct the review.
At the MWD Budget and Finance Committee meeting and subsequent board meeting held on
January 11 and 12, the board approved setting the public hearing date in March (one month later
than MWD staff’s recommendation). By virtue of this action, it aligned the budget and rates and
charges adoption with the allocation adoption in April. Workshops are scheduled for January 26
to review proposed district-wide budget and rates and February 23 to discuss the budget and rate
development from first workshop. The MWD board plans to adopt the budget and rates and
charges at its April 12 and 13 meetings. Water Authority staff will continue to provide updates
on actions taken by MWD, including any issues that may impact its ability to deliver quality
water at a reasonable cost.

Prepared by: Debbie Discar-Espe, Senior Water Resources Specialist
Approved by: Amy I. Chen, MWD Program Chief
Attachments:
1) Metropolitan Water District, January 2010, Board Memo 9-1: Proposed 2010/11 Fiscal Year
Budget.
2) Metropolitan Water District, January 2010, Board Memo 8-1: Set a public hearing date; and
receive report on proposed revenue requirements, and water rates and charges.
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Board of Directors

Business and Finance Committee

1/12/2010 Board Meeting

9-1
Subject
Proposed 2010/11 Fiscal Year Budget

Description
The United States’ economy, although improving, continues to struggle through difficult financial times. During
the past year, both the public and private sectors have weathered the collateral impacts of the financial market
turmoil, a slowdown in overall economic activity, a collapse in the housing market, and rising unemployment
rates. In response to these pressures, Metropolitan implemented significant actions to reduce ongoing
expenditures and preserve the ability to fund water and operating costs, thus helping to ensure a stable supply of
water for Southern California.
Metropolitan took actions to reduce the 2009/10 budget by $70 million below the expenditures in the 2008/09
budget. Metropolitan continues this approach with the proposed 2010/11 budget, which is $62 million below
2009/10 budgeted expenditures. Many actions have been taken to manage costs within the proposed 2010/11
budget, including:
•

Staffing – The proposed 2010/11 budget eliminates 63 positions, recognizing the need to better manage
workload within current budget constraints. Under these conditions, external candidates are only
considered for “critical need” positions as they become available through attrition.

•

Base salary containment – The proposed budget assumes no across-the-board salary increases in 2010,
subject to labor negotiations.

•

Reduced water treatment costs – The proposed 2010/11 budget assumes higher Colorado River Aqueduct
(CRA) deliveries than in 2009/10. These higher CRA deliveries help to reduce the quantity of chemicals
used at the water treatment plants. This lower chemical usage, along with lower chemical prices, is
projected to lead to lower water treatment costs in 2010/11.

•

Operating equipment reductions – The 2010/11 budget for operating equipment purchases is significantly
lower than in previous years. This reduction is temporary in nature, reflecting the deferral of equipment
purchases to help contain the budget and reduce rate impacts in the current economic climate. In order to
achieve this reduction, some operating equipment at Metropolitan will be used beyond adopted
replacement guidelines. This equipment will need to be replaced in 2011/12 and beyond.

•

Conservation advertising – Planned expenditures are lower in the proposed 2010/11 budget as water users
throughout the region are complying with mandatory restrictions.

•

Decline in CIP expenditures – Metropolitan’s proposed 2010/11 CIP of about $328 million is consistent
with last year’s forecast and is about $85 million less than the 2009/10 budget. Staff continues to focus
efforts on the most critical capital projects. Additonally, large projects like the Inland Feeder and Skinner
Oxidation Retrofit Program are coming to completion.
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While the actions detailed above help to reduce Metropolitan’s budget expenditures and associated water rate
impacts, the 2010/11 budget continues to support the Board’s strategic priorities, including:
a. Sustainability - Metropolitan will strive to meet the needs of the present by providing a secure and
reliable water supply to its member agencies without compromising the ability of future generations to
meet their needs. Faced with continuous change and new emerging issues within our communities,
economy, and environment, ensuring a sustainable water supply will require Metropolitan and its member
agencies to work together with regulatory, wastewater, storm water, and other agencies in the watershed to
ensure that water is used efficiently and effectively throughout the water cycle.
b. Energy - Energy (including payments under the State Water Project contract) currently accounts for about
one-fourth of the expenditure budget, not including the Capital Investment Plan (CIP). Managing market
risk and rising costs is an increasingly important activity. In addition, legislation regarding greenhouse gas
emissions and renewable resources, along with expiring contracts, will require new ways to secure reliable,
cost-effective supplies of energy.
c. Water Supply - The Integrated Water Resources Plan and the Five-Year Water Supply Reliability
Program will support Metropolitan’s mission to supply a safe, reliable supply of high quality water
emphasizing the need for local resources and conservation. The actions in the Five-Year Supply
Reliability Program, however, will result in higher cost water supplies necessary to mitigate losses due to
the regulatory restrictions associated with the Delta Smelt Biological Opinion. In particular, additional
expenditures on the Bay-Delta and near- and long-term efforts to improve conveyance and reliability are
an important part of the proposed budget.
d. Communications Technology - Effective automation and interactive technology are keys to increasing
the efficiency of Metropolitan’s business processes and communications with the Board, member agencies,
and internal as well as external communications with legislators, media, and the public.
e. Workforce - Metropolitan will continue to invest in its employees to prepare for changes in the workforce
as long-term employees begin to retire and new employees are hired. The proposed budget has reduced
the number of budgeted positions from 2,019 to 1,956, further emphasizing the importance of ensuring that
all of our employees are highly skilled and capable of effectively contributing to Metropolitan’s objectives
and mission.
f.

Sustainable and Efficient Business Processes - Metropolitan is committed to minimizing its resource use
and environmental impacts associated with its day-to-day business functions. Taking advantage of longterm opportunities to reduce costs and Metropolitan’s carbon footprint continues to be an important
strategy in the proposed budget.

g. Finance - The foundation for Metropolitan’s success in securing water supplies is its strong financial
standing. The proposed budget incorporates necessary rate increases to cover the full cost of service in
2010/11 without drawing from financial reserves to meet expenditures. Increasing rates while continuing
to manage costs are a necessary part of maintaining Metropolitan’s strong credit rating in the face of
current economic challenges.
BUDGET REVIEW SCHEDULE
In an effort to allow sufficient review of Metropolitan’s proposed 2010/11 budget, the following schedule has
been developed:
January 11, 2010

Business and Finance Committee review of draft budget summary

January 26, 2010

Board Budget/Rates Workshop
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February 8 & 9, 2010

Public hearing on 2010/11 rates and charges at Business and Finance
Committee. Review of each departmental budget with the respective home
committees (e.g., Office of the CFO budget to be reviewed in the Business
and Finance Committee, Water System Operations Group budget to be
reviewed by Engineering and Operations Committee, etc.)

February 23, 2010

Board Budget/Rates Workshop

March 8 & 9, 2010

Business and Finance Committee review and recommendation, Board
consideration of proposed 2010/11 budget

FY 2010/11 BUDGET SUMMARY
As summarized in Table 1, the proposed 2010/11 expenditure budget, including CIP, totals $1.74 billion. This is
about $62 million less than the 2009/10 budget and about $54 million greater than projected expenditures in
2009/10. As Metropolitan enters the 2010/11 fiscal year, it must contend with the following cost drivers:
a. Debt Service - As Metropolitan funds its ongoing CIP, debt service will continue to rise. It is projected
that debt service in 2010/11 will be $348 million, or $43 million greater than projected and about
$17 million higher than budgeted in 2009/10. This primarily reflects increased debt, including the
planned issuance of $400 million of fixed rate bonds in 2010/11 to fund the CIP.
b. State Water Project Costs - The cost for the State Water Project continues to rise, even in the face of
lower deliveries. The State Water Contract is a “take-or-pay” contract, and Metropolitan is obligated to
pay the capital and operating costs, even if no water is delivered. Deliveries on the State Water Project are
expected to total 0.92 million acre-feet, including transfers, State Water Project supplies, draws from
Central Valley Storage accounts, and exchanges. In 2010/11, Metropolitan’s State Water Project costs are
estimated to be $501 million, about $48 million more than projected, and $22 million higher than the
2009/10 budget. The primary drivers of these increases compared to the 2009/10 budget are a
$17.4 million increase in SWC capital charges and a $7.5 million increase in power cost.
c. Water Supply Programs - Due to restrictions placed on Metropolitan’s Colorado River supplies in 2003
and the continuing pressures on its State Water Project supplies due to hydrology and pumping restrictions
imposed to protect endangered fish (e.g., Delta smelt), Metropolitan has continued to emphasize
development of alternative supply sources including water transfers and exchanges. The cost of these
programs is expected to be $103 million in 2010/11, about $11 million lower than projected expenditures
in 2009/10, and about $22 million lower than in the 2009/10 budget. These programs are expected to
recover 97 thousand acre-feet (TAF) of previously stored groundwater supplies and generate 405 TAF of
net transfer deliveries on the Colorado River Aqueduct and State Water Project.
d. Capital Funding - Ongoing investments in Metropolitan’s infrastructure will total about $328 million.
This is $85 million less than the 2009/10 budget, reflecting changes in project scheduling and the
completion of some major projects in 2009/10 resulting in lower projected 2010/11 expenditures. The
2010/11 budget reflects the issuance of an additional $400 million of bonds, of which about $233 million
of proceeds will be used to fund the CIP in 2010/11.
Metropolitan’s budget is more fully described in the Proposed Budget Summary (Attachment 1). Additional
details will be provided in the FY 2010/11 Proposed Budget Book to be issued in late January.
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Table 1. Budget Summary – Total Expenditures (Dollars in Millions)
2010/11 Proposed
Budget Compared to

Expenditures
State Water Contract
Supply Programs
Colorado River Power
Debt Service
Demand Management
Departmental O&M
Treatment Chemicals, Solids & Power
Other O&M
Sub-total Expenditures
Capital Investment Plan
TOTAL Expenditures
Totals may not foot due to rounding.

2008/09
Actual

2009/10
Budget

2009/10
Projected

2010/11
Proposed
Budget

$ 394.7
84.1
37.4
287.1
75.6
291.5
28.4
24.8
1,223.6
416.7
$1,640.3

$ 478.8
125.5
49.8
330.7
59.8
289.3
32.8
18.7
1,385.5
412.1
$1,797.5

$

$

452.7
113.8
46.3
305.0
76.9
294.2
29.5
16.6
1,334.9
346.7
$ 1,681.6

501.0
103.2
59.6
348.1
58.2
295.5
26.5
15.9
1,408.0
327.6
$ 1,735.6

2009/10
Budget

$

$

22.2
(22.3)
9.8
17.4
(1.6)
6.2
(6.3)
(2.8)
22.6
(84.5)
(61.9)

2009/10
Projected

$

$

48.3
(10.7)
13.3
43.1
(18.6)
1.4
(3.0)
(0.6)
73.2
(19.1)
54.0

FY 2010/11 OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE BUDGET SUMMARY
In response to both the cost drivers noted above, and the need to meet the Board’s priorities, the proposed 2010/11
departmental operations and maintenance (O&M) budget is $2.9 million less than the $340.9 million 2009/10
budget, and $2.3 million less than projected O&M expenditures. In order to meet these targets, several actions are
reflected in the proposed O&M budget, including:
a. Zero increase in base salaries - The proposed budget does not include an increase in base salaries with
the exception of a previously negotiated increase for employees in the Supervisors Association totaling
$0.4 million. The budget includes increases in benefit costs, including retirement and medical, of
$2.3 million. In addition, an allowance for merit increases is included in the budget, leading to another
$2.2 million increase in labor costs.
b. Increased O&M work - A reduction in capital work has permitted renewed emphasis on deferred water
system O&M work and support of programs in the Bay-Delta. This resulted in a shift from capital to
O&M work in these areas of $2.8 million and $2.4 million, respectively.
c. Reduced positions and vacancy rates - The total personnel budget includes a reduction of 63 net
positions. The combined effect of increased benefit costs, merit increases, increased O&M work, and a
reduced vacancy rate offset by a reduction of 63 positions is an $8.3 million overall increase in the labor
budget.
d. Reduced conservation outreach expenditures - The 2010/11 budget includes $1.2 million for
conservation advertising. This is about $2.5 million less than in the 2009/10 budget. Given the current
water supply conditions, earned media is expected to provide a significant share of the conservation
message over the next fiscal year. As a result, this area of Metropolitan’s program has been reduced.
Conservation incentives and the administrative costs of the conservation incentives programs are
maintained at the same levels in the 2009/10 budget of about $19.1 million and 1.7 million, respectively.
e. Operating Equipment - Operating equipment expenditures will be reduced by almost $3.2 million from
the 2009/10 budget. This will be the second year operating equipment purchases have been reduced by
this magnitude. The 2008/09, 2009/10, and 2010/11 budgets for operating equipment totaled $9.0 million,
$5.3 million, and $2.1 million, respectively. Staff will need to continue to optimize the use of equipment
that has experienced lower utilization in an effort to limit replacements to the oldest, least reliable
equipment and manage the potentially increasing maintenance cost on older equipment. As mentioned
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earlier, this reduced level of operating equipment purchases is not sustainable and is not consistent with
internal guidelines for equipment replacement. Operating equipment purchases in 2011/12 and beyond
will be higher than contemplated in the proposed 2010/11 budget to make up for the deferred
replacements.
A summary of the operating and maintenance budget is provided in Table 2 below.
Table 2. Budget Summary – Operations and Maintenance

2008/09
Actual
207,977,100

Salaries & Benefits
Chemicals, Solids, and
24,933,500
Power *
Outside Services
39,451,600
Materials & Supplies
22,749,536
Cargill Settlement
10,348,000
Other
43,780,369
Operating Equipment
8,666,684
Total Departmental O&M
357,906,789
Total Budgeted Positions
2,052
* Costs associated with treatment plants only.

Change from:
2009/10
2009/10
Budget
Projected
8,262,300
7,002,200

2009/10
Budget
204,714,300

2009/10
Projected
205,974,400

2010/11
Proposed
212,976,600

32,837,200

29,492,300

26,493,300

(6,343,900)

(2,999,000)

36,695,900
21,673,300
1,604,900
38,079,100
5,252,800
340,857,500
2,019

38,200,000
22,138,300
817,000
38,297,400
5,300,000
340,219,400
N/A

37,839,200
22,559,300
1,000,000
34,981,200
2,091,500
337,941,100
1,956

1,143,300
886,000
(604,900)
(3,097,900)
(3,161,300)
(2,916,400)
(63)

(360,800)
421,000
183,000
(3,316,200)
(3,208,500)
(2,278,300)
N/A

BUDGET TREND
To provide a longer-term picture of Metropolitan’s costs, Figure 1 shows the major expenditure categories over
the past two years, the estimate for the current fiscal year, as well as the projection for the following four years.
From 2007/08 through 2014/15, expenditures are forecast to increase by about $706 million, or about 7 percent
annually. The primary cost drivers from 2008/09 to 2013/14 are a $218 million increase in debt service and
PAYGO expenditures, a $212 million increase in fixed State Water Project Costs, $139 million increase in supply
program costs, and a $96 million increase in departmental O&M.

Million Dollars

Figure 1. Seven-year ExpenditureTrend
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USES OF FUNDS
Total
As shown in Table 1, the total FY 2010/11 cash outlays for State Water Contract (SWC) payments, supply
programs, Colorado River Aqueduct (CRA) power, debt service, demand management programs, O&M, and the
CIP are budgeted at $1.74 billion. This is $61.9 million (3.4 percent) less than the 2009/10 budget and
$54.1 million (3.3 percent) greater than projected. Under this financing package, $95 million of water revenues
will be deposited to the Replacement and Refurbishment fund to pay for a portion of this work in the CIP. This is
$58.3 million more than budgeted for 2009/10.
State Water Project
SWC costs are estimated to be $22.2 million higher than the 2009/10 budget. Power costs on the SWP are
estimated to be $176.1 million for the delivery of about 922 TAF into the service area. Under the contract,
Metropolitan is responsible for payment for 853 TAF, with Coachella Valley Water District and Desert Water
Agency responsible for the remaining 69 TAF under terms of the exchange agreement. The estimated average
cost of power is about $206 per acre-foot, about 22 percent higher than in the 2009/10 budget.
Supply Programs
Supply programs are estimated to be $22.3 million lower than the 2009/10 budget. These programs are expected to
recover 97 TAF of previously stored groundwater supplies and generate 405 TAF of transfer water, after accounting
for losses through the Delta.
CRA Power
CRA power costs are expected to increase $9.8 million from the 2009/10 budget for diversion of about
1.18 million acre-feet. This increase from the 2009/10 budget reflects higher pumping volumes as compared to
the 882 TAF in the 2009/10 budget.
Conservation and Recycled Water
Total demand management costs are budgeted at $58.2 million, $1.6 million lower than the 2009/10 budget, and
include incentive payments made under Metropolitan’s Local Resources Program (LRP) of $39.1 million and
$19.1 million for the Conservation Credits Program. External Affairs will also continue its conservation
messaging and advertising in 2010/11 in light of the dry-year outlook and SWP supply uncertainties although at
levels reduced from 2009/10 by about $2.5 million to a total of $1.2 million.
Operations and Maintenance
O&M costs for 2010/11, including operating equipment, are expected to be $2.9 million lower than the 2009/10
budget. Labor costs are estimated to increase by $8.3 million as compared to the 2009/10 budget reflecting a shift
of direct labor effort from capital projects to O&M work due, in part, to increased engineering and right of way
support for Bay-Delta efforts, an increase in the cost of employee benefits, and merit increases for eligible
employees. No base salary increase was included in the 2010/11 budget pending completion of bargaining unit
negotiations. These labor increases are more than offset by other cost reductions including a decrease in water
treatment costs, reductions in operating equipment purchases, and reduced conservation advertising expenditures.
The total personnel complement for 2010/11 is 1,956 positions, decreasing by 63 positions from the 2009/10
budget, which was reduced by 33 positions compared to 2008/09. A total of 114 positions have been eliminated
from Metropolitan’s budget since the 2006/07 budget year. Additional changes in personnel will depend on longrange staffing plan inputs related primarily to CIP impacts and a continued emphasis on maintenance management
best practices. The proposed 2010/11 budget assumes a vacancy rate of approximately 2.6 percent across the
organization, which is significantly lower than the 5.5 percent vacancy rate assumed for the 2009/10 budget.
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Capital Investment Plan
In trying to meet the challenge of providing reliable, high quality water at reasonable rates, projects in the CIP are
annually reviewed and prioritized to ensure resources are applied to those projects deemed most critical. As a
result, proposed expenditures on the capital program for fiscal year 2010/11 are $328 million, or $85 million
lower than the 2009/10 budget. Continuing to meet the financing requirements of the ongoing CIP will
nonetheless result in an increase in debt service costs of $17 million compared to the 2009/10 budget. For fiscal
year 2010/11, the CIP includes 335 active projects in over 60 programs. The two largest areas of expenditures are
in the areas of Infrastructure Reliability and Water Quality, accounting for about 84 percent of the total CIP.
Major expenditures programs include: treatment plant infrastructure reliability projects ($97 million); ozonation
facilities at the Diemer and Weymouth plants ($80 million); infrastructure reliability projects on Metropolitan’s
other facilities ($79 million); and solar power and hydroelectric projects ($15 million). It is currently anticipated
that infrastructure expenditures will continue to grow as more facilities reach the end of their service life.
Sources of Funds
As shown in Table 3, 2010/11 sources of funds will total $2.03 billion. This includes receipts of $1.92 billion,
with water sales receipts of $1.22 billion accounting for 63 percent of receipts. These receipts are based on
projected water sales of 1.93 million acre-feet and include an increase in base rates and charges of 12.6 percent,
effective January 1, 2011. Other revenues include readiness-to-serve charge revenues of $34.9 million, revenues
from the capacity charge of $124.5 million, and tax and annexation revenues of about $81.8 million. Interest
earnings are expected to be $36.0 million, about $1.7 million higher than the 2009/10 budget, reflecting higher
estimated fund balances. Power and other miscellaneous receipts are expected to generate about $22.4 million.
Capital projects will be funded from a combination of existing bond funds and revenues. Revenues will be used
to fund about $95 million of the capital costs. In addition, bond proceeds will provide about $232 million toward
the CIP.
The revenue bond debt service coverage ratio is forecast to be just under the Board’s adopted target of 2 times
revenue bond debt service. Assuming a 12.6 percent increase in rates and charges, the debt service coverage ratio
is expected to be about 1.9 times coverage in 2010/11. Metropolitan’s fixed charge coverage is expected to be
almost 1.3 times, which meets the board-adopted objective of 1.2 times coverage.
RESERVES
Based on projected receipts and expenditures, it is estimated that the total balance in the Water Rate Stabilization,
Revenue Remainder, the Treatment Surcharge Stabilization Fund, and Water Stewardship funds will be about
$308.5 million, which reflects a draw of about $100,000 during fiscal year 2010/11. Total restricted and
unrestricted reserves are estimated to be $1,234.2 million on June 30, 2011.
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Table 3. 2010/11 Annual Budget Uses and Sources of Funds – Cash Basis (Dollars in Millions)
2010/11 Proposed
Budget Compared
2008/09
Actual
USES OF FUNDS
Expenditure s
State Water Contract
Supply Programs
Colorado River Power
Debt Service
Demand Management
Departmental O&M
Treatment Chemicals, Sol ids & Power
Other O&M
Sub-total Expenditures
Capital Investment Plan
Fund Depos its
R&R and General Fund
Revenue Bond Construction
Water Stewardship Fund
Interest for Construction & Trust Funds
Increase in Required Reserves
Increase in Rate Stab ilization Fund
Sub-total Fund Deposits
TOTAL USES OF FUNDS
SOURCES OF FUNDS
Receipts
Taxes
Annexations
Interest Income
Hydro Power
Fixed Charges (RTS & Capacity Charge)
Water Sales Revenue
Miscellaneous Revenue
Bond Proceeds and Reimbursements
Sub-total Receipts
Fund Withdraw als
Water Transfer Fund
R&R and General Fund
Bond Funds for Construction
Water Stewardship Fund
Decrease in Required Reserves
Decrease in Rate Stabi lization Fund
Sub-total Fund Withdrawals
TOTAL SOURCES OF FUNDS
Totals may not foot du e to rounding.
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$

394.7
84.1
37.4
287.1
75.6
291.5
28.4
24.8
1,223.6
416.7

2009/10
Budget

$

478.8
125.5
49.8
330.7
59.8
289.3
32.8
18.7
1,385.5
412.1

30.1
4.2
44.0
88.8
$ 1,729.1

$

$

$

90.4
1.0
34.2
24.1
136.3
1,078.6
8.8
528.0
1,901.5

7.8
34.3
46.1
24.7
(31.2)
81.7
$ 1,729.1 $

36.7
0.9
29.9
56.8
124.3
2,025.8

103.8
1.4
36.4
22.5
119.7
988.1
8.4
367.0
1,647.3

36.7
130.3
0.0
61.3
228.3
2,025.8

2009/10
Projected

$

$

$

$

201 0/11
2009/10 2009/10
Proposed
Budget Projected
Budget

452.7
113.8
46.3
305.0
76.9
294.2
29.5
16.6
1,334.9
346.7

$

501.0
103.2
59.6
348.1
58.2
295.5
26.5
15.9
1,408.1
327.6

36.7
6.0
37.7
80.4
1,762.0

95.0
131.5
2.1
4.5
62.1
295.3
$ 2,030.9

$

91.1
1.0
31.5
23.3
136.4
1,068.7
30.3
1,382.4

$

$

12.1
36.7
310.0
20.8
379.6
1,762.0

95.0
17.6
112.6
$ 2,030.9

80.8
1.0
36.0
22.4
159.4
1,215.6
19.2
384.0
1,918.3

$

22 .2 $
(22 .3)
9 .8
17 .4
(1 .6)
6 .2
(6 .3)
(2 .8)
22 .6
(84 .5)
58 .3
1 .2
2 .1
4 .5
0 .9
67 .0
5 .1

48.3
(10.7)
13.3
43.1
(18.6)
1.4
(3.0)
(0.6)
73.2
(19.1)

$

58.3
131.5
2.1
(1.4)
24.4
214.9
268.9

(9 .7) $
1 .8
(1 .7)
23 .1
137 .0
10 .4
(144 .0)
16 .9

(10.4)
4.5
(0.9)
23.0
146.9
(11.1)
384.0
536.0

(12.1)
58 .3
58.3
(310.0)
(0 .9)
(29 .9)
(39 .2)
(3.2)
(11 .8)
(267.0)
$
5 .1 $ 268.9
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Attachment 1, FY 2010/11 Proposed Budget Summary, discusses the sources of funds, including receipts and
fund withdrawals, and uses of funds including expenditures and fund deposits in more detail.

Policy
Metropolitan Water District Administrative Code Section 5107: Annual Budget

Fiscal Impact
None
12/29/2009
Brian G. Thomas
Chief Financial Officer

Date

12/29/2009
Jeffrey Kightlinger
General Manager

Attachment 1 – 2010/11 Proposed Budget Summary
Reference Number 633928526495335538
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Budget Summary
The annual budget includes a discussion of
cash basis sources and uses of funds. The
budget is developed and monitored on a cash
basis. This means that revenues and expenses
are recognized when cash is received and

when cash is disbursed. Accrual basis
accounting records, by contrast, recognize
revenues and expenses in the period they are
earned and incurred regardless of whether
cash has been received or disbursed.

Figure 1. 2010/11 Sources of Funds ($2.03 billion dollars)

Water Sales
$1215.6M
60%

Reserves
$17.6M
1%

Taxes &
Annexation
Fees $81.8M
4%
Readiness-toServe $124.5M
6%

R&R &
Capacity
General Fund
Charge
$34.9M
$95.0M
Bond
2%
4%
Proceeds
Interest
$384.0M Hydropower &
Income
$36.0M
Misc. $41.6M
19%
2%
2%

SOURCES OF FUNDS
Estimated receipts from water sales, the
readiness-to-serve (RTS) charge, the capacity
charge, taxes, annexation fees, interest income,
power recoveries, and other miscellaneous
income are projected to be $1.53 billion for
fiscal year 2010/11 and constitute the major
revenue sources for Metropolitan. This is
$160.9 million more than the 2009/10 Budget.
The increase in revenues is primarily due to
increases in water rates in 2010 and 2011.
Figure 1 shows the major sources of funds.
Summaries of sources and uses of funds are
shown in Tables 5 and 6 at the end of this
section. A description of each revenue source is
included in the Glossary of Terms.

2010/2011 Proposed Budget
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Water Sales
Receipts from water sales are budgeted at
$1,215.6 million and are based on rates and
charges adopted by the Board for
January 1, 2010 and an increase in base rates
and charges of 12.6 percent on January 1, 2011.
These rates would fully recover the cost-ofservice in 2010/11.
Water sales for 2010/11 are estimated to be
1.93 million acre-feet (MAF) during the May
through April period (cash year). Water sold
during the cash year results in revenue
collections in the July-to-June fiscal year.

Budget Summary
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Figure 2. Five-Year Trend of Water Sales
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The 2010/11 cash year water sales include
1.71 MAF of firm sales, zero replenishment
sales, 62 thousand acre-feet (TAF) of
agricultural sales, and 156 TAF in wheeled /
exchanged sales. Treated sales are estimated
to be 1.25 MAF or 65 percent of total sales.
Figure 2 shows the five-year trend of water
sales.

Taxes and Annexation Fees
Revenues from taxes and annexation fees,
which will be used to pay voter-approved debt
service on general obligation bonds and a
portion of the capital costs of the State Water
Contract (SWC), are estimated to be
$81.8 million.

Capacity and Readiness-to-Serve Charges
The Capacity Charge and Readiness-to-Serve
Charge for 2010/11 are estimated to generate
$124.5 million and $34.9 million, respectively,
or $23.1 million more in total than in the
2009/10 budget.

2010/2011 Proposed Budget
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Other Revenue
Interest earnings are estimated to total
$36.0 million, including trust accounts and
construction funds. This represents a
$1.8 million increase from the 2009/10 Budget
due primarily to higher estimated fund
balances. Receipts from hydroelectric and
Colorado River Aqueduct (CRA) power sales
are estimated to be $22.4 million, about
$1.7 million lower than the 2009/10 budget.

Other Sources
To meet the on-going funding requirements of
the CIP, Metropolitan plans to issue
$400 million of fixed rate bonds in 2010/11.
These bonds are expected to generate
$364.1 million in bond proceeds of which
$232.6 million will be used to fund the CIP in
2010/11. The remaining CIP funding
requirements will be met from current
operating funds (i.e., $95.0 million from the
Replacement & Refurbishment (R&R) and
General Funds). In 2010/11, a total of
$2.03 billion will be available for expenditures
and other obligations
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Figure 3. 2010/11 Uses of Funds ($2.03 billion dollars)
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USES OF FUNDS
Total uses of funds are $2.03 billion. Figure 3
shows the breakdown of expenditures and
other obligations that make up the Uses of
Funds for 2010/11.

Colorado River Aqueduct Power
CRA power costs are projected to be
$59.6 million based on pumping 1.18 MAF at
Whitsett Intake Pumping Plant. This is
$9.8 million more than the 2009/10 budget,
which included the diversion of 882 TAF.
The increase in pumping costs from the
2009/10 budget reflects the higher pumping
volumes in 2010/11.

State Water Contract
State Water Contract (SWC) expenditures are
budgeted at $501.0 million, $22.2 million
more than the 2009/10 budget, based on total
deliveries of 922 TAF, of which 69 TAF are
received via exchange.
SWC power costs are expected to be
$176.1 million or $7.5 million higher than the
2009/10 budget and include the cost for
pumping about 853 TAF. The average total
unit cost of SWC power is expected to be
about $206 per acre-foot, which includes
$89 per acre-foot for fixed power costs and
$117 per acre-foot for variable pumping costs.
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SWC minimum operations, maintenance,
power, and replacement charges are
$2.6 million lower than the 2009/10 Budget.
Capital charges are expected to be
$17.4 million higher than the 2009/10 Budget.

Demand Management Costs
Metropolitan provides financial assistance to
its member agencies for the development of
local water recycling and groundwater
recovery projects through the Local Resource
Program (LRP). Metropolitan also provides
financial assistance for the development of
conservation programs through the
Conservation Credits Program (CCP).
As part of the LRP, Metropolitan has entered
into agreements to provide financial assistance
to 63 water-recycling projects. Fifty-eight of
these projects are in operation and the
remaining five projects are under design or
construction. Recycling projects that receive
Metropolitan contributions are expected to
produce 194 TAF of recycled water,
principally for landscape irrigation,
groundwater recharge, and industrial uses. In
2010/11, Metropolitan is expected to spend
$29.4 million on these efforts.
Metropolitan has also entered into agreements
to provide financial assistance to 23 projects to
Budget Summary
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recover contaminated groundwater. Twentytwo of these groundwater recovery projects
are in operation and are expected to produce
about 57 TAF in 2010/11 at a cost to
Metropolitan of $9.7 million.
The Conservation Credits Program (CCP)
provides financial assistance to customers in
Metropolitan’s service area for water
conservation programs. The 2010/11 budget
contains $19.1 million for the CCP to provide
rebate funding for residential, commercial,
industrial, and landscape conservation
activities. Metropolitan’s conservation
program will be updated as part of the 2010
Integrated Resources Plan Update. The
2010/11 budget of $19.1 million is equal to the
2009/10 budget and represents the program
that is currently in place. Future budgets will
be adjusted as new board policy on the
conservation program is adopted.

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
The 2010/11 Proposed O&M Budget,
including operating equipment purchases, is
estimated to be $338.0 million. This is
$2.9 million less than the 2009/10 budget of
$340.9 million and $2.3 million less than the
current year projected expenditures. The
O&M budget is the result of continuing
management efforts to increase efficiency and
reduce costs while meeting the Board’s
priorities. Table 1 presents a summary of the
O&M budget by expenditure type.
Labor costs, not including those charged to
construction, are $213.0 million, which is
$8.3 million, or 4.0 percent higher than the
2009/10 Budget of $204.7 million. This
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increase is the result of various upward
pressures including:
•

•
•

A significant shift in direct labor from
capital projects to O&M work. A large
part of the shift is to allow greater
engineering and right-of-way support for
Bay-Delta efforts;
Increases in the cost of employee benefits,
particularly related to healthcare and
pension benefits; and
Merit increases for eligible employees.

While these factors lead to labor cost
increases, the 2010/11 budget assumes no
cost-of-living adjustments in salaries for the
workforce. The budget also reflects a total net
reduction of 63 budgeted positions. Most of
these positions had been held vacant in the
2009/10 budget, and eliminating these
positions leads to a reduction in the vacancy
factor from 5.5 percent to 2.6 percent in
2010/11.
O&M costs other than labor in the 2010/11
proposed budget are $11.2 million less than
the 2009/10 budget. Cost reductions include a
$6.3 million decrease in water treatment costs
due to blend considerations and treatment
optimization efforts, a $3.1 million decrease in
operating equipment purchases, and a
$2.7 million decrease in conservation
advertising and its related professional
services. Cost increases which partially offset
these reductions include $0.7 million for the
annual Bay-Delta fund and $0.7 million in
professional service support for the Bay-Delta
efforts in engineering and right of way.
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Table 1. 2010/11 Operations & Maintenance Annual Budget (dollars) by Expenditure Type
Change from:

Salaries & Benefits
Chemicals, Solids,
and Power *
Outside Services
Materials & Supplies
Cargill Settlement
Other
Operating
Equipment
Total
Total Budgeted
Positions

2008/09
Actual

2009/10
Budget

2009/10
Projected

2010/11
Proposed

2009/10
Budget

2009/10
Projected

207,977,100

204,714,300

205,974,400

212,976,600

8,262,300

7,002,200

24,933,500

32,837,200

29,492,300

26,493,300

(6,343,900)

(2,999,000)

39,451,600
22,749,536
10,348,000
43,780,369

36,695,900
21,673,300
1,604,900
38,079,100

38,200,000
22,138,300
817,000
38,297,400

37,839,200
22,559,300
1,000,000
34,981,200

1,143,300
886,000
(604,900)
(3,097,900)

(360,800)
421,000
183,000
(3,316,200)

8,666,684

5,252,800

5,300,000

2,091,500

(3,161,300)

(3,208,500)

357,906,789

340,857,500

340,219,400

337,941,100

(2,916,400)

(2,278,300)

2,052

2,019

NA

1,956

(63)

NA

Figure 4. 2010/11 Departmental Budget by Expenditure Type

Materials,
Supplies, &
Other
15%
Treatment
(Chemicals,
Solids, &
Power)
8%

Salaries &
Benefits
66%

Outside
Services
11%
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change to reflect the increasing demand and
focus on Bay-Delta issues. Staff and
professional services budgets will be moved
from the Water Resources Management Group
and the Office of the General Manager into a
new Bay-Delta Initiatives Group. This group
will provide direct support to the ongoing
Bay-Delta negotiations and analysis associated
with the Delta Habitat Conservation and
Conveyance Program (DHCCP). Table 1 and
figure 4 do not reflect this organizational
change, but they will be updated in the final
budget documents, with no impact on the
overall budget, as the makeup of the new
Bay-Delta Initiatives Group is finalized.

A summary of the 2010/11 O&M Budget by
organization is shown in Table 2. Vendor
administration of the Conservation Credits
Program (CCP) is now reflected as Other
O&M for greater visibility. These
expenditures were part of the 2009/10 O&M
budget for the Water Resource Management
(WRM) Group. As a result, Table 1 reflects a
decrease in WRM’s budget and corresponding
increase in the CCP Vendor Administration
line of Other O&M.
Figure 4 depicts the distribution of the
departmental O&M for each organization, i.e.,
without other O&M, the overhead credit, and
operating equipment. Including treatment
costs, the Water System Operations Group
(WSO) accounts for 56 percent of the total
departmental budget. In 2010/11,
Metropolitan’s departmental organization will

Figure 5 summarizes the total departmental
O&M budget by expenditure type, of which
66 percent is for salaries and benefits.

Figure 5. 2010/11 Departmental Budget by Organization
(without Other O&M, operating equipment, and overhead credit, $342.0 million)

Corporate
Resources
$64.4 M
19%
Water System
Operations
$190.5 M
56%

Real Property
Development &
Mgmt $11.8 M
3%
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GM & Board of
Directors $9.5 M
3%

Water
Resource
Management
$17.5 M
5%
External Affairs
$15.9 M
5%

Legal, Audit, &
Ethics $13.6 M
4%
Chief Financial
Officer $7.8 M
Human
2%
Resources
$11.0 M
3%
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Table 2. 2010/11 Operations & Maintenance Annual Budget (dollars) by Organization
Change
2009/10
Budget

Departmental Units

Office of the General Manager
$ 7,815,600
Water Systems Operations w/o Variable Treatment
159,273,500
Water Resource Management
19,680,200
Corporate Resources
59,819,300
Real Property Development & Mgmt
11,250,700
Human Resources
10,843,900
Office of the Chief Financial Officer
7,837,400
External Affairs
18,236,700
Subtotal - General Manager's Dep.
294,757,300

2010/11
Proposed
Budget

2009/10
Projected
$

7,965,100
162,518,700
21,601,600
60,114,100
11,290,600
10,842,100
8,090,900
18,288,800
300,711,900

$

9,549,700
163,968,000
17,520,400
64,360,400
11,778,000
10,988,500
7,838,600
15,939,600
301,943,200

2010/11 to
2009/10
Budget

%

$ 1,734,100
4,694,500
(2,159,800)
4,541,100
527,300
144,600
1,200
(2,297,100)
7,185,900

22.2%
2.9%
(11.0%)
7.6%
4.7%
1.3%
0.0%
(12.6%)
2.4%

2010/11 to
2009/10
Pr ojected
$

%

1,584,600
1,449,300
(4,081,200)
4,246,300
487,400
146,400
(252,300)
(2,349,200)
1,231,300

19.9%
0.9%
(18.9%)
7.1%
4.3%
1.4%
(3.1% )
(12.8%)
0.4%

145,000
(10,500)
10,800
300

1.4%
(0.4% )
1.8%
(0.0% )

General Counsel
General Auditor
Ethics Office
Overhead Credit from Construction

10,165,000
2,719,000
609,600
(18,921,300)

10,165,000
2,672,600
609,200
(20,000,300)

10,310,000
2,662,100
620,000
(20,000,000)

145,000
(56,900)
10,400
(1,078,700)

1.4%
(2.1%)
1.7%
5.7%

Total Departm ental Budget

289,329,600

294,158,400

295,535,300

6,205,700

2.1%

1,376,900

0.5%

Other O&M
Cargill Settlement
CCP Vendor Administration
Performance Programs
Association Dues
Contingency
Insurance
Leases
Taxes
Subtotal - Other

1,604,900
650,000
2,180,000
8,000,000
472,600
530,400
13,437,900

817,000
370,100
2,079,000
7,000,000
472,600
530,000
11,268,700

1,000,000
1,728,600
650,000
2,200,000
7,250,000
475,000
541,000
13,844,600

(604,900)
1,728,600
20,000
(750,000)
2,400
10,600
406,700

(37.7%)
NA
NA
0.9%
NA
(9.4%)
0.5%
2.0%
3.0%

183,000
1,728,600
279,900
121,000
250,000
2,400
11,000
2,575,900

22.4%
NA
75.6%
5.8%
NA
3.6%
0.5%
2.1%
22.9%

302,767,500

305,427,100

309,379,900

6,612,400

2.2%

3,952,800

1.3%

5,252,800
32,837,200

5,300,000
29,492,300

2,091,500
26,493,300

(3,161,300)
(6,343,900)

(60.2%)
(19.3%)

(3,208,500)
(2,999,000)

(60.5%)
(10.2%)

$ 340,857,500

$ 340,219,400

$ 337,964,700

$ (2,892,800)

(0.8%)

$ (2,254,700)

(0.7% )

TOTAL OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE
Operating Equipment
Variable Treatment
GRAND TOTAL
Totals may not foot due to rounding
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LABOR
The personnel complement is broken down on
Tables 3 and 4. The O&M budget includes a
vacancy rate of about 2.6 percent, as compared
to the 5.5 percent vacancy rate in the 2009/10
budget.

The total personnel complement (including
temporary workers) for 2010/11 is 1,956
positions, down a total of 63 full-timeequivalent (FTE) positions from 2009/10.
O&M personnel are down by 34 positions to
1,628. Positions dedicated to capital work are
down by 29.
Table 2. Regular and Temporary Positions

Regular Full Time Positions
District Temporary Positions
Agency Temporary Positions
Total

2007/08
Budget
2,021
39
9
2,069

2008/09
Budget
2,021
23
8
2,052

2009/10
Budget
2,000
16
3
2,019

2010/11
Proposed
Budget
1,931
22
3
1,956

Change
from
2009/10
-69
6
0
-63

Table 3. O&M and Capital Staffing Levels

Regular Full Time Positions
District and Agency Temporary Positions
Total

2010/2011 Proposed Budget
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O&M
1,643
19
1,662

2009/10
Capital
357
357

Total
2,000
19
2,019

2010/11
O&M Capital
1,607
324
21
4
1,628
328

Total
1,931
25
1,956

Budget Summary
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Supply Programs
Major supply program expenditures for
2010/11 are estimated to be $103.2 million
and include:
• $32.4 million State Water Project

Transfer Programs;
• $26.8 million for Colorado Programs;
• $17.3 million for the Palo Verde

Irrigation District (PVID) Land
Management Program;
• $10.1 million for operating and

maintaining the IID/MWD conservation
agreement;
• $9.8 million for In-Basin Projects;
• $4.2 million for the Arvin-Edison

Storage Program; and
• $2.6 million for the Semitropic

Groundwater Storage and Exchange
Program.
These storage programs are expected to
recover 97 TAF of previously stored
groundwater supplies and generate 405 TAF
of net transfer deliveries on the Colorado
River Aqueduct and State Water Project.

ANNUAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT
PLAN
The Capital Investment Plan (CIP) budget for
2010/11 is estimated to be $327.6 million and
is funded by a combination of debt and current
operating revenues (R&R and General Fund).
The proposed 2010/11 capital budget is
$84.5 million lower than the 2009/10 Budget.
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With the completion of the Arrowhead
Tunnels, the final reach of the Inland Feeder,
in 2009, the two largest areas of expenditures
in the FY 2010/11 CIP are Infrastructure
Reliability and Water Quality. It is currently
anticipated that infrastructure expenditures
will continue to grow as more facilities reach
the end of their service life.
There are 335 projects included in the 2010/11
CIP. Major CIP projects that will be in design
and/or construction next fiscal year include:
• $97 million for infrastructure reliability

at Metropolitan’s five treatment plants,
not including the Oxidation Retrofit
Program (ORP);
• $79 million for infrastructure reliability

projects at Metropolitan’s other facilities;
• $80 million for ORP projects at the

Diemer and Weymouth treatment plants;
and
• $15 million for Solar Power and

Hydroelectric Power projects.
The projects listed above account for
83 percent of the total 2010/11 CIP
expenditures. Figure 5 shows the planned
expenditures in the 2010/11 CIP under the five
project driver categories.
These projects are also categorized by the
service functions that are the foundation of
Metropolitan’s cost-of-service including
source of supply, conveyance, storage,
treatment, distribution, and general. The
2010/11 expenditure plan by major service
function is shown in Figure 6.
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Million Dollars

Figure 5. 2010/11 Capital Investment Plan by Major Project Driver
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Figure 6. 2010/11 Capital Investment Plan by Service Function
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Cash Funded Capital

Reserve Transfers

The 2009/10 CIP includes Replacement &
Refurbishment (R&R) and other projects
(funded from General Fund). The combined cash
financing from operating revenues for the R&R
and General Fund will total $95.0 million,
commonly referred to as Pay-As-You-Go
(PAYGO) funding.

The 2010/11 budget could require use of just
under $100,000 of reserves plus the 12.6 percent
rate increase in January 2010. While in total,
there will be close to no draws from
Metropolitan’s reserve funds, there will be some
transfers among the funds. The Water Rate
Stabilization Fund (WRSF) and the Treatment
Surcharge Stabilization Fund (TSSF) are
expected to be drawn down by about
$17.6 million. Conversely, the Revenue
Remainder Fund is expected to increase by
$15.3 million and the Water Stewardship Fund
(WSF) is expected to increase to $2.1 million.

Debt Service
The portion of the CIP that is not funded from
cash will be funded from bond proceeds. In
2010/11, $232.6 million of capital will be
funded with bond proceeds. Metropolitan plans
to issue $400 million in new debt in 2010/11.
This will result in construction proceeds of
$364.1 million. Approximately $136 million in
bond proceeds and interest earnings will remain
in the construction bond fund for use in 2011/12.
Debt service payments are budgeted to be
$348.1 million and include $39.0 million in
G.O. bond debt service, $294.0 million in
revenue bond debt service, $12.5 million in
variable rate debt administration costs (liquidity,
remarketing fees, and broker-dealer fees), and
$2.6 million for State Revolving Fund Loan
payments. Total debt service costs are
$17.4 million more than the 2009/10 Budget.
Metropolitan currently has $4.8 billion in
outstanding debt. Of this amount, $4.6 billion is
revenue bond debt, of which 15 percent is in a
variable rate mode.
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FUND BALANCES AND RESERVE
LEVELS
Metropolitan operates as a single enterprise fund
for financial statements and budgeting purposes.
Through its Administrative Code, Metropolitan
identifies a number of accounts, which are
referred to as funds, to separately track uses of
monies for specific purposes as summarized in
Table 6. Fund balances are budgeted to be
$1,234.2 million at June 30, 2011. Of that total,
$894.1 million is restricted by bond covenants,
contracts, or board policy, and $340.1 million is
unrestricted. Table 4 shows a breakdown of
reserves by fund type. Figure 7 shows the
distribution of funds by type.
The minimum and maximum reserve fund
targets are estimated to be $235.3 million and
$576.0 million, respectively, at June 30, 2011.
Based on projected receipts and expenditures, it
is estimated that the balance in the WRSF,
TSSF, Revenue Remainder Fund, and WSF will
total about $308.5 million, about $73.2 million
over the minimum target.
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Table 4. Projected Fund Balances at June 30, 2011 (dollars in millions)

Restricted
Unrestricted
Contractual
Board
Operating Funds
233.0
108.2
340.4
Debt Service Funds
Construction Funds
211.4
33.8
306.3
Reserve Funds*
Water Transfer Fund
Trust and Other Funds
1.1
Total
785.9
108.2
340.1

Total
341.2
340.4
245.2
306.3
1.1
1,234.2

* includes Water Rate Stabili zation Fund, Water Treatmen t Surcharge Stabilizati on Fund and
the Revenu e Remainder Fund
Totals may not foot due to round ing.

Figure 7. Fund Distribution by Type at June 30, 2011

Debt Service
Funds
27%

Operating
Funds
28%
Trust & Other
Funds
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Table 5. 2010/11 Budget Sources and Uses of Funds (dollars in millions)
2010/11 Proposed
Budget Compared
2008/09
Actual
USES OF FUNDS
Expenditure s
State Water Contract
Supply Programs
Colorado River Power
Debt Service
Demand Management
Departmental O&M
Treatment Chemicals, Sol ids & Power
Other O&M
Sub-total Expenditures
Capital Investment Plan
Fund Depos its
R&R and General Fund
Revenue Bond Construction
Water Stewardship Fund
Interest for Construction & Trust Funds
Increase in Required Reserves
Increase in Rate Stab ilization Fund
Sub-total Fund Deposits
TOTAL USES OF FUNDS
SOURCES OF FUNDS
Receipts
Taxes
Annexations
Interest Income
Hydro Power
Fixed Charges (RTS & Capacity Charge)
Water Sales Revenue
Miscellaneous Revenue
Bond Proceeds and Reimbursements
Sub-total Receipts
Fund Withdraw als
Water Transfer Fund
R&R and General Fund
Bond Funds for Construction
Water Stewardship Fund
Decrease in Required Reserves
Decrease in Rate Stabi lization Fund
Sub-total Fund Withdrawals
TOTAL SOURCES OF FUNDS
Totals may not foot du e to rounding.
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$

394.7
84.1
37.4
287.1
75.6
291.5
28.4
24.8
1,223.6
416.7

2009/10
Budget

$

478.8
125.5
49.8
330.7
59.8
289.3
32.8
18.7
1,385.5
412.1

30.1
4.2
44.0
88.8
$ 1,729.1

$

$

$

90.4
1.0
34.2
24.1
136.3
1,078.6
8.8
528.0
1,901.5

7.8
34.3
46.1
24.7
(31.2)
81.7
$ 1,729.1 $

36.7
0.9
29.9
56.8
124.3
2,025.8

103.8
1.4
36.4
22.5
119.7
988.1
8.4
367.0
1,647.3

36.7
130.3
0.0
61.3
228.3
2,025.8

2009/10
Projected

$

$

$

$

201 0/11
2009/10 2009/10
Proposed
Budget Projected
Budget

452.7
113.8
46.3
305.0
76.9
294.2
29.5
16.6
1,334.9
346.7

$

501.0
103.2
59.6
348.1
58.2
295.5
26.5
15.9
1,408.1
327.6

36.7
6.0
37.7
80.4
1,762.0

95.0
131.5
2.1
4.5
62.1
295.3
$ 2,030.9

$

91.1
1.0
31.5
23.3
136.4
1,068.7
30.3
1,382.4

$

$

12.1
36.7
310.0
20.8
379.6
1,762.0

95.0
17.6
112.6
$ 2,030.9

80.8
1.0
36.0
22.4
159.4
1,215.6
19.2
384.0
1,918.3

$

22 .2 $
(22 .3)
9 .8
17 .4
(1 .6)
6 .2
(6 .3)
(2 .8)
22 .6
(84 .5)
58 .3
1 .2
2 .1
4 .5
0 .9
67 .0
5 .1

48.3
(10.7)
13.3
43.1
(18.6)
1.4
(3.0)
(0.6)
73.2
(19.1)

$

58.3
131.5
2.1
(1.4)
24.4
214.9
268.9

(9 .7) $
1 .8
(1 .7)
23 .1
137 .0
10 .4
(144 .0)
16 .9

(10.4)
4.5
(0.9)
23.0
146.9
(11.1)
384.0
536.0

(12.1)
58 .3
58.3
(310.0)
(0 .9)
(29 .9)
(39 .2)
(3.2)
(11 .8)
(267.0)
$
5 .1 $ 268.9
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Table 6. 2010/11 Sources and Uses by Fund (dollars in millions)
Fiscal Year Ending June 30th, 2011
($ in Millions)
Beginning of Year Balance
USES OF FUNDS
Expenditures
State Water Contract
Supply Programs
Colorado River Power
Debt Service
Demand Management
Departmental O&M
Treatment Chemicals, Sludge & Power
Other O&M
Sub-total Expenditures
Capital Investm ent Plan
Fund Deposits
R&R and General Fund
Revenue Bond Construction
Water Stewardship Fund
Interest for Construction & Trust Funds
Increase in Required Reserves
Increase in Rate Stabilization Fund
Sub-total Fund Deposits
TOTAL USES OF FUNDS
SOURCES OF FUNDS
Receipts
Taxes
Annexations
Interest Income
Hydro Power
Fixed Charges (RTS & Capacity Charge)
Water Sales Revenue
Miscellaneous Revenue
Bond Proceeds
Sub-total Receipts
Fund Withdrawals
Transfer Fund
R&R and General Fund
Bond Funds for Construction
Water Stewardship Fund
Decrease in Required Reserves
Decrease in Rate Stabilization Fund
Sub-total Fund Withdrawals
TOTAL SOURCES OF FUNDS
Inter-Fund Transfers
End of Year Balance

General

Operating Funds
Water
Water
Self-Insured State
Standby Stewardship Retention Contract
165.0
2.1
25.0
78.6

O&M

Debt
Service
Funds
303.2

Reserve
Funds (1)

Construction Funds
R&R
Revenue Bond
Cons truction
33.8
75.5

1,051.5

58.6

501.0
103.2
59.6
348.1
58.2
295.5
26.5
15.9
1,408.1
327.6

2.6
2.1
4.7
40.0

-

322.3
103.2
59.6
12.5
58.2
295.5
26.5
13.8
891.7
-

-

-

-

178.7
178.7
-

333.1
333.1
-

-

55.0

232.6

-

95.0
131.5
2.1
4.5
62.1
295.3
2,030.9

40.0
40.0
84.7

-

9.4
9.4
901.1

-

2.1
2.1
2.1

-

0.3
0.3
179.0

37.1
37.1
370.2

15.3
15.3
15.3

55.0
55.0
110.0

131.5
4.5
135.9
368.5

0.0
0.0
0.0

80.8
1.0
36.0
22.4
159.4
1,215.6
19.2
384.0
1,918.3

1.9
19.2
21.1

22.4
159.4
1,215.6
1,397.4

5.4
5.4

0.1
0.1

0.0
0.0

0.8
0.8

42.4
1.0
2.5
45.9

38.4
10.2
19.9
68.5

9.6
9.6

1.1
1.1

4.5
364.1
368.5

0.0
0.0

95.0
17.6
112.6
2,030.9
1,234.2

40.0
40.0
61.1
23.6
58.6

1,397.4
(1,397.4)
-

5.4
895.7
174.4

0.1
(0.1)
2.1

0.0
2.1
2.1

0.8
(0.8)
25.0

45.9
133.1
78.9

68.5
301.7
340.4

-

55.0
55.0
56.1
53.9
33.8

368.5
211.4

0.0
1.1

308.6

17.6
17.6
27.2
(11.9)
306.3

(1) includes Water Rate Stabilization Fund, Water T reatment Surcharge Stabilization Fund, and the Revenue Remainder Fund
Totals may not foot due to rounding.
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Subject
Set a public hearing date; and receive report on proposed revenue requirements, and water rates and charges

Description
SUMMARY
In April 2009, the Board directed staff to conduct a comprehensive review of Metropolitan’s Cost of Service
methodology with the intent to ensure that all rates and charges recover the full cost of service when the Board
establishes rates for the 2010/11 fiscal year. After conducting this Cost of Service review from June to October of
2009, the Board chose to adopt no changes to the cost of service methodology at this time, although the longerterm IRP Update and Long Range Finance Plan Update may result in future changes. A 12.6 percent overall rate
increase would be necessary to achieve the Board’s objective to recover the full cost of service in fiscal year
2010/11 without a draw on reserves.
In four of the last five years Metropolitan has not collected sufficient revenues to cover its costs. Instead, in an
effort to mitigate rate increases, Metropolitan has been utilizing its reserves to fund expenditures. At the same
time, the largest court ordered supply cutback in the history of the State Water Project (SWP) occurred. Supply
cutbacks are expected to continue due to hydrology and pumping restrictions imposed to protect endangered fish
(e.g. Delta smelt). In July 2009 Metropolitan responded to continued supply constraints by declaring a Level 2
Regional Water Supply Allocation. This allocation imposes a set of penalties for member agencies that use more
than their allocation limits. Conservation measures have been implemented throughout Southern California to
manage within the limits of the water supply allocation. These conservation measures, combined with lower
levels of economic activity due to the recession, have helped to reduce water sales throughout Metropolitan’s
service area. Metropolitan’s water sales in fiscal year 2009/10 are trending at the budgeted levels of 1.9 million
acre-feet, significantly lower than water sales of almost 2.3 million acre-feet just three years ago.
At the same time that water supplies and water sales are constrained, Metropolitan’s costs are expected to increase
in 2010/11 primarily due to the following factors:
a. Higher costs for State Water Project deliveries: The cost payable under the State Water Contract in
2010/11 is estimated to be about $48 million higher than projected in 2009/10. These cost increases are
primarily driven by increases in off-aqueduct power and capital-related costs, as well as Metropolitan’s
share of the environmental work and preliminary engineering of the Delta Habitat Conservation and
Conveyance Program (DHCCP). An additional factor leading to the year-over-year increase is a
significant refund from DWR in 2009 that is helping to reduce Metropolitan’s 2009/10 costs. This onetime refund will not be available in 2010/11, thus the revenue requirement must be higher to cover the
costs without the benefit of the refund.
b. Debt service: The financing costs for Metropolitan’s ongoing $3.85 billion capital program will result in
an increase of about $43 million in debt service from 2009/10. A significant portion of the capital
program is to repair and improve treatment processes and to upgrade and repair Metropolitan’s aging
water delivery system.
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c. Increase in Pay-as-you-go (PAYGO) capital funding: PAYGO funding of the CIP is projected to
increase by almost $58 million from about $37 million in 2009/10 to $95 million in 2010/11. This
increase is necessary to meet the Board’s policy of funding $95 million of capital expenditures associated
with replacement and refurbishment of existing facilities from revenues. Funding higher levels of
PAYGO is consistent with restoring Metropolitan’s revenue bond coverage and fixed charge coverage
ratios to board-adopted targets, thus helping to preserve Metropolitan’s current bond ratings. In addition,
funding more of the CIP from revenues will reduce the long-term cost of the program by reducing interest
costs.
d. Higher power costs on the Colorado River Aqueduct (CRA): CRA power costs are projected to be
$13 million higher in 2010/11 as a result of higher flows on the CRA.
In order to help mitigate impacts on member agencies, the proposed 2010/11 departmental operating budget has
been reduced by almost $3 million compared to the 2009/10 budget. Additionally, proposed demand management
costs are equal to the 2009/10 budget and Metropolitan’s Capital Investment Plan has been reduced by
$85 million from the 2009/10 budget as expenditures for large capital projects like the Inland Feeder and Skinner
Oxidation Retrofit Program come to a close.
RATES AND CHARGES FOR 2010/11
Pursuant to Metropolitan’s Administrative Code (section 4304), at its January meeting, the Business and Finance
Committee is to set a public hearing to receive input on Metropolitan’s rates and charges. This hearing is to take
place prior to the committee’s regularly scheduled meeting in March. In addition to this action, the committee also
reviews the General Manager’s analysis of the revenue requirement for 2010/11, and the rates and charges needed
to meet the revenue requirement. The Cost of Service analysis detailed in Attachment 1, “Metropolitan Water
District of Southern California, Fiscal Year 2010/11 Cost of Service”, is consistent with the Cost of Service
process used since the Board adopted the current rate structure in 2002. This analysis shows that an overall
increase of 12.6 percent would be necessary to achieve the Board direction of collecting the full Cost of Service in
fiscal year 2010/11 without drawing from reserves to meet expenditures. The Cost of Service analysis also
allocates costs to the various rate elements.
The specific elements of an increase of 12.6 percent in water rates and charges for the coming fiscal year are
shown in Table 1, “Estimated Rates and Charges.” Revenue bond coverage is estimated to be 1.91 times, while
fixed charge coverage would be approximately 1.28 times in 2010/11. The estimate of rates and charges for
2010/11 was determined based on a total revenue requirement of $1.39 billion. The existing rates, which are
effective through December 31, 2010, and the rates under a 12.6 percent increase, effective January 1, 2011,
would generate combined revenue of $1.37 billion based on total sales of 1.93 million acre-feet. Due to the
continuing need to acquire water transfers, Metropolitan will maintain the Delta Supply Surcharge to fund such
purchases and reflect the impact of Delta pumping restrictions. As shown in Table 1, the Delta Supply Surcharge
can be expected to decrease over time if a near-term Delta solution is realized that results in increased SWP
deliveries or if supply program costs drop. However, any drop in the Delta Supply Surcharge is likely to be more
than offset by increases in other rate elements to pay for the costs of Delta improvements.
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Table 1. Estimated Rates and Charges
Effective
Jan 1, 2010*
$101
$69
$280

Effective
Jan 1, 2011
$112
$51
$280

System Access Rate ($/AF)

$154

$217

Water Stewardship Rate ($/AF)

$41

$43

System Power Rate ($/AF)

$119

$135

Full Service Untreated Volumetric Cost ($/AF)
Tier 1
Tier 2

$484
$594

$558
$675

Replenishment Water Rate Untreated ($/AF)
Interim Agricultural Water Program Untreated ($/AF)

$366
$416

$440
$513

Treatment Surcharge ($/AF)
Full Service Treated Volumetric Cost ($/AF)
Tier 1
Tier 2

$217

$217

$701
$811

$775
$892

Treated Replenishment Water Rate ($/AF)
Treated Interim Agricultural Water Program ($/AF)

$558
$615

$632
$718

Readiness-to-Serve Charge ($M)

$114

$135

$7,200

$7,200

Tier 1 Supply Rate ($/AF)
Delta Supply Surcharge ($/AF)
Tier 2 Supply Rate ($/AF)

Capacity Charge ($/cfs)
* Most rates effective Sept 1, 2009

a. Tier 1 Supply Rate and Delta Supply Surcharge. Cost of service allocation would result in a reduction
of $7 per acre-foot in the combined Tier 1 Supply Rate and Delta Supply Surcharge from $170 per acrefoot to $163 per acre-foot. The Tier 1 Supply Rate recovers Metropolitan’s supply costs that are not
recovered by sales at the Tier 2 Supply Rate or reflected in the Delta Supply Surcharge, Replenishment or
Agricultural rates. The Delta Supply Surcharge reflects the costs of the additional supply that
Metropolitan needs to procure as a result of the pumping restrictions, a portion of SWP costs charged to
Supply, and the cost of personnel and consultants working on Delta improvements. These costs are
estimated to be around $87 million in 2010/11, about $30 million lower than the projection used to set the
2010 Delta Supply Surcharge. The reduced costs reflect lower supply program expenditures, largely due
to reduced Drought Water Bank purchases based on actual experience in 2009. It is recommended that
the Delta Supply Surcharge be decreased by $18 per acre-foot to $51 per acre-foot due to these lower
costs. Partially offsetting the reduction in the Delta Supply Surcharge is an increase in the Tier 1 Supply
Rate of $11 per acre-foot. The Delta Supply Surcharge is included in all Tier 1 sales, IAWP, and
Replenishment sales. The Tier 1 Supply Rate will be charged on a dollar per acre-foot basis for system
supply delivered to meet firm demands that are less than the Tier 1 Annual Limit as shown in
Schedule 12, Attachment 1.
b. Tier 2 Supply Rate. The Tier 2 Supply Rate is set at a level that reflects Metropolitan’s cost of
purchasing new supplies. Preliminary estimates indicate a Tier 2 Supply Rate of $280 per acre-foot
reflects the cost Metropolitan may pay for additional water transfers in fiscal year 2010/11. The Tier 2
Supply Rate will be charged on a dollar-per-acre-foot basis for system supply delivered to meet firm
demands that are greater than the Tier 1 Annual Limit. This rate may change as more information about
the cost of transfers becomes available.
c. System Access Rate. In order for rates to recover the full cost of service in 2010/11 the System Access
Rate would increase by $63 per acre-foot. The magnitude of this increase reflects cost increases and the
under-collection of the System Access Rate in 2009/10 based on the rates that were adopted for 2010.
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The System Access Rate recovers a portion of the costs associated with the conveyance and distribution
system, including capital and operations and maintenance costs. All users of the Metropolitan system pay
the System Access Rate (including member agencies and third-party wheeling entities).
d. Water Stewardship Rate. The Water Stewardship Rate would increase by $2 per acre-foot to $43 per
acre-foot to recover the costs associated with Metropolitan’s demand management programs. The Water
Stewardship Rate is charged on a dollar-per-acre-foot basis to collect revenues to support Metropolitan’s
financial commitment to conservation, water recycling, groundwater recovery and other demand
management programs approved by the Board. The Water Stewardship Rate is charged for every acrefoot of water conveyed by Metropolitan, and is used to fund Metropolitan’s commitment to local resource
and conservation investments in fiscal year 2010/11, including the departmental costs of administering the
demand management programs.
e. System Power Rate. The System Power Rate is estimated to increase by $16 per acre-foot to $135 per
acre-foot. The increase is due to higher projected power unit costs for pumping water on the SWP and
higher delivery volumes on the CRA. The System Power Rate will be charged on a dollar-per-acre-foot
basis to recover the cost of power necessary to pump water from the State Water Project and Colorado
River through the conveyance system. The System Power Rate will be charged for all Metropolitan
supplies.
f.

Treatment Surcharge. The treatment surcharge would not change, remaining at $217 per acre-foot. The
Treatment Surcharge recovers the cost of providing treated water service, including allocated capital
financing costs and operations and maintenance cost.

g. Capacity Charge. The Capacity Charge would remain unchanged at $7,200 per cubic-foot-second. The
Capacity Charge is a fixed charge levied on the maximum summer day demand placed on the system
between May 1 and September 30 for the three calendar-year period ending December 31, 2009. The
Capacity Charge recovers the cost of providing peak capacity within the distribution system. Daily flow
measured between May 1 and September 30 for purposes of billing the Capacity Charge will include all
deliveries made by Metropolitan to a member agency or member agency customer including water
transfers, exchanges and agricultural deliveries, but excluding replenishment service.
h. Readiness-to-Serve Charge. The Readiness-to-Serve Charge would increase by $21 million to
$135 million. This increase is due to increases in capital financing costs for conveyance. Metropolitan’s
Readiness-to-Serve Charge recovers costs associated with standby and peak conveyance capacity and
system emergency storage capacity. The Readiness-to-Serve Charge is allocated among the member
agencies on the basis of each agency’s ten-year rolling average of firm demands (including water
transfers and exchanges conveyed through system capacity). Revenues equal to the amount of Standby
Charges will continue to be credited against the member agency’s Readiness-to-Serve Charge obligation
unless a change is requested by the member agency.
i.

Replenishment Water Rate. Consistent with past actions, the untreated replenishment water rate would
increase from $366 per acre-foot to $440 per acre-foot reflecting the increase in full service rates. Treated
replenishment water rates would also increase from $558 per acre-foot to $632 per acre-foot, for the same
reason. Replenishment service has been curtailed since May 2007 and is not expected to be available
through fiscal year 2010/11.

j.

Agricultural Water Rate. The untreated agricultural water rate would increase from $416 per acre-foot
to $513 per acre-foot to reflect the increase in full service rates and the reduction in the IAWP discount as
adopted by the Board during the IAWP phase out period. The treated agricultural water rate would also
increase from $615 per acre-foot to $718 per acre-foot, for the same reasons.

Figure 1 shows the projected reserve levels under the estimated rates and charges. Reserve fund balances include
the Revenue Remainder Fund, the Water Rate Stabilization Fund, the Water Treatment Surcharge Stabilization
Fund, and the Water Stewardship Fund.
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2009

2010
2011
Fiscal Year Ending

$358

$308

$309

$700
$600
$500
$400
$300
$200
$100
$0

Total Reserves (w/WSF)
Maximum Reserve Level
Minimum Reserve Level

$326

Million Dollars

Figure 1. Reserve Fund Balances

2012

REVENUE REQUIREMENTS
The revenue requirements for 2010/11 are estimated to be $1.39 billion. As shown in Table 2, this is about
$165 million more than the projected revenue requirements in the current fiscal year, and almost $290 million
higher than costs in 2008/09. Costs are projected to increase from about $1.40 billion in 2009/10 to about
$1.55 billion in 2010/11. Taxes, interest income, power, and miscellaneous income are expected to generate
about $155 million, reducing the revenue requirement from rates and charges in 2010/11 to about $1.39 billion.
Table 2. Revenue Requirements for FY 2010/11 compared to prior year costs

Departmental & Other O&M (w/o Variable Treatment)
Chemicals, Sludge & Power for Treatment
State Water Project (without Variable Power)
SWP Variable Power
CRA Power
Supply Programs paid from O&M
Demand Management
Debt Service
PAYGO
Change in Required Reserves
Sub-total expenditures
Revenue Offsets
Total Revenue Requirement
Totals may not foot due to rounding

2008/09 Actuals
$
316.2
28.4
338.0
56.7
37.4
76.3
75.6
281.2
30.1
28.8
1,268.8
168.3
$
1,100.5

$ Millions
2009/10
2010/11 Test
Projected
Year
$
310.7 $
311.5
29.5
26.5
356.3
401.2
96.4
99.7
46.3
59.6
101.7
103.2
76.9
58.2
305.0
348.1
36.7
95.0
37.5
42.2
1,397.0
1,545.3
171.3
154.8
$
1,225.7 $
1,390.4

2010/11 Change from:
2008/09
2009/10
$
(4.8) $
0.7
(1.9)
(3.0)
63.3
45.0
43.0
3.3
22.2
13.3
26.9
1.4
(17.4)
(18.6)
66.9
43.1
64.9
58.3
13.4
4.7
276.5
148.3
(13.4)
(16.5)
$ 289.9 $ 164.8

MAJOR ASSUMPTIONS - REVENUE REQUIREMENTS FOR FY 2010/11
Water Sales
1.93 million acre-feet
Cash year water sales (including Tier 1, Tier 2, agricultural, and wheeling/exchange sales) are projected to be about
1.93 million acre-feet in fiscal year 2010/11. This forecast is based on expected demands under average weather
conditions. If water sales are less than anticipated, rate stabilization reserves would be used to meet expenditures.
Treated water sales are expected to be about 1.3 million acre-feet or 65 percent of total sales. About 1.66 million
acre-feet are expected to be sold at the Tier 1 rate, 48 thousand acre-feet are expected to be sold at the higher Tier 2
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rate, 62 thousand acre-feet are expected to be sold through the Interim Agricultural Water Program, and no water sales
are projected at Replenishment rates.
State Water Project (including SWP power)
$500.9 million
Total costs for 2010/11 under the State Water Project are estimated to be approximately $500.9 million, including
about $100 million for variable power costs, net of projected credits. Costs for OMP&R and capital are expected to
be $45 million higher than in 2009/10. Much of this increase is due to the fact that 2009/10 expenditures will be
reduced by a large, one-time refund that will be distributed from DWR back to the contractors. Metropolitan’s share
of this refund will be approximately $23 million. State Water Project costs in 2010/11 will not benefit from this
refund. Variable power costs for the State Water Project are expected to be $3.3 million higher than in 2009/10, due
to a higher projected power rate on the State Water Project. Costs of off-aqueduct power facilities are also projected
to increase by more than $8 million. SWP cost estimates are based on projected water deliveries of about 0.92 million
acre-feet in 2010/11 and estimates provided by DWR.
Colorado River Power Costs
$59.6 million
The revenue requirement incorporates costs associated with pumping approximately 1.18 million acre-feet from the
Colorado River in 2010/11. Power from Metropolitan’s share of Hoover and Parker, plus energy under the contract
with Southern California Edison will not be sufficient to move these supplies. Total costs for pumping are estimated
to be about $59.6 million, which includes about $39 million to procure power on the open market in 2010/11.
Supply and Storage Programs
$103.2 million
Total expenditures for water transfer and storage programs are estimated to be about $103.2 million in 2010/11.
Colorado River Supply Program expenditures total $54.2 million and include $17.3 million for the Palo Verde
Irrigation District (PVID) Program, $10.1 million for the Imperial Irrigation District/Metropolitan Conservation
Program, new agricultural water transfers of $13.7 million, and $13.1 million for various other Colorado Riverbased supply programs. Supply program costs along the State Water Project total $39.2 million and include
approximately $30.3 million in Drought Water Bank purchases, $4.2 million for the Arvin-Edison Water Storage
Program, $2.1 million for the Yuba Accord Program, and $2.6 million for the Semitropic Water Storage Program. An
additional $9.8 million will be used to fund ongoing operating costs for in-basin supply projects including conjunctive
use programs within Metropolitan’s service area. Drought Water Bank costs reflect expenditures for transfers that
will be delivered in calendar year 2011. It is anticipated that 100 thousand acre-feet of transfer water will be
purchased through the Drought Water Bank for calendar year 2011.
Demand Management Programs
$58.2 million
Demand management program payments made to the member agencies in support of local resources development and
active conservation efforts are expected to total $58.2 million in 2010/11. This reflects incentive payments for
conservation of $19.1 million and local resources development of $39.1 million. These incentives do not reflect other
costs associated with these programs, including labor, administration, and public information and outreach costs of
almost $19.3 million that are included in Metropolitan’s departmental O&M estimates. Recycling and groundwater
recovery projects supported by Metropolitan are expected to increase annual production by about 27 thousand acrefeet over current year estimates, to a total of 250 thousand acre-feet in 2010/11. Projected expenditures reflect
Metropolitan’s ongoing commitment to water conservation, local recycling, and groundwater cleanup. These
estimates are consistent with efforts to develop local water supplies in cooperation with the member agencies and
other local agencies based on the Integrated Resources Plan.
Capital Financing Program
$443.1 million
Capital Financing Program costs include $294 million of water revenue bond debt service payments on approximately
$4.6 billion of outstanding Water Revenue Bond debt as of December 31, 2009. This represents an increase of
approximately $43 million above 2009/10 projected debt service payments, due in part to the issuance of water
revenue bonds in 2009/10 and 2010/11 to finance the ongoing CIP. These costs also reflect debt service increases that
are the result of higher interest payments for taxable Build America Bonds (BABs). As part of the Federal American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act, the Federal government will provide a subsidy to public entities like Metropolitan
that issue taxable bonds. While the interest payments on these bonds are higher than tax-exempt bonds, Metropolitan
will receive a subsidy from the Federal government equal to 35 percent of the interest payment, making these bonds
an attractive funding option for the capital program. The subsidy does not show up in Metropolitan’s debt service,
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rather it increases Metropolitan’s revenue offsets, which reduce the revenue requirement to be generated from rates
and charges. Additional capital financing costs include $39 million of general obligation bond debt service which are
paid by ad valorem property taxes, and $15.1 million for debt administration expenses for remarketing, liquidity
support, and administrative costs associated with Metropolitan’s variable rate debt program, and State Revolving
Fund Loan payments.
In addition to debt service, Metropolitan’s capital financing costs include $95 million of capital expenditures funded
from revenues or reserves, also referred to as PAYGO funding. By way of comparison, more than $170 million of the
proposed Capital Improvement Program in 2010/11 is for replacement and refurbishment (R&R). R&R expenditures
are reflective of the ongoing cost to maintain Metropolitan’s facilities due to the current and previous use of the
system. Under prior board policy and direction, $95 million of these costs would be paid by current users of the
system, as opposed to debt-financed. This policy was included in the Long Range Finance Plan, and reflected a
compromise between funding all repair and replacement capital costs through revenues and mitigating rate impacts in
the near term. As such, it is appropriate for PAYGO levels to be increased from the $36.7 million in the 2009/10
budget to $95 million in 2010/11. By restoring PAYGO funding to $95 million from rates and charges in 2010/11
and beyond, Metropolitan’s revenue bond coverage will come closer to meeting the board-adopted target of 2 times
debt service coverage. In the future, funding PAYGO through rates at or above $100 million per year will be an
important part of Metropolitan’s strategy to maintain its high bond ratings and mitigate long-term debt service costs.
Operations and Maintenance
$338 million
The revenue requirement includes $338 million for operations and maintenance, including labor and benefits,
professional services, operating equipment purchases and water treatment chemicals, power, and solids handling.
This estimate is $2.3 million or about one percent lower than projected 2009/10 costs. A detailed breakdown of
departmental budgets is provided in the 2010/11 proposed budget.
Adjustments in Reserves
$42.2 million
Required reserve balances are estimated to increase by $42.2 million from June 30, 2010 to June 30, 2011, in
accordance with board policies contained in Metropolitan’s Administrative Code for the State Water Contract Fund,
and Revenue Remainder Fund, and in accordance with bond covenants for the Operations and Maintenance Fund and
Revenue Bond Reserve Funds. About $15.3 million of this portion of the revenue requirement is for the increase in
the board-adopted minimum reserve levels for rate stabilization purposes. This portion is subtracted from the revenue
requirement for the purposes of calculating the necessary rate increases.
Other Revenues
$154.8 million
To determine the rates and charges revenue requirement, the total estimated obligations of $1.54 billion are
reduced by revenue from ad valorem property taxes, interest income, hydropower revenues, CRA power sales,
Federal BAB subsidies, and miscellaneous revenues. Ad valorem property taxes levied at the current tax rate of
0.0043 percent of assessed valuations are estimated to be $80.8 million. Annexation charges are expected to
provide $1 million. BAB subsidies are expected to generate $10.4 million in 2010/11. Power recoveries, interest
on investments and miscellaneous revenue are expected to produce $62.6 million in 2010/11. Based on the
projected expenditure estimates described above, total revenues required from rates and charges in 2010/11 are
projected to be $1.39 billion.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
It is important for Metropolitan’s rates and charges to cover the full cost of service without relying on continued
draws from financial reserves. It is also important however, to acknowledge the challenging economic
circumstances that face Metropolitan’s member agencies and retail customers throughout the service area.
Metropolitan’s financial reserves are in better condition than was forecasted a year ago. While a 12.6 percent
increase in 2011 would allow Metropolitan to cover costs in fiscal year 2010/11, there may be other alternatives
that result in reasonable financial stability for Metropolitan while reducing the immediate strain on ratepayers. A
12.6 percent increase in 2011 would need to be followed by a minor increase in 2012 to continue covering
Metropolitan’s costs. The Board may consider a two-year rate increase that would lock in rates for 2011 and
2012. This two-year rate increase could smooth out the impact of increases by adopting two successive single
digit increases. This approach would likely require a draw from reserves in 2010/11, but rates would cover the
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full cost of service during the 2011 calendar year and fiscal year 2011/12. Under this two-year approach,
financial ratios would be lower in the first year than with a single 12.6 percent increase, but the second year
would achieve revenue bond coverage targets. Staff also believes that a board action to adopt two successive rate
increases at one time will demonstrate a commitment to restore revenue bond and fixed charge coverage ratios.
Staff will work with the Board in coming weeks to better understand options for a two-year rate increase.
RECOMMENDATION
This letter requests that the Board set a public hearing at which interested parties may provide input regarding
Metropolitan’s rates and charges to be effective January 1, 2011, for the February meeting of the Business and
Finance Committee.

Policy
Metropolitan Water District Administrative Code Section 4304: Apportionment of Revenues and Setting of Water
Rates and Charges to Raise Firm Revenues

California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
CEQA determination for Options #1 and #2:
The proposed actions are not defined as a project under CEQA, because they involve continuing administrative
activities, such as general policy and procedure making (Section 15378(b)(2) of the State CEQA Guidelines). In
addition, the proposed actions are not subject to CEQA because they involve the creation of government funding
mechanisms or other government fiscal activities, which do not involve any commitment to any specific project
which may result in a potentially significant physical impact on the environment (Section 15378(b)(4) of the State
CEQA Guidelines).
The CEQA determination is: Determine that the proposed actions are not subject to CEQA pursuant to
Sections 15378(b)(2) and 15378(b)(4) of the State CEQA Guidelines.

Board Options
Option #1
Adopt the CEQA determination and set a public hearing at which interested parties may provide input
regarding Metropolitan’s rates and charges to be effective January 1, 2011, for the February meeting of the
Business and Finance Committee.
Fiscal Impact: None
Option #2
Take no action.
Fiscal Impact: None
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Staff Recommendation
Option #1
12/29/2009
Brian G. Thomas
Chief Financial Officer

Date

12/29/2009
Jeffrey Kightlinger
General Manager

Date

Attachment 1 – Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, FY 2010/11 Cost of Service
Reference Number cfo12602747
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Cost of Service

Prior to discussing the specific rates and charges that make up the rate structure, it is important to
understand the cost of service process that supports the rates and charges. The purpose of the cost of
service process is to: (1) identify which costs should be recovered through rates and charges;
(2) organize Metropolitan’s costs into service functions; and (3) classify service function costs on the
basis for which the cost was incurred. The purpose of sorting Metropolitan’s costs in a manner that
reflects the type of service provided (e.g. supply vs. conveyance), the characteristics of the cost
(e.g. fixed or variable) and the reason why the cost was incurred (e.g. to meet peak or average
demand) is to create logical cost of service “building blocks”. The building blocks can then be
arranged to design rates and charges with a reasonable nexus between costs and benefits.
1.1

Cost of Service Process

The general cost of service process involves the four basic steps outlined below.
Step 1 - Development Of Revenue Requirements
In the revenue requirement step, the costs that Metropolitan must recover through rates and charges,
after consideration of revenue offsets, are identified. The cash needs approach, an accepted industry
practice for government-owned utilities, has historically been used in identifying Metropolitan’s
revenue requirements and was applied for the purposes of this study. Under the cash needs approach,
revenue requirements include operating costs and annual requirements for meeting financed capital
items (debt service, funding of replacement and refurbishment from operating revenues, etc.).
Step 2 – Identification of Service Function Costs
In the functional allocation step, revenue requirements are allocated to different categories based on
the operational functions served by each cost. The functional categories are identified in such a way
as to allow the development of logical allocation bases. The functional categories used in the cost of
service process include:


Supply



Conveyance and Aqueduct



Storage



Treatment



Distribution



Demand Management



Administrative and General



Hydroelectric

In order to provide more finite functional allocation, many of these functional categories are
subdivided into more detailed sub-functions in the cost of service process. For example, costs for the
Supply and Conveyance and Aqueduct functions are further subdivided into the sub-functions State
Water Project (SWP), Colorado River Aqueduct (CRA), and Other. Similarly, costs in the Storage
function are broken down into the sub-functions Emergency Storage, Drought Carryover Storage, and
Regulatory Storage.
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Step 3 - Classification Of Costs
In the cost classification step, functionalized costs are separated into categories according to their
causes and behavioral characteristics. Proper cost classification is critical in developing a rate
structure that recovers costs in a manner consistent with the causes and behaviors of those costs.
Under American Water Works Association (AWWA) guidelines, cost classification may be done
using either the Base/Extra-Capacity approach or the Commodity/Demand approach. In the simplest
sense, these approaches offer alternative means of distinguishing between utility costs incurred to
meet average or base demands and costs incurred to meet peak demands. The Commodity/Demand
approach was modified for its application to Metropolitan’s rate structure by adding a separate cost
classification for costs related to providing standby service. Analysis of system operating data
indicated that a modified Commodity/Demand approach was most appropriate for developing
Metropolitan’s cost of service classification bases.
Step 4 - Allocation Of Costs To Rate Design Elements
The allocation of costs to the rate design elements depends on the purpose for which the cost was
incurred and the manner in which the member agencies use the Metropolitan system. For example,
costs incurred to meet average system demands are typically recovered by dollar per acre-foot rates
and are allocated based on the volume of water purchased by each agency. Rates that are levied on
the amount or volume of water delivered are commonly referred to as volumetric rates as the
customer’s costs vary with the volume of water purchased. Costs incurred to meet peak demands
(referred to in this report as demand costs) are recovered through a peaking charge (the Capacity
Charge) and are allocated to agencies based on their peak demand behavior. Costs incurred to
provide standby service in the event of an emergency are referred to here as standby costs.
Differentiating between costs for average usage and peak usage is just one example of how the cost of
service process allows for the design of rates and charges that improves overall customer equity and
efficiency. Figure 1 summarizes the cost of service process.
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Figure 1. The Cost of Service Process

1.2

Step 1

Development of Revenue
Requirement
ReveRevenue

Step 2

Functionalization of
Costs

Step 3

Classification of
Costs

Step 4

Allocation of Costs to Rate
Design Elements

Revenue Requirements

The estimated revenue requirements presented in this report are for FY 2010/11. Throughout the
report, FY 2010/11 is used as the “test year” to demonstrate the application of the cost of service
process. Schedule 1 summarizes the FY 2010/11 revenue requirement by the major budget line items
used in Metropolitan’s budgeting process. Current estimates indicate Metropolitan’s annual cash
expenditures (including capital financing costs, but not construction outlays financed with bond
proceeds) will total approximately $1.55 billion in FY 2010/11.
The rates and charges do not have to cover this entire amount. Metropolitan generates a significant
amount of revenue from interest income, hydroelectric power sales and miscellaneous income. These
internally generated revenues are referred to as revenue offsets and are expected to generate about
$73 million in FY 2010/11. It is expected that Metropolitan will also generate about $81.8 million in
ad valorem property tax revenues and annexation charges. Property tax revenues are used to pay for a
portion of Metropolitan’s general obligation bond debt service, and a portion of Metropolitan’s
obligation to pay for debt service on bonds issued to fund the State Water Project. The total revenue
offsets for FY 2010/11 are estimated to be around $154.8 million. Therefore, the revenue required
from rates and charges is the difference between the total costs and the revenue offsets, or
$1.39 billion. No withdrawals from the Water Rate Stabilization Fund will be used to fund
Metropolitan’s expenditures during 2010/11. Given an effective date of January 1, 2011, the rates
and charges recommended in this report, combined with rates and charges effective through
December 31, 2010 will generate a total of $1.37 billion in 2010/11.
All of Metropolitan’s costs fall under the broad categories of Departmental Costs or General District
Requirements. Departmental Costs include budgeted items identified with specific organizational
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groups. General District Requirements consist of requirements associated with the Colorado River
Aqueduct, State Water Project, the capital financing costs associated with the Capital Investment
Program (CIP), and Water Management Programs. General District Requirements also include
reserve fund transfers required by bond covenants and Metropolitan’s Administrative Code.
When considered in total, General District Requirements make up approximately 72 percent of the
absolute value of the allocated costs. The largest component of the revenue requirement relates to
SWP expenditures, which make up approximately 29 percent of Metropolitan’s FY 2010/11 revenue
requirements. Metropolitan’s SWP contract requires Metropolitan to pay its allocated share of the
capital, minimum operations, maintenance, power and replacement costs incurred to develop and
convey its water supply entitlement, irrespective of the quantity of water Metropolitan takes delivery
of in any given year. Metropolitan’s capital financing program is the second largest component of the
revenue requirement, constituting approximately 26 percent of the revenue requirement.
Departmental O&M costs make up 19 percent of the total revenue requirement in FY 2010/11. Water
System Operations is the largest single component of the Departmental Costs and accounts for 11
percent of the revenue requirements. Water System Operations responsibilities include operating and
maintaining Metropolitan’s pumping, storage, treatment, and hydroelectric facilities, as well as the
Colorado River Aqueduct and other conveyance and supply facilities.
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Schedule 1. Revenue Requirements (by budget line item)
Fiscal Year Ending
2011
Departmental Operations & Maintenance
Office of the General Manager & Human Resources
External Affairs
Water System Operations
Chief Financial Officer
Corporate Resources
Real Property Development & Mgmt
Water Resource Management
Ethics Department
General Counsel
Audit Department
Total

$

General District Requirements
State Water Project
Colorado River Aqueduct
Supply Program Costs paid from operating revenues
Water Management Programs
Capital Financing Program
Other O&M
Increase (Decrease) in Required Reserves
Total
Revenue Offsets
Net Revenue Requirements

15,298,500
15,939,600
190,461,300
5,818,100
55,097,300
11,778,000
17,520,400
461,800
7,679,700
1,973,900
322,028,600

0.9%
0.9%
11.2%
0.3%
3.2%
0.7%
1.0%
0.0%
0.5%
0.1%
18.9%

500,978,905
59,599,167
103,165,940
58,236,726
443,120,428
15,936,100
42,200,000
1,223,237,266

29.5%
3.5%
6.1%
3.4%
26.1%
0.9%
2.5%
72.0%

(154,831,151)
$

1,390,434,716

(1) Given as a percentage of the absolute values of total dollars allocated.
Totals may not foot due to rounding
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Service Function Costs

Several major service functions result in the delivery of water to Metropolitan’s member agencies.
These include the supply itself, the conveyance capacity and energy used to move the supply, storage
of water, distribution of supplies within Metropolitan’s system, and treatment of these supplies.
Metropolitan’s rate structure recovers the majority of the cost of providing these functions through
rates and charges.
The functional categories developed for Metropolitan’s cost of service process are consistent with the
American Water Works Association rate setting guidelines, a standard chart of accounts for utilities
developed by the National Association of Regulatory Commissioners (NARUC), and the National
Council of Governmental Accounting. Because all water utilities are not identical, the rate structure
reflects Metropolitan’s unique physical, financial, and institutional characteristics.
A key goal of functional allocation is to maximize the degree to which rates and charges reflect the
costs of providing different types of service. For functional allocation to be of maximum benefit, two
criteria must be kept in mind when establishing functional categories.


The categories should correlate charges for different types of service with the costs of
providing those different types of service; and



Each function should include reasonable allocation bases by which costs may be allocated.

Each of the functions developed for the cost of service process is described below.


Supply. This function includes costs for those SWP and CRA facilities and programs that
relate to maintaining and developing supplies to meet the member agencies’ demands. For
example, Metropolitan’s supply related costs include investments in the Conservation
Agreement with the Imperial Irrigation District and the Palo Verde Irrigation District (PVID)
Program from the Colorado River supply programs. The SWP programs include the Drought
Water Bank purchases, and transfer programs such as Semitropic Water Storage Program,
Yuba Accord Program, and the Arvin-Edison Water Storage Program. Costs for groundwater
conjunctive use programs within Metropolitan’s service area, such as the North Las Posas
Groundwater Basin Conjunctive Use Agreement are also included.



Conveyance and Aqueduct. This function includes the capital, operations, maintenance, and
overhead costs for SWP and CRA facilities that convey water through Metropolitan’s internal
distribution system. Variable power costs for the SWP and CRA are also considered to be
Conveyance and Aqueduct costs but are separately reported under a “power” sub-function.
Conveyance and Aqueduct facilities can be distinguished from Metropolitan’s other facilities
primarily by the fact that they do not typically include direct connections to the member
agencies. For purposes of this study, the Inland Feeder Project functions as an extension of
the SWP East Branch and is therefore considered a Conveyance and Aqueduct facility as
well.



Storage. Storage costs include the capital financing, operating, maintenance, and overhead
costs for Diamond Valley Lake, Lake Mathews, Lake Skinner, and five smaller regulatory
reservoirs within the distribution system. Metropolitan’s larger storage facilities are operated
to provide (1) emergency storage in the event of an earthquake or similar system outage;
(2) drought storage that produces additional supplies during times of shortage; and
(3) regulatory storage to balance system demands and supplies and provide for operating
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flexibility. To reasonably allocate the costs of storage capacity among member agencies, the
storage service function is categorized into sub-functions of emergency, drought, and
regulatory storage.


Treatment. This function includes capital financing, operating, maintenance, and overhead
costs for Metropolitan’s five treatment plants and is considered separately from other costs so
that treated water service may be priced separately.



Distribution. This function includes capital financing, operating, maintenance, and overhead
costs for the “in-basin” feeders, canals, pipelines, laterals, and other appurtenant works. The
“in-basin” facilities are distinguished from Conveyance and Aqueduct facilities at the point of
connection to the SWP, Lake Mathews, and other major turnouts along the CRA facilities.



Demand Management. A separate demand management service function has been used to
clearly identify the cost of Metropolitan’s investments in local resources like conservation,
recycling, and desalination.



Administrative and General (A&G). These costs occur in each of the Groups’ departmental
budgets and reflect overhead costs that cannot be directly functionalized. The cost-of-service
process allocates A&G costs to the service functions based on the labor costs of non-A&G
dollars allocated to each function.



Hydroelectric. Hydroelectric costs include the capital financing, operating, maintenance, and
overhead costs incurred to operate the 16 small hydroelectric plants located throughout the
water distribution system.

1.3.1 Functional Allocation Bases
The functional allocation bases are used to allocate a cost to the various service functions. The
primary functional allocation bases used in the cost-of-service process are listed below.





Direct assignment
Work-In-Progress or Net Book Value plus Work-In-Progress
Prorating in proportion to other allocations
Manager analysis

Schedule 2 summarizes the amounts of total cost allocated using each of the above types of allocation
bases.
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Schedule 2. Summary of Functional Allocations by Type of Allocation Basis
Estimated for
% of Allocated
Primary Functional Allocation Bases
FY 2011
Dollars
Direct Assignment
$
1,008,282,656
59.3%
Work in Progress/Net Book Value
484,302,292
28.5%
Prorating
76,893,018
4.5%
Manager Analysis
27,653,100
1.6%
Other
$
103,165,940
6.1%
Total Dollars Allocated
$
1,700,297,007
100.0%

Portion of Above Allocations Relating to:
Revenue Requirements before Offsets
Revenue Offsets
Total Dollars Allocated
Totals may not foot due to rounding
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Each of the primary allocation bases is discussed in detail in the remainder of this section. Discussion
of each allocation basis includes examples of costs allocated using that particular basis.
(a) Direct assignment
Direct assignment makes use of a clear and direct connection between a revenue requirement and
the function being served by that revenue requirement. Directly assigned costs typically include:
costs associated with specific treatment plants, purely administrative costs, and certain
distribution and conveyance departmental costs. Examples of costs that are directly assigned to
specific functional categories are given below.



Water System Operations Group departmental costs for treatment plants are directly
assigned to treatment.
Transmission charges for State Water Contract are directly assigned to conveyance
SWP.

(b) Work-In-Progress; Net Book Value Plus Work-In-Progress
Capital financing costs, including debt service and funding replacements and refurbishments
from operating revenues, comprise about 26 percent of Metropolitan’s annual revenue
requirements. One approach would be to allocate payments on each debt issue in direct
proportion to specific project expenditures made using bond proceeds. But, this approach would
result in a high degree of volatility in relative capital cost allocations from year to year. The
approach used in this analysis is one widely used in water industry cost of service studies.
Capital and debt-related costs (including repair and replacement costs paid from current
revenues) are allocated on the basis of the relative net book values of fixed assets within each
functional category. This approach produces capital cost allocations that are consistent with the
functional distribution of assets. Also, since the allocation basis is tied to fixed asset records
rather than debt payment records, the resulting allocations are more reflective of the true useful
lives of assets. Use of net book values as an allocation basis provides an improved matching of
functional costs with asset lives. A listing of fixed asset net book values summarized by asset
function is shown in Schedule 3.
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Schedule 3. Net Book Value and Work in Progress Allocation Base
Functional Categories
Source of Supply
Conveyance & Aqueduct
Storage
Treatment
Distribution
Administrative & General
Hydroelectric
Total Fixed Assets Net Book Value
Totals may not foot due to rounding
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$

NBV for
FY 2011
34,910,760
1,451,574,789
2,289,080,169
2,615,926,731
1,157,166,004
273,732,097
111,873,118
7,934,263,668

% of Total
NBV
0.4%
18.3%
28.9%
33.0%
14.6%
3.5%
1.4%
100.0%
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In most instances, the cost-of-service process uses net book value plus work-in-progress to
develop allocation bases for debt and capital costs. For organizational units handling current
construction activity, however, allocations are based on work-in-progress alone. For these
organizational units, exclusion of net book value from the allocation basis is done because the
costs being allocated relate directly to work in progress not yet reflected in the completed assets
records.
Examples of revenue requirements allocated using these net book value and work-in-progress
allocations are shown below.



General Obligation and Revenue Bond Debt Service: allocated using Work In
Progress plus Net Book Value.
Annual deposit of operating revenue to replacement and refurbishment fund:
allocated using Work In Progress plus Net Book Value.

To calculate the relative percentage of fixed assets in each functional category, Metropolitan
staff conducted a detailed analysis of historical accounting records and built a database of fixed
asset accounts that contains records for all facilities currently in service and under construction.
Each facility was sorted into the major service function that best represented the facilities
primary purpose and was then further categorized into the appropriate sub-functions described
earlier.
(c) Prorating in proportion to other allocations
Utility cost of service studies frequently contain line items for which it would be difficult to
identify an allocation basis specific to that line item. In these cases, the most logical allocation
basis is often a prorata blend of allocation results calculated for other revenue requirements in
the same departmental group, or general category. Reasonable prorata allocations are based on a
logical nexus between a cost and the purpose which it serves. For example: Human Resources
Section costs are allocated using all labor costs, since Human Resources spends its time and
resources attending to the labor force.
(d) Manager analyses
The functional interrelationships of some organizational units are so complex and/or dynamic
that reliable allocation bases can only be developed with extensive input from the organization’s
managers. In these cases, managers use their first-hand knowledge of the organization’s internal
operations to generate a functional analysis of departmental costs. An example of revenue
requirements allocated based on manager analyses is: Water System Operations Group:
Operations Planning Unit.
A summary of the functional allocation results is shown in Schedules 4 and 5. Schedule 4 provides a
breakdown of the revenue requirement for FY 2010/11 into the major service functions and subfunctions prior to the re-distribution of administrative and general costs. Schedule 5 serves as a crossreference summarizing how the budget line items are distributed among the service functions. The
largest functional component of Metropolitan’s revenue requirement is the Conveyance and Aqueduct
function, which constitutes approximately 39 percent of the allocated revenue requirement.
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Schedule 4. Revenue Requirement (by service function)
Functional Categories
Source of Supply
CRA
SWP
Other Supply
Total

Fiscal Year Ending
2011
$

% of Allocated
Dollars (1)

58,814,429
118,436,689
18,509,769
195,760,887

4.2%
8.4%
1.3%
13.8%

Conveyance & Aqueduct
CRA
CRA Power (net of sales)
CRA All Other
SWP
SWP Power
SWP All Other
Other Conveyance & Aqueduct
Total

65,317,643
40,850,005

4.6%
2.9%

173,077,306
204,777,169
61,425,374
545,447,498

12.2%
14.5%
4.3%
38.5%

Storage
Storage Costs Other Than Power
Emergency
Drought
Regulatory
Wadsworth plant pumping/generation
Total

66,573,919
54,430,889
13,320,261
(1,349,650)
132,975,419

4.7%
3.8%
0.9%
0.1%
9.6%

Treatment
Jensen
Weymouth
Diemer
Mills
Skinner
Total

42,557,210
40,093,345
51,064,031
36,051,069
63,280,340
233,045,994

3.0%
2.8%
3.6%
2.5%
4.5%
16.5%

114,518,991
Distribution
70,487,053
Demand Management
(11,637,414)
Hydroelectric
109,836,287
Administrative & General
Total Functional Allocations:
$
1,390,434,716
(1) Given as a percentage of the absolute values of total dollars allocated.
Totals may not foot due to rounding
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Schedule 5. Service Function Revenue Requirements (by budget line item)
Source of

Conveyance &

Supply

Aqueduct

Storage

Treatment

Distribution

Demand

Hydro

Administrative

Total $

Management

Electric

& General

Allocated

Departmental Operations & Maintenance
Office of the General Manager & Human Resources

$

External Affairs

1,039,366

$

-

Water System Operations

Real Property Development & Mgmt

$

-

11,778,000

-

415,249

$

3,919,104

-

-

-

$

3,254,385
-

748,870

593,879

-

974,163

157,709
-

7,863

7,300,124

-

-

$

48,877,307

13,504,506

7,216

2,272,998
-

90,980,431

7,762,510

-

9,672,179

3,475,803
-

-

6,760,242

-

Water Resource Management

$

3,404,175

-

1,970,988

793,199
-

31,125,237

-

Corporate Resources

$

-

11,626,793

Chief Financial Officer

1,522,052

6,825,624

5,622,125

$

15,298,500

12,020,496

15,939,600

1,185,108

190,461,300

5,818,100

5,818,100

16,456,181

55,097,300

-

-

11,778,000

-

41,218

17,520,400

Ethics Department

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

461,800

461,800

General Counsel

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

7,679,700

7,679,700

Audit Department

-

Total Departmental O&M

-

-

-

23,737,883

-

107,960,740

-

59,424,592

-

11,916,711

4,005,973

1,973,900

1,973,900

51,258,628

322,028,600

24,309,327

39,414,747

72,004,849

428,974,056

-

-

-

-

-

-

59,599,167

-

-

-

-

-

-

59,599,167

-

-

-

-

-

-

103,165,940

General District Requirements
State Water Project
Colorado River Aqueduct

-

Water Transfers and Storage Programs

103,165,940

Demand Management

-

Capital Financing Program
Other Operating Costs
Increase (Decrease) in Required Reserves
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-

-

116,583,036

146,096,805

85,094,855

178,832

261,883

136,477

598,044

391,090

-

195,760,887

-

562,763,926

(5,676,069)

$

-

73,928,820

177,127,629

Revenue Offsets

Net Revenue Requirements

-

1,778,008

-

Total General District Requirements

Totals may not foot due to rounding

-

116,719,513

(56,731,175)

$

545,447,498

-

(7,481,977)

$

132,975,419

$

58,236,726

-

1,800,047

-

-

13,941,198

443,120,428

27,135

12,542,591

15,936,100

-

42,200,000

42,200,000
1,223,237,266

85,485,945

60,036,774

5,724,842

68,683,789

(21,609,594)

(30,391,546)

(1,466,431)

(21,368,229)

(10,106,129)

(11,637,414) $

109,836,287

$

114,518,991

$

70,487,053

$

58,236,726

5,697,707

146,694,849

233,045,994

500,978,905

(154,831,151)

$

1,390,434,716
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Classified Costs

In the cost classification step, functionalized costs are further categorized based on the causes and
behavioral characteristics of these costs. An important part of the classification process is identifying
which costs are incurred to meet average demands vs. peak demands and which costs are incurred to
provide standby service. As with the functional allocation process, the proposed classification
process is consistent with AWWA guidelines, but has been tailored to meet Metropolitan’s specific
operational structure and service environment.
In the cost of service process, cost classification is done using a hybrid of two methods discussed in
the AWWA M1 Manual, Principles of Water Rates, Fees and Charges. These two methods are the
Commodity/Demand method and the Base/Extra Capacity method.
The Commodity/Demand method allocates costs that vary with the amount of water produced to the
commodity category with all other costs associated with water production allocated to the demand
category. In the Base/Extra Capacity method costs related to average demand conditions are
allocated to the base category and capacity costs associated with meeting above average demand
conditions are allocated to the extra capacity category.
The approach used to classify Metropolitan’s costs differs from the Base/Extra Capacity method by
the fact that costs are separated into a variable category and a fixed category. The Base/Extra
Capacity method does not separate these costs into two categories but rather combines them into one
category referred to as base costs. The approach used to classify Metropolitan’s costs differs from the
Commodity/Demand method in the fact that demand costs are separated into fixed commodity and
fixed demand costs. The Commodity/Demand method would not make this distinction, but would
combine these costs into the demand category. By using the hybrid method, costs are disaggregated
to a lower level of detail, providing greater visibility to costs. Under the hybrid classification method,
functional cost categories are reallocated into demand, commodity, or standby categories, which are
discussed below. Classification of costs into these categories depends on an analysis of system
capacity as well as actual system operating data.
Classification categories used in the analysis include:


Fixed demand costs



Fixed commodity costs



Fixed standby costs



Variable commodity costs



Hydroelectric costs

Demand costs are incurred to meet peak demands. Only the direct capital financing costs were
included in the demand classification category. A portion of capital financing costs was included in
the demand cost category because in order to meet peak demands additional physical capacity is
designed into the system and, therefore, additional capital costs are incurred. Commodity costs are
generally associated with average system demands. Variable commodity costs include costs of
chemicals, most power costs, and other cost components that increase or decrease in relation to the
volume of water supplied. Fixed commodity costs include fixed operations and maintenance and
capital financing costs that are not related to accommodating peak demands or standby service.
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Standby service costs relate to Metropolitan’s role in ensuring system reliability during emergencies
such as an earthquake or an outage of a major facility like the Colorado River Aqueduct. The two
principal components of the standby costs were identified as the emergency storage capacity within
the system and the standby capacity within the State Water Project conveyance system.
An additional component used in Metropolitan’s cost classification process is the hydroelectric
component. While not a part of most water utilities’ cost classification procedures, the hydroelectric
classification component is necessary to segregate revenue requirements carried from the
hydroelectric function established in the functional allocation process. Hydroelectric revenue
requirements are later embedded in the distribution function. Any net revenues generated by the
hydroelectric operations offset the distribution costs and reduce the System Access Rate. All users of
the distribution system benefit proportionately from the revenue offset provided by the sale of
hydroelectric energy.
Schedule 6 provides the classification percentages used to distribute the service function costs into
demand, commodity and standby service classification categories. All of the supply costs are
classified as fixed commodity costs. Because these particular supply costs have been incurred to
provide an amount of annual reliable system yield and not to provide peak demand delivery capability
or standby service they are reasonably treated as fixed commodity costs.
Costs for the Conveyance and Aqueduct (C&A) service function are classified into demand,
commodity, and standby categories. Because the capital costs for C&A were incurred to meet all
three classification categories, an analysis of C&A capacity usage for the three years ending June
2011 was used to determine that 62 percent of the available conveyance capacity has been used to
meet member agency demands on an average annual basis. A system peak factor1 of 1.5 was applied
to the average annual usage to determine that 30 percent of available capacity is used to meet peak
monthly deliveries to the member agencies. The remaining portion of C&A, around 8 percent, is used
for standby. The same classification percentages are applied to the CRA, SWP, and Other (Inland
Feeder) Conveyance and Aqueduct sub-functions. The classification shares reflect the system
average use of conveyance capacity and not the usage of individual facilities. All of the Conveyance
and Aqueduct energy costs for pumping water to Southern California are classified as variable
commodity costs and, therefore, are not shown in Schedule 6 because they carry through the
classification step.
Storage service function costs for emergency, drought and regulatory storage are also distributed to
the classification categories based on the type of service provided. Emergency storage costs are
classified as 100 percent standby related. Emergency storage is a prime example of a cost
Metropolitan incurs to ensure the reliability of deliveries to the member agencies. In effect, through
the emergency storage capacity in the system, Metropolitan is “standing by” to provide service in the
event of a catastrophe such as a major earthquake that disrupts regional conveyance capacity for an
extended period of time. Drought carryover storage serves to provide reliable supplies by carrying
over surplus supplies from periods of above normal precipitation and snow pack to drought periods
when supplies decrease. Drought storage creates supply and is one component of the portfolio of
resources that result in a reliable amount of annual system supplies. As a result, drought storage is
classified as a fixed commodity cost, in the same manner as Metropolitan’s supply costs. Regulatory
storage within the Metropolitan system provides operational flexibility in meeting peak demands and

1

Peak monthly deliveries to the member agencies average about 50 percent more than the average monthly
deliveries.
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flow requirements, essentially increasing the physical distribution capacity. Therefore, regulatory
storage is classified in the same manner as distribution costs.
Distribution service function costs were classified using daily flow data for the three calendar years
ending December 2008. During this period, the average annual volume of deliveries to the member
agencies used 58 percent of the peak distribution capacity. The difference between the average flow
and system capacity, or 42 percent of the distribution capacity, was used to meet peak day demands in
excess of average annual flows. Although the Metropolitan distribution system has a great deal of
operational flexibility, the total amount of distribution capacity was limited to the peak noncoincident2 24-hour daily flow of all the member agencies.
As presented in Schedule 6, treatment service function costs were also classified using daily flow data
of deliveries to the member agencies for the ten years ending December 2010. Total treated water
capacity of 4,204 cfs, the total design capacity of all the treatment plants, was used in the calculation.
Schedule 7 summarizes the service function revenue requirements by classification category.
Administrative and general costs have been allocated to the classification categories by service
function based on the ratio of classified non-A&G service function costs to total non-A&G service
function costs.

2

The term “non-coincident” means that the peak day flow for each agency may or may not coincide with the
peak day system flow. Both non-coincident and coincident approaches to measuring peak demands are used in
rate design approaches. A non-coincident approach is used in the rate design to capture the different operating
characteristics of the member agencies (e.g., the distribution system is designed to meet peak demands in
different load areas within the System that have non-coincident demands due to each member agencies unique
operating characteristics).
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Schedule 6. Classification Percentages
Function
Source of Supply
Colorado River Aqueduct
State Water Project
Conveyance & Aqueduct

Colorado River Aqueduct

Classification Percentages
Fixed
Commodity
Demand
Standby
100%
100%

0%
0%

0%
0%

Total %
Classified
100%
100%

Supply costs classified as commodity
Supply costs classified as commodity
Demand (peaking) percentage represents application of system monthly
peak factor of 1.5 to average monthly flow. Commodity percentage
represents average flows. Remainder of capacity is for standby
(expected growth). SWP and CRA are treated the same due to
application of system wide uniform price.

62%

30%

8%

100%

State Water Project
Other
Storage
Emergency
Drought
Regulatory

62%
62%

30%
30%

8%
8%

100%
100%

0%
100%
58%

0%
0%
42%

100%
0%
0%

100%
100%
100%

Treatment

45%

55%

0%

100%

Distribution

58%

42%

0%

100%

Totals may not foot due to rounding
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Comments

Standby service (recovered by RTS)
Recovered by Supply Rates
See distribution (below)
Demand percentage represents amount of system treatment capacity
used to meet peak day flows in excess of average. Commodity
percentage represents amount of capacity used to meet average flows.
Standby percentage is estimated as remaining total capacity. The same
classification is applied to all five treatment plants due to the use of a
uniform system wide treatment surcharge.
Demand percentage represents amount of system distribution capacity
used to meet peak day flows in excess of average. Commodity
percentage represents amount of capacity used to meet average flows.
Standby percentage is estimated as remaining total system capacity.
The same classification is applied to all distribution facilities due to the
use of a system wide uniform system access rate.
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A summary of cost classification results is shown in Schedule 7. The classification of the service
function costs results in about 10 percent, or $141 million of the total revenue requirements, being
allocated to the demand classification category. This amount represents a reasonable estimate of the
annual fixed capital financing costs incurred to meet peak demands (plus the allocated administrative
and general costs). A portion of Metropolitan’s property tax revenue is allocated to C&A fixed
demand costs and offsets the amount that is recovered through rates. The taxes are used to pay for the
general obligation bond debt service allocated to the C&A costs.
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Schedule 7. Service Function Revenue Requirements (by classification category)
Functional Categories
(by sub-Fuction)
Source of Supply
CRA
SWP
Other Supply
Subtotal: Source of Supply

Fixed
Demand

Commodity

$

-

Conveyance & Aqueduct
CRA
CRA Power
CRA All Other
SWP
SWP Power
SWP All Other
Other Conveyance & Aqueduct
Subtotal: Conveyance & Aqueduct

-

64,635,761
130,159,311
20,341,829
215,136,901

-

-

-

67,201,674

Distribution
Demand Management
Hydroelectric
Total Costs Classified
Totals may not foot due to rounding

25,790,110

$

140,864,319

-

-

-

68,767,019
44,797,653

-

-

181,245,987
224,299,494
66,930,151
586,040,304

(1,413,349)
(1,413,349)

-

71,536,643
59,818,348
14,499,234
(1,413,349)
144,440,876

-

154,023,639

-

99,362,551
77,463,718

-

905,044,655

$

82,731,623

$

-

242,232,525

71,536,643

$

64,635,761
130,159,311
20,341,829
215,136,901

181,245,987

-

-

-

-

-

71,536,643

69,188,940

-

-

60,986,538

-

5,128,642

-

735,645

59,818,348
9,370,593

5,128,642

$

5,741,134
4,718,201
11,194,980

-

272,321,472

$

-

31,502,295

$

Total
Classified

Hydroelectric

-

195,917,707
45,009,787
289,868,906

-

Treatment

-

-

22,640,653
17,202,163
42,743,893

Water Quality
CRA
SWP
Other
Subtotal: Water Quality

$

7,780,481
41,160,931

2,901,077

Storage
Storage Costs Other Than Power
Emergency
Drought
Regulatory
Storage Power
Subtotal: Storage
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$
-

Variable
Commodity

Standby

$

(10,527,353)
(10,527,353) $

252,727,608
125,152,660
77,463,718
(10,527,353)
1,390,434,716
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About 65 percent of the revenue requirement ($905 million) is classified as “fixed commodity”.
These fixed capital and operating costs are incurred by Metropolitan to meet annual average
service needs and are typically recovered by a combination of fixed charges and volumetric rates.
Fixed capital costs classified to the “Standby” category total about $83 million and account for
about 6 percent of the revenue requirements. Standby service costs are commonly recovered by a
fixed charge allocated on a reasonable representation of a customer’s need for standby service.
The variable commodity costs for power on the conveyance and aqueduct systems, and power,
chemicals and solids handling at the treatment plants change with the amount of water delivered
to the member agencies. These costs are classified as variable commodity costs, total about
$272 million, and account for about 20 percent of the total revenue requirement. Because of the
variable nature of these costs, it is appropriate to recover them through volumetric rates.

2

Rates and Charges

Schedule 8 provides a cross-reference between the classified service function costs and their
allocation to the rate design elements. The specifics of each rate design element are discussed in
detail in the following section. Schedule 9 summarizes the rates and charges that would be
effective on January 1, 2011 in order to collect all costs from rates and charges in fiscal year
2010/11, without the use of draws from reserve funds. Average costs by member agency will
vary depending upon an agency’s RTS allocation, capacity charge and relative proportions of
treated and untreated Tier 1, Tier 2, Replenishment, and Interim Agricultural Water Program
purchases.
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Schedule 8. Classified Service Function Revenue Requirements (by rate design element)
Rate Design Elements
Service Function by Classification Category
Supply
Fixed Demand
Fixed Commodity
Fixed Standby
Variable Commodity
Hydroelectric
Subtotal: Supply

$

Conveyance and Aqueduct
Fixed Demand
Fixed Commodity
Fixed Standby
Variable Commodity
Hydroelectric
Subtotal: Conveyance and Aqueduct

215,136,901
215,136,901

59,818,348
(1,413,349)
58,404,999

Treatment
Fixed Demand
Fixed Commodity
Fixed Standby
Variable Commodity
Hydroelectric
Subtotal: Treatment

-

Distribution
Fixed Demand
Fixed Commodity
Fixed Standby
Variable Commodity
Hydroelectric
Subtotal: Distribution

-

Demand Management
Fixed Demand
Fixed Commodity
Fixed Standby
Variable Commodity
Hydroelectric
Subtotal: Demand Management

-

Total
Fixed Demand
Fixed Commodity
Fixed Standby
Variable Commodity
Hydroelectric
Total
Totals may not foot due to rounding
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$

-

Storage
Fixed Demand
Fixed Commodity
Fixed Standby
Variable Commodity
Hydroelectric
Subtotal: Storage

$

Water
Stewardship
Rate

System Access
Rate

Supply Rates

274,955,249
(1,413,349)
273,541,900 $

-

$

-

System Power Rate

$

-

289,868,906
289,868,906

-

9,370,593
9,370,593

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

99,362,551
(10,527,353)
88,835,198

-

398,602,049
(10,527,353)
388,074,696 $

$

242,232,525
242,232,525

77,463,718
77,463,718

77,463,718
77,463,718

Capacity Charge

$

$

-

5,128,642
5,128,642

-

-

$

30,918,752
30,918,752

-

$

Total Costs
Allocated

Treatment Surcharge

$

-

$

215,136,901
215,136,901

42,743,893
11,194,980
53,938,873

-

42,743,893
289,868,906
11,194,980
242,232,525
586,040,304

71,536,643
71,536,643

-

5,128,642
69,188,940
71,536,643
(1,413,349)
144,440,876

-

25,790,110
25,790,110

-

242,232,525
242,232,525

-

Readiness-toServe Charge

67,201,674
154,023,639
31,502,295
252,727,608

67,201,674
154,023,639
31,502,295
252,727,608

-

-

25,790,110
99,362,551
(10,527,353)
114,625,308

-

-

77,463,718
77,463,718

42,743,893
82,731,623
125,475,516

$

67,201,674
154,023,639
31,502,295
252,727,608

$

140,864,319
905,044,655
82,731,623
272,321,472
(10,527,353)
1,390,434,716
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Schedule 9. Rates and Charges Summary
Effective
Jan 1, 2010*
$101
$69
$280

Effective
Jan. 1, 2011**
$94
$69
$280

System Access Rate ($/AF)

$154

$217

Water Stewardship Rate ($/AF)

$41

$43

System Power Rate ($/AF)

$119

$135

Full Service Untreated Volumetric Cost ($/AF)
Tier 1
Tier 2

$484
$594

$558
$675

Replenishment Water Rate Untreated ($/AF)
Interim Agricultural Water Program Untreated ($/AF)

$366
$416

$440
$513

Treatment Surcharge ($/AF)
Full Service Treated Volumetric Cost ($/AF)
Tier 1
Tier 2

$217

$217

$701
$811

$775
$892

Treated Replenishment Water Rate ($/AF)
Treated Interim Agricultural Water Program ($/AF)

$558
$615

$632
$718

Readiness-to-Serve Charge ($M)

$114

$135

$7,200

$7,200

Tier 1 Supply Rate ($/AF)
Delta Supply Surcharge ($/AF)
Tier 2 Supply Rate ($/AF)

Capacity Charge ($/cfs)
* Most rates effective Sept 1, 2009

** Rates and charges necessary to collect sufficient revenues when combined with rates
effective through 2010 to cover expenditures incurred in fiscal year 2010/11. Note that
rates effective in 2011 provide only four months of revenue in 2010/11
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System Access Rate (SAR)

The SAR is a volumetric3 system-wide rate levied on each acre-foot of water that moves through the
MWD system. All system users (member agency or third party) pay the SAR to use Metropolitan’s
conveyance and distribution system. To meet the board stated objective to collect all costs in 2010/11
the SAR would increase from its current level of $154 per acre-foot to $217 per acre-foot. The SAR
recovers the cost of providing conveyance and distribution capacity to meet average annual demands.
Current estimates indicate that the SAR revenue requirement will be about $388 million in FY
2010/11, or 28 percent of the total revenue requirement.
2.2

Water Stewardship Rate (WSR)

Under the board’s guidelines, the WSR would increase from its current level of $41 per acre-foot to
$43 per acre-foot. The WSR recovers the costs of providing financial incentives for existing and
future investments in local resources including conservation and recycled water. These investments
or incentive payments are identified as the “demand management” service function in the cost of
service process. Demand management costs are classified as 100 percent fixed commodity costs and
are estimated to be about $77 million in FY 2010/11, about 6 percent of the revenue requirement.
The WSR is a volumetric rate levied on each acre-foot of water that moves through the Metropolitan
system. All system users (member agency or third parties) will pay the same proportional costs for
existing and future conservation and recycling investments.
2.3 System Power Rate (SPR)
SPR would increase from $119 per acre-foot to $135 per acre-foot in 2011. The SPR is a volumetric
rate that recovers the costs of pumping water to Southern California. The SPR recovers the cost of
power for both the SWP and CRA. In FY 2010/11 the revenue requirement for the SPR is estimated
to be about $242 million, about 17 percent of the total revenue requirement.
2.4

Treatment Surcharge

The treatment surcharge would remain unchanged at its current level of $217 per acre-foot to collect
all treatment costs in 2010/11. The treatment surcharge is a system-wide volumetric rate set to
recover the cost of providing treated water service. The treatment surcharge revenue requirement is
expected to be about $253 million in FY 2010/11, almost 18 percent of the total revenue requirement.
The treatment surcharge recovers all costs associated with providing treated water service, including
commodity, demand and standby related costs. Significant capital improvements at Metropolitan’s
five treatment plants, such as the Ozone Retrofit Program, Skinner Filtration Plant Expansion Project,
and improvement programs at all five treatment plants result in additional capital financing costs
being allocated to the treatment surcharge.

2.5

Capacity Charge

The Capacity Charge would remain at its current level of $7,200 per cubic-foot-second of capacity
during 2011. The capacity charge is levied on the maximum summer day demand placed on the
3

A volumetric rate is a charge applied to the actual amount of water delivered.
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system between May 1 and September 30 for a three-calendar year period. The three-year period
ending December 31, 2009 is used to levy the capacity charge effective January 1, 2011 through
December 31, 2011. Demands measured for the purposes of billing the capacity charge include all
firm demand and agricultural demand, including wheeling service and exchanges. Replenishment
service is not included in the measurement of peak day demand for purposes of billing the capacity
charge.
The capacity charge is intended to pay for the cost of peaking capacity on Metropolitan’s system,
while providing an incentive for local agencies to decrease their use of the Metropolitan system to
meet peak day demands and to shift demands into lower use time periods particularly October
through April. Over time, a member agency will benefit from local supply investments and
operational strategies that reduce its peak day demand on the system in the form of a lower total
capacity charge. The estimated capacity charge to be paid by each member agency in calendar year
2011 (as of December 2009) is included in Schedule 10.
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Schedule 10. Capacity Charge (by member agency)
Peak Day Demand (cfs)
(May 1 through September 30)
Calendar Year

AGENCY
Anaheim
Beverly Hills
Burbank
Calleguas
Central Basin
Compton
Eastern
Foothill
Fullerton
Glendale
Inland Empire
Las Virgenes
Long Beach
Los Angeles
MWDOC
Pasadena
San Diego
San Fernando
San Marino
Santa Ana
Santa Monica
Three Valleys
Torrance
Upper San Gabriel
West Basin
Western

2007
37.9
33.9
33.7
260.8
125.9
7.1
303.8
25.4
36.9
54.6
176.2
45.3
61.3
768.5
469.2
58.5
1,278.4
6.5
5.2
29.7
27.6
171.4
41.6
63.8
262.3
289.2

2008
36.1
32.9
34.2
250.0
102.7
4.9
263.1
21.5
27.1
55.7
125.8
45.3
68.1
821.9
453.7
55.6
1,039.9
0.1
5.2
14.5
26.2
168.1
35.5
36.9
243.3
271.4

2009
3-Year Peak
40.7
40.7
31.0
33.9
21.6
34.2
192.8
260.8
94.7
125.9
5.9
7.1
227.8
303.8
24.3
25.4
37.4
37.4
56.0
56.0
106.1
176.2
42.7
45.3
67.2
68.1
698.2
821.9
630.4
630.4
50.2
58.5
1,055.3
1278.4
0.0
6.5
3.5
5.2
16.4
29.7
25.0
27.6
132.7
171.4
39.3
41.6
27.6
63.8
221.3
262.3
219.9
289.2

Calendar Year 2011
Capacity Charge
($7,200/cfs)
$
293,040
244,080
246,240
1,877,760
906,480
51,120
2,187,360
182,880
269,280
403,200
1,268,640
326,160
490,320
5,917,680
4,538,880
421,200
9,204,480
46,800
37,440
213,840
198,720
1,234,080
299,520
459,360
1,888,560
2,082,240

Total

4,674.7

4,239.7

4,068.0

$

4,901.3

35,289,360

Totals may not foot due to rounding

2.6

Readiness-to-Serve Charge

The costs of providing standby service, such as emergency storage, are recovered by the RTS.
Metropolitan’s cost for providing emergency storage capacity within the system are estimated to be
about $71 million in FY 2010/11. In addition, to simplify the rate design by reducing the number of
separate charges, the demand and standby related costs identified for the conveyance and aqueduct
service function are also allocated to the RTS. These costs are estimated to be about $43 million in
FY 2010/11. Currently the RTS recovers $114 million, an amount that represents a portion of the
capital financing costs for facilities that serve existing users. The RTS would increase to
$135 million in calendar year 2011 to recover the additional costs associated with conveyance.
The RTS is allocated to the member agencies based on each agency’s proportional share of a ten-year
rolling average of all firm deliveries (including water transfers and exchanges that use Metropolitan
system capacity). The ten-year rolling average will not include replenishment service and interim
agricultural deliveries because these deliveries will be the first to be curtailed in the event of an
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emergency. A ten-year rolling average leads to a relatively stable RTS allocation that reasonably
represents an agency’s potential long-term need for standby service under different demand
conditions. Member agencies that so choose may have a portion of their total RTS obligation offset
by standby charge collections levied by Metropolitan on behalf of the member agency. Schedule 11
provides an estimate as of December 2009 of each agency’s total RTS obligation for calendar year
2011.
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Schedule 11. Readiness-to-Serve Charge (by member agency)

Member Agency
Anaheim
Beverly Hills
Burbank
Calleguas MWD
Central Basin MWD
Compton
Eastern MWD
Foothill MWD
Fullerton
Glendale
Inland Empire Utilities Agency
Las Virgenes MWD
Long Beach
Los Angeles
Municipal Water District of Orange County
Pasadena
San Diego County Water Authority
San Fernando
San Marino
Santa Ana
Santa Monica
Three Valleys MWD
Torrance
Upper San Gabriel Valley MWD
West Basin MWD
Western MWD
MWD Total
Totals may not foot due to rounding
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Rolling Ten-Year
Average Firm
Deliveries (AcreFeet) FY199/00 FY2008/09
20,966
12,737
12,908
113,610
63,256
3,146
92,112
11,478
9,694
24,150
61,205
23,282
37,013
314,757
231,692
23,397
493,281
119
1,001
12,743
12,794
73,095
20,742
15,631
141,522
71,905
1,898,235

RTS Share
1.10%
0.67%
0.68%
5.99%
3.33%
0.17%
4.85%
0.60%
0.51%
1.27%
3.22%
1.23%
1.95%
16.58%
12.21%
1.23%
25.99%
0.01%
0.05%
0.67%
0.67%
3.85%
1.09%
0.82%
7.46%
3.79%
100.00%

12 months @ $135
million per year
(1/11-12/11)
$
1,491,046
905,867
918,000
8,079,801
4,498,698
223,754
6,550,892
816,307
689,453
1,717,481
4,352,805
1,655,771
2,632,337
22,385,077
16,477,603
1,663,985
35,081,498
8,435
71,161
906,230
909,900
5,198,435
1,475,165
1,111,656
10,064,866
5,113,775
$
135,000,000
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Purchase Order

The rate structure relies on a Purchase Order to establish a financial commitment from the member
agency to Metropolitan. In return for providing a financial commitment to Metropolitan the member
agency may purchase more of its supply at the lower Tier 1 Supply Rate than had it not provided the
commitment.
The Purchase Order is voluntarily submitted by the member agency to Metropolitan. Through the
Purchase Order the member agency commits to purchase a fixed amount of supply from Metropolitan
(the Purchase Order Commitment). The Purchase Order Commitment is determined as a portion of
the member agency’s historical demands on the Metropolitan system and the term of the Purchase
Order.
Term
The Purchase Order is for a ten-year term beginning January 1, 2003. Ten years was chosen as a
balance between the long-term investments Metropolitan makes to secure water supply (many of the
supply development agreements Metropolitan commits to are for 20 years or more) and a shorter
period that would require less of a commitment from the member agencies. In addition, a ten-year
period will most likely allow sufficient time for high and low demand years to average, reducing the
likelihood that a member agency will pay for unused water.
Initial base demand
The maximum annual firm demands since FY 1989/90 through June 30, 2002 are used to establish
each member agency’s “initial base demand”. Firm demands are defined as all deliveries through the
Metropolitan system to a member agency excluding replenishment service, interim agricultural
service, deliveries made under the interruptible service program and deliveries made to cooperative
and cyclic storage accounts at the time water was put into the accounts.
Purchase Order Commitment
The Purchase Order Commitment is limited to a portion of a member agency’s initial base demand.
The Purchase Order Commitment is defined as ten times 60 percent of the member agency’s initial
base demand. The ten times reflects the ten-year term of the Purchase Order and the 60 percent was
chosen to balance risk transferred to the member agencies with the need for a financial commitment
to Metropolitan.
Two factors influenced the use of the 60 percent demand level. First, there is substantial fluctuation
in demands as a result of weather. During cool, wet weather, member agencies use less imported
supply from Metropolitan’s system. As a result, the Purchase Order Commitment was set at a level
that would accommodate these annual fluctuations in weather driven demands, while helping to
ensure that member agencies would have a reasonable opportunity to utilize all of the water during
the ten-year Purchase Order term. Second, the 60 percent level was selected in consultation with
member agency representatives and represents a sufficient incentive to utilize Metropolitan’s supplies
and provide a base financial commitment to the regional system. Since the Purchase Order
Commitment is voluntary, no member agency is required to commit to the minimum level. But, in
exchange for the commitment, the member agency may purchase more Metropolitan water supply (up
to 90 percent of its Base Demand) at the lower Tier 1 Supply Rate. The Purchase Order Commitment
quantity and the Tier 1 Annual Limit for all member agencies are shown in Schedule 12.
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Schedule 12. Purchase Order Commitment Quantities (acre-feet)
2011 Tier 1 limit
Purchase Order
with Opt-outs *
Commitment (acre-feet)
Anaheim
22,240
148,268
Beverly Hills
13,380
89,202
Burbank
16,336
108,910
Calleguas
110,249
692,003
Central Basin
72,361
482,405
Compton
5,058
33,721
Eastern
87,830
504,664
Foothill
10,997
73,312
Fullerton
11,298
75,322
Glendale
26,221
174,809
Inland Empire
59,792
398,348
Las Virgenes
21,087
137,103
Long Beach
39,471
263,143
Los Angeles
304,970
2,033,132
MWDOC
228,130
1,486,161
Pasadena
21,180
141,197
San Diego
543,778
3,342,571
San Fernando
630
San Marino
1,199
Santa Ana
12,129
80,858
Santa Monica
11,515
74,062
Three Valleys
70,474
469,331
Torrance
20,967
139,780
Upper San Gabriel
16,512
110,077
West Basin
156,874
1,045,825
Western
68,929
391,791
Total
1,953,605
12,495,995
Totals may not foot due to rounding
*To be updated by April 2010 for the IAWP opt-outs received
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Tier 2 supply rate

The Tier 2 Supply Rate reflects Metropolitan’s cost of developing long-term firm supplies. The Tier 2
Supply Rate encourages the member agencies and their customers to maintain existing local supplies
and develop cost-effective local supply resources and conservation. The Tier 2 Supply Rate also
recovers a greater proportion of the cost of developing additional supplies from member agencies that
have increasing demands on the Metropolitan system. Because of the uncertainty about supply and
critically dry conditions, Metropolitan will have to purchase water transfers in 2010/11, at a cost of as
much as or more than $280 per acre-foot. The Tier 2 Supply Rate may remain at its current level of
$280 per acre-foot depending on the cost of additional supplies.
The total revenue requirement for the supply service function is about $274 million in FY 2010/11.
At an expected average sales level of 1.93 million acre-feet it is estimated that about 48 thousand
acre-feet will be sold at the Tier 2 Supply Rate, resulting in about $13 million in revenues at the $280
per acre-foot rate in effect during 2010/11. The remaining supply costs are recovered by the Tier 1
Supply Rate and by the replenishment rate and agricultural water rate discussed below.
The two-tier pricing approach is closely linked to the Purchase Order and a base level of demand.
The initial base demand (IBD) is defined as the maximum annual firm demands on the Metropolitan
system for the 13 years ending June 30, 2002. Firm demands are defined as all deliveries through the
Metropolitan system to a member agency excluding: (1) replenishment service; (2) interim
agricultural service; (3) deliveries made under the interruptible service program and (4) deliveries
made from cooperative, cyclic and conjunctive use storage accounts not certified under the
replenishment program.
Member agencies that submitted a Purchase Order may purchase up to 90 percent of the IBD at the
lower Tier 1 Supply Rate. For supply purchases in excess of 90 percent of the IBD the member
agency will be charged the higher Tier 2 Supply Rate. Member agencies that do not submit a
Purchase Order are charged the higher Tier 2 Supply Rate for supplies that exceed 60 percent of the
IBD. Over time the IBD will be compared to a rolling ten-year average of firm demands (not
including water transfers and exchanges). The greater of the IBD and the rolling ten-year average of
firm demands will be used to set the breakpoint between supply purchases made at the Tier 1 and
Tier 2 Supply Rates.
2.9

Tier 1 supply rate

The Tier 1 Supply Rate, including the Delta Supply Surcharge would be reduced from its current
level of $170 per acre-foot to $163 per acre-foot. The Tier 1 Supply rate includes a Delta Supply
Surcharge of $51 per acre-foot. This surcharge reflects the impact on Metropolitan’s water rates of
lower supplies from the State Water Project due to pumping restrictions associated with U. S. Fish &
Wildlife’s biological opinion on Delta Smelt and other actions to protect endangered fish species, as
well as the ongoing drought conditions. The Delta Surcharge would remain in effect until a long-term
solution for the delta was achieved or interim facility improvements are made to restore yield on the
State Water Project. The Tier 1 Supply Rate recovers the majority of the supply revenue requirement.
The Tier 1 Supply Rate is simply calculated as the amount of the total supply revenue requirement
that is not recovered by the Tier 2 Supply Rate and a portion of the revenues from the replenishment
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water rate and agricultural water rate divided by the estimated amount of Tier 1 water sales. At an
expected demand level of about 1.93 million acre-feet it is estimated that Metropolitan will sell about
1.66 million acre-feet at the Tier 1 Supply Rate in 2010/11.
2.10 Replenishment and agricultural water rates
Metropolitan currently provides interruptible service for long-term replenishment operations and
agricultural deliveries through the replenishment program and the interim agricultural water program
(IAWP). Because of the critically dry conditions and uncertainty about supply, replenishment
deliveries will remain curtailed in 2010/11. In October 2008, the Board approved a five-year phase
out of the IAWP. In 2010/11 certified agricultural deliveries are expected to be about
62 thousand acre-feet. However, if water supply conditions improve and surplus water becomes
available, Metropolitan could make Replenishment service available to its member agencies at the
rates of $440 per acre-foot for untreated, and $632 per acre-foot for treated water.
3

Sales

Staff estimates of water sales used for developing the rate recommendation were based on current
member agency demands and information and an expectation that demands will trend to levels
expected under normal weather conditions. Since 1989/90, total sales have averaged about
2.00 million acre-feet per year, ranging from a high of around 2.5 million acre-feet in 1989/90 to a
low of about 1.5 million acre-feet in 1997/98. In 2009/10 water sales are projected to be around
1.94 million acre-feet. Water sales in 2010/11 are expected to be about 1.93 million acre-feet.
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Proof of Revenue

Based on expected sales of 1.93 MAF the expected revenues would be about $101 million higher than
the total revenue requirement, if the rates and charges were in effect the entire test year period. The
cost-of-service allocation assuming a full twelve months of revenue is used to allocate costs among
the various rate elements, but should not be interpreted as over- or under-collection during a given
fiscal year. However, because the recommended rates do not take effect until January 1, 2011, the
expected revenues for 2010/11 will be about $15.4 million (one percent) less than the total revenue
requirement in 2010/11. The total revenue requirement includes a $15.3 million increase in the
required reserves for the Revenue Remainder Fund. Accounting for this adjustment, the required
draw from reserves is almost zero in 2010/11, consistent with full cost-of-service in the fiscal year.
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Schedule 13. FY 2010/11 Proof of Revenue if Rates Effective for Full Test Year ($ millions)

Supply
System Access Rate
Water Stewardship Rate
System Power Rate
Treatment Surcharge
Readiness-to-serve Charge
Capacity Charge
Total
Totals may not foot due to rounding

Revenues if Rates
Effective May 1
293.6
416.4
82.5
259.1
270.2
135.0
35.3
1,492.1

Revenue
Requirements
273.5
388.1
77.5
242.2
252.7
125.5
30.9
1,390.4

Difference
20.0
28.3
5.1
16.8
17.5
9.5
4.4
101.6

% Over (Under)
Collected
7%
7%
7%
7%
7%
8%
14%
7%

Schedule 14. FY 2010/11 Proof of Revenue if Rates Effective January 1 ($ millions)

Supply
System Access Rate
Water Stewardship Rate
System Power Rate
Treatment Surcharge
Readiness-to-serve Charge
Capacity Charge
Total
Totals may not foot due to rounding
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Revenues if Rates
Effective Sep 1
301.8
327.9
79.6
236.3
270.0
124.5
34.9
1,375.0

Revenue
Requirements
273.5
388.1
77.5
242.2
252.7
125.5
30.9
1,390.4

Difference
28.2
(60.2)
2.1
(5.9)
17.2
(1.0)
4.0
(15.4)

% Over (Under)
Collected
10%
-16%
3%
-2%
7%
-1%
13%
-1%
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Colorado River Pro
ograms Quaarterly Repoort (Informaation)
Purpose
This is a status reportt on the implementation of Coloradoo River Proggram water supply projeccts
and activvities, includ
ding the Wateer Authorityy’s water trannsfer with thhe Imperial Irrrigation Disstrict
(IID), thee All-Americcan and Coaachella canall lining projeects, and potential Colorado River water
w
supply auugmentation
n projects. The
T report coovers the fouurth quarter of
o 2009 (Octtober-Decem
mber).
Discussioon
Coachellla Canal Lin
ning Project.
The projeect delivered
d a total of 25,759
2
acre-ffeet to the Water
W
Authorrity for calenndar year 20009.
This wateer included 4,259
4
acre-fe
feet made available as a result
r
of a neegotiated setttlement withh the
Coachellla Valley Waater District in 2007. Unnder terms of the settlem
ment, up to 4,,850 acre-feeet of
water is available
a
forr environmenntal mitigation purposes. Any amouunt of that water
w
not usedd for
mitigatioon is availablle for use byy the Water Authority.
A
Inn calendar year
y 2009, a total
t
of 591 acrefeet of water
w
was useed for projecct mitigation,, leaving 4,2259 acre-feett of this wateer for the Waater
Authorityy, in addition
n to the 21,5500 acre-feett that the Waater Authoritty receives every
e
year from
the project.
t remainin
ng work on thhe project iss focused on environmenntal mitigatioon componennts,
Most of the
includingg constructio
on of a sport fishery pondd and a 17-aacre created marsh,
m
and the
t developm
ment
of a wateer supply to feed
f
the mitiigation sites. Water Auuthority stafff have identiffied several
options for
f the sport fishery pondd. At this tim
me, the pondd most likelyy would be constructed
c
o
on
land ownned by the California Department of Fish and Gaame, utilizing a site that was previouusly
excavated by DFG to
o create wateerfowl pondss. Staff is reeviewing cosst estimates for
f this and other
b
proceeeding with final
f
design and
a construcction. Consttruction of thhe 17-acre marsh
m
options before
is almostt complete, and
a the site is expected to be plantedd by this spring. A percoolation basinn will
be constrructed in a seection of thee old, unlinedd canal. Thiis basin will be used to deliver
d
waterr to a
variety of land parcells being usedd for mitigattion. A netw
work of monitoring wellss will be useed to
manage the
t water flo
ow.
The projeect team con
ntinues to woork with Recclamation staaff to develoop an implem
mentation plaan
for the reepair of a num
mber of craccked canal liining panels.. The crackeed panels reqquiring repaiir
constitutee 0.4% of th
he projects’ total panels. Reclamatioon is reviewinng the project team’s
preliminaary repair plan and assistting in prepaaring a moree detailed plaan. This worrk must be
completeed before thee project cann transition frrom construcction status to
t an operatiions and
maintenaance status. The necessaary repairs arre anticipated to be compplete by earlly 2011.
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All-American Canal Lining Project.
Late in 2009, Reclamation issued an “interim secretarial determination” of water conserved by
the canal lining project. The determination established that the project will conserve 67,700
acre-feet per year, which is consistent with the 2003 Allocation Agreement. The Water
Authority’s share of that amount is 56,200 af/yr. The remaining11,500 af/yr is allocated to the
San Luis Rey settlement parties. Lining for project was completed in February 2009, resulting in
a proportional calendar year 2009 supply of 54,429 af .
In November, the Water Authority’s Board of Directors authorized a claims settlement with the
remaining contractor for the project (Kiewit). The settlement is expected to be completed this
month. Kiewit is still working on the remaining connections from the newly lined sections of
canal to existing drop structures from the old canal. This work is expected to be completed by
Spring 2010. Other project activities include remaining environmental mitigation components,
including the provision of off-site water drinkers for large mammals to keep the animals away
from the newly lined canal.
Water Authority staff continue to work with IID and others through the project coordinating
committee on potential human safety improvements. This includes the potential testing of
buoys across the canal, lights and reflective paint at existing ladders. The project is also engaged
in a public outreach effort to educate undocumented migrants who may wish to cross the canal as
a means of entering the U.S. about the dangers of doing so. The outreach program, includes
posters, fliers, a DVD, and public service announcements.
SDCWA/IID water transfer price negotiations.
On December 21, 2009 the Water Authority and IID settled a dispute over the price per acre-foot
for conserved water and executed a fifth amendment to the water transfer agreement. The
amendment sets the price per acre-foot for transfer water for calendar years 2010 through 2015
according to an agreed-upon schedule. For calendar years 2016 through 2034, the unit price will
be adjusted using an index (Gross Domestic Product Implicit Price Deflator) published by the
Bureau of Economic Analysis of the U.S. Department of Commerce. The amendment also
required the Water Authority to pay IID $6 million at the end of calendar year 2009 and another
$50 million on or before October 1, 2010, provided that a transfer stoppage is not in effect as a
result of a court order in the QSA coordinated cases. Beginning in 2035, either the Water
Authority or IID can, if certain criteria are met, elect a market rate price through a formula
described in the water transfer agreement.
Imperial Valley outreach
The Water Authority provided in-kind services and helped organize two major community
events — the Cattle Call Rodeo and the inaugural Imperial County Aviation Day. The Water
Authority received public acknowledgment for its assistance and participation at both events,
which were attended by thousands of Imperial Valley residents.
Staff published the final calendar year 2009 “Water Updates from the Coast,” and has begun
work on the 2010 bi-monthly editions, the first of which will be published in February. The
Imperial Valley community has responded favorably to the electronic newsletter and
subscription to it continues to grow.
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Staff is also participating in the Mega-Region program, which unites Imperial and San Diego
counties with Baja California, Mexico to pursue economic growth. Staff is part of a new MegaRegion Committee looking to bring technical training programs to the Imperial Valley to
generate a workforce that could help meet labor needs in the larger region.
Binational cooperative process.
The Colorado River Basin states representatives and Mexican counterparts have continued
meeting to refine proposed water supply and reservoir management proposals. Much of this
work has occurred among a workgroup that is using computer modeling to determine potential
effects of the various proposals. The proposals include the inclusion of Mexico in the
“intentionally created surplus” program operated by Reclamation, the construction of a seawater
desalination plant in Baja California, Mexico that would share supplies between nations, and the
inclusion of Mexico in Colorado River water shortage-sharing guidelines.
Work is well under way on a feasibility study of a seawater desalination plant that would be
located at Rosarito Beach in Baja California, Mexico. This study is funded by the Water
Authority, MWD, Southern Nevada Water Authority, and the Central Arizona Water
Conservation District. The first phase of the study is reviewing project site suitability, water
demands, and environmental permitting requirements. At the end of this phase, the funding
agencies could elect to continue with more detailed studies of the project. The first phase is
expected to be completed by April 2010.
Prepared by:
Reviewed by:
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Public Policy
P
Institu
ute of Califoornia Reporrt Entitled “California
“
Water Mytths”
(Informaation)
Purpose
This Boaard report sum
mmarizes thhe Public Pollicy Institutee of Californnia Report enntitled,
“Californnia Water Myths.”
M
Discussioon
The Publlic Policy Institute of Caalifornia (PPIIC) is a nonpprofit, nonpaartisan thinkk tank and
private operating fou
undation, 5011(3) c. Its ressearch and other
o
activities are suppoorted primariily
by their endowment,
e
donated by William R. Hewlett. It also receives assistance from other
foundatioons, governm
ment entitiess and other nonpartisan
n
o
organizations
s. Its missionn statement
cites thatt it is dedicatted to inform
ming and impproving publlic policy in California through
t
independdent, objectiv
ve, nonpartissan research and to provvide essentiall informationn to frame
policy deebates to shaape a better future
f
for Caalifornia.
In Decem
mber 2009, PPIC
P
released a report enntitled, “Caliifornia Wateer Myths” (aattached). Thhe
authors cite
c that the myths
m
about California’ss water problems and theeir solutions are hinderinng
the devellopment of effective
e
poliicies to manage one of thhe state’s moost importannt natural
resourcess.
The repoort observes that
t “Califorrnia’s water system is vaast, complexx, and highlyy interconneccted.
But Califfornian’s lacck a shared understandin
u
ng of how it works
w
and thhe options foor improvingg it,”
says Elleen Hanak, dirrector of research at PPIIC and co-auuthor. “It’s essential
e
to move
m
beyondd
myth as population
p
growth
g
and climate
c
changge put even more pressuure on our resources.”
The repoort focuses on
n eight comm
mon myths, involving water
w
supply, ecosystems, and the leggal
and polittical aspects of governingg California’s water systtem. The repport points out
o that thesee
are not thhe only Califfornia water myths, but they
t
are the ones that aree particularlyy distractingg
and disruuptive to pub
blic policy diiscussions. Table
T
1 highhlights the eiight myths and
a the realitties
listed in the
t report.
Table 1
Myth
1. Califfornia is runn
ning out of water.
w

Realityy
Califorrnia has run out
o of abunddant water annd
will neeed to adapt to
t increasingg water scarccity.

2. [Inserrt villain herre] is responsible for
Califfornia’s wateer problems.

There is
i no true villlain in Califfornia water
policy, but opportuunities exist for
f all sectorrs to
better use
u and manaage water.
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3. We can build our way out of California’s
water problems.

New infrastructure can contribute to
California’s water supply solutions, but it is
not a cure-all.

4. We can conserve our way out of
California’s water problems.

Water conservation is important, but its
effectiveness is often overstated.

5. Healthy aquatic ecosystems conflict with a
healthy economy.

Healthy ecosystems provide significant value
to the California economy, and many
opportunities exist for mutually beneficial
water management.

6. More water will lead to healthy fish
populations.

Fish need more than water to thrive.

7. California’s water rights laws impede
reform and sustainable management.

The legal tools for reform are already present
in California’s water rights laws; we just need
to start using them.

8. We can find a consensus that will keep all
parties happy.

Tough tradeoffs mean that consensus is not
achievable on all water issues; higher levels of
government will need to assert leadership.

The authors emphasize the importance of critical policy decisions, which policymakers and
voters will be involved in, be based on reality, not myth.
Finally, the authors point to the primary reason these eight myths continue to exist is
California’s decentralized decision-making processes that make it difficult to collect, organize,
and disseminate available and updated information to establish a common understanding
amongst the public and policymakers on matters of statewide importance. This setting fosters
the persistence of water myths – a collection of partial truths, oversimplifications, outdated
notions, and misperceptions – that distort policy debates and impede the development of
effective policies. The authors assert myth is often more convenient than reality, which forces
society to confront hard choices.
In conclusion, the report acknowledges that information alone will not dispel California’s water
myths and will continue to provide “convenient rhetoric” for specific stakeholder interests.
However, it does point out that policy discussions can focus on a more realistic consideration of
critical, long-term water management issues when built on solid factional foundations.
Prepared by:
Reviewed by:

Meena Westford, Water Policy Manager
Dennis A. Cushman, Assistant General Manager

Attachment:

Public Policy Institute of California report, “California Water Myths”
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Summary

C

alifornia has a complex, highly interconnected, and decentralized water system. Although
local operations draw on considerable expertise and analysis, broad public policy and
planning discussions about water often involve a variety of misperceptions—or myths—
about how the system works and the options available for improving its performance.
The prevalence of myth and folklore makes for lively rhetoric but hinders the development of effective policy and raises environmental and economic costs. Moving beyond myth
toward a water policy based on facts and science is essential if California is to meet the multiple, sometimes competing, goals for sustainable management in the 21st century: satisfying
agricultural, environmental, and urban demands for water supply and quality and ensuring
adequate protection from floods.
We focus on eight common water myths, involving water supply, ecosystems, and the
legal and political aspects of governing California’s water system. These are not the only California water myths, but they are ones we find to be particularly distracting and disruptive to
public policy discussions.
Often, myths serve the rhetorical purposes of particular stakeholders. And they persist
because our public policy debates are not sufficiently grounded in solid technical and scientific information about how we use and manage water. In combating these myths, we hope
to set the stage for a more rational and informed approach to water policy and management
in the state.
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In combating these myths, we hope to set the stage for a more rational and
informed approach to water policy and management in the state.

This report seeks to rebuild public policy discussions on myth-free foundations. Improving the collection, analysis, synthesis, and use of accurate information about the state’s water
system is also necessary to encouraging fact-based policies.
Of course, information alone will not dispel California’s water myths. But better information can fashion more effective responses to California’s many ongoing and future water
challenges. In the months and years ahead, policymakers and voters will be involved in
crucial decisions regarding one of California’s most precious and controversial resources.
Let’s be sure those decisions are based on reality, not myth.

myth

reality

1. California is running out of water.

California has run out of abundant water and will
need to adapt to increasing water scarcity.

2. [Insert villain here] is responsible for California’s
water problems.

There is no true villain in California water policy, but
opportunities exist for all sectors to better use and
manage water.

3. We can build our way out of California’s water
problems.

New infrastructure can contribute to California’s water
supply solutions, but it is not a cure-all.

4. We can conserve our way out of California’s water
problems.

Water conservation is important, but its effectiveness
is often overstated.

5. Healthy aquatic ecosystems conflict with a healthy
economy.

Healthy ecosystems provide significant value to the
California economy, and many opportunities exist for
mutually beneficial water management.

6. More water will lead to healthy fish populations.

Fish need more than water to thrive.

7. California’s water rights laws impede reform and
sustainable management.

The legal tools for reform are already present in
California’s water rights laws; we just need to start
using them.

8. We can find a consensus that will keep all parties
happy.

Tough tradeoffs mean that consensus is not
achievable on all water issues; higher levels of
government will need to assert leadership.

Please visit the report’s publication page
http://www.ppic.org/main/publication.asp?i=890
to find related resources.
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Introduction
California is once again in the throes of intense debates
about how to manage one of its most important natural
resources, water. Several years of dry weather have
depleted reservoirs and groundwater basins. New environmental restrictions on shipping water through the fragile
Sacramento–San Joaquin Delta have intensified water
supply concerns in cities and farming regions that rely on
these shipments, and proposals to bypass the Delta with
a peripheral canal have many worried about the consequences of enacting them.
These may be the most visible and vocal issues of the
moment, but a virtual tour around the state reveals significant water management concerns at every turn. To the
west, cities and farms in the Russian River watershed have
been ordered to reduce their water use to help restore flows
for steelhead trout. To the south, some Imperial Valley residents are still smarting over requirements to fallow some
irrigated acreage as part of a long-term transfer of Colorado River water to San Diego. To the east, the success of a
hard-won deal to restore salmon on the San Joaquin River
depends on continued cooperation among fractious stakeholder groups and improvements in conditions further
downstream. To the north, water allocations for salmon
are a recurring source of conflict on the Klamath River.
Some summary statistics highlight why the environmental conditions of California’s water resources have
become a major management concern in recent decades.
Twenty-two percent of the state’s 122 remaining native
fish species are already listed as threatened or endangered
under the state and federal Endangered Species Acts, and
another 45 percent are imperiled or qualified for listing.1
More than 90 percent of California’s lakes, rivers, and
streams are listed as “impaired,” meaning that they cannot
be used for one or more of their intended uses—e.g., drinking, irrigation, fishing, swimming (U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, 2004).
The challenges and conflicts of water management are
likely to intensify as population growth and climate change
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increase pressure on California’s resources. The state is
projected to gain roughly half a million residents a year
over the coming decades (Department of Finance, 2007),
and warming temperatures and accelerating sea level rise
will make it increasingly difficult to satisfy agricultural,
urban, and environmental water demands and to ensure
adequate protection from floods (Cayan et al., 2009).
Policy decisions will be most effective in addressing
water management goals if they are based on an accurate
understanding of the state’s water problems and potential
solutions. Unfortunately, there is a shortage of systematic
technical knowledge and coordinated research capability
to support and advance policy discussions and decisions.

Policy decisions will be most effective in
addressing water management goals if they
are based on an accurate understanding of the
state’s water problems and potential solutions.
This information deficit stems in part from the highly
decentralized nature of water management. More than a
thousand local and regional water agencies are responsible
for water delivery, wastewater treatment, and flood control,
alongside many state and federal agencies. Decentralized
management has facilitated considerable innovation and
responsiveness to local problems, but it has also fragmented
much of the detailed knowledge and strategic perspectives
on California’s vast water system. And the state, with few
resources and many competing pressures, requires little
reporting of information from the field and devotes few
resources to technical decision support and synthesis,
monitoring of water use, or enforcement of water rights.
As a result, misperceptions—or myths—about California’s water problems and solutions abound among the
public, policymakers, and even many water professionals.
These myths—which often support particular stakeholder
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interests—make public policy discussions, legislative
debates, and water management decisions less productive
and useful than they need to be if California’s water system
is to respond effectively to mounting challenges.
This report explores eight prominent myths about
California water supply, ecosystem management, and legal
and policy processes for water governance. (See the text
box below for links to some additional myths.) We bring
together perspectives from ecology, economics, engineering, law, and the physical sciences to examine the origins of
these myths, how they influence policy, and where they fall
short in their assessment of water problems and solutions.
For each myth, we then suggest a replacement that would
better guide policy. A concluding section summarizes key
elements of a myth-free policy platform for California
and highlights actions to strengthen the information and
analysis needed for sound policy decisions.

Additional water myths
A related article (Hanak et al., 2009), available at http://www
.ppic.org/main/publication.asp?i=918, expands on this report
and discusses several additional water myths and realities:
Myth: Water markets can solve California’s water problems.
Reality: Water markets work best in a coordinated portfolio of
water management activities.
Myth: Restoring native ecosystems is essential for native
species recovery.
Reality: We must find ways to restore native species within
altered ecosystems.
Myth: Current flood protection standards keep communities
safe.

Myth 1: California Is Running Out
of Water
The Myth
The popular press often propagates the myth that California is running out of water. As a recent example: “Have
you seen Lake Oroville lately? If so, you know California is
running out of water” (Speer, 2008). This myth stems from
rigid notions that there is no flexibility in water management and that the economy will grind to a halt if shortages
occur. It persists despite ample historical evidence and
numerous economic and technical studies showing that
Californians can adapt successfully (albeit at some cost and
inconvenience) to living in an arid region with variable
and changing water conditions. By implying that Californians cannot adapt, the “running out of water” myth discourages efforts to manage water resources more efficiently.
How the Myth Drives Debate
The notion that California is running out of water is effective in raising alarm about serious water problems but
encourages a simplistic and sometimes counterproductive
attitude toward solving them. If we are “running out of
water,” we have to “get more.” The assumption underlying
this myth is that California’s water use and management
are more or less fixed. So new water demands from population growth can be addressed only by developing additional supplies, whatever the cost. This view assumes that
California’s water users have little ability to stretch existing
supplies through improvements in operations, gains in
water use efficiency, or reallocation across sectors.

Reality: Current standards increase flood risk in many locations.
Myth: Groundwater is separate from surface water.
Reality: Despite some legal distinctions, California’s groundwater and surface water are often closely interconnected and
sometimes managed jointly.
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The Reality
There is a kernel of truth in this myth: California’s available water supplies are limited. Most of California’s river
flows have already been allocated (sometimes several times
over), and groundwater resources have been overdrawn
in many places.2 Water users often experience shortages
relative to these allocations and to past use, as a result of
drought and environmental protection measures. With
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trading of water, all of which have expanded greatly since
the 1990s.5
Various studies suggest considerable scope for future
adaptations to scarcity, including further gains in water use
efficiency, changing operating schedules for water stored
and released from reservoirs (reservoir “reoperation”),

Figure 1. Total water use is now decreasing
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SOURCE: Authors’ calculations using data from California Water Plan Updates (Department of Water
Resources, various years).
NOTES: Data for 2005 are provisional. The figure shows applied water use (for a definition, see Myth 4).
“Urban” includes residential and non-agricultural business uses. Pre-2000 estimates are adjusted to levels
that would have been used in a year of normal rainfall. Estimates for 2000 and 2005 are for actual use;
both years had near-normal precipitation. Estimates omit conveyance losses (6% to 9% of the total).

Figure 2. Per capita urban water use is now declining
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climate change, shortages could increase, as warming
temperatures reduce water supplies currently stored in the
Sierra Nevada snowpack (Cayan et al., 2009).
But it is not true that California is “running out of
water.” Given California’s Mediterranean-type climate,
with variable rainfall and a dry growing season, water has
always been scarce, and adaptation has always been an
important feature of water use (Hundley, 2001).
In recent decades, increasing water use efficiency has
helped California adapt to population growth and higher
allocations of water for the environment. Agriculture and
related activities account for a large but declining share
of non-environmental water use—77 percent in 2005,
down from 90 percent in 1960 (Figure 1). A driving force
in improving the economic efficiency of irrigation is the
steady increase in crop yields per acre. Over the last four
decades, California’s crop yields have increased at an
average rate of 1.42 percent per year (Brunke, Howitt, and
Sumner, 2005). As farmers have shifted to higher value
horticultural and orchard crops, they have adopted more
efficient irrigation technologies.3 These yield increases and
shifts to higher value crops have greatly increased the real
dollar value per acre-foot of irrigation water.4
Urban dwellers also have been adapting. Following
several decades of increases in per capita use spurred by
rising incomes and increased home and lot sizes, many
urban water agencies began implementing conservation
programs during the early 1990s drought. The result has
been per capita declines in both coastal and inland regions
of California (see Figure 2, which shows inland California’s
water use with and without the low-desert Colorado River
region, where per capita use is particularly high). Further
use reductions are being spurred by the recent drought and
new environmental restrictions on pumping water to users
south and west of the Delta.
Water managers also have improved the management
of developed water supplies, which has enhanced water
supply reliability and flexibility. Tools include banking
excess surface water from wet years in groundwater basins
for use in dry years (“conjunctive use”), treating wastewater and stormwater for reuse, and the marketing and
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higher in inland areas because of hotter temperatures and larger lot sizes (Hanak and Davis, 2006). The
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use from golf-based tourism.
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improvements in conjunctive use and recycling, and some
additional reallocation across sectors through water marketing (Department of Water Resources, 2009a; Jenkins
et al., 2004; Tanaka et al., 2006; Zilberman et al., 1993).6
Although climate change may significantly reduce water
availability and growth in farm revenues, California agriculture appears able to adapt without declines in revenues
from today’s levels, thanks to projected improvements in
irrigation and crop production technology and growth in
demand for higher value crops.7
In short, California will run out of water only if its
water sector does not muster the incentives, technology,
and political capacity to adapt to changing demands and
preferences for water use—as it has in the past.
Replacing the Myth
California is not running out of water, but the state will
face increasing water scarcity. It is often said that there is
not a shortage of water, only a shortage of cheap water.
Institutions and technologies must continue to change
to meet future demand. Public education can help Californians realize that they reside in an arid region. With
continued attention and adaptation, California will have
sufficient water resources to sustain prosperous social and
economic development into the indefinite future.

Myth 2: [Insert Villain Here] Is
Responsible for California’s Water
Problems
The Myth
California’s water system would work well if it were not for
[fill in the blank].
One of the most common myths about California
water is that some villain or other is preventing the state
from meeting its water demands and that eliminating
or reforming that villain would solve California’s water
problems. Call it the “Chinatown Myth,” in honor of that
movie’s villain, Noah Cross, who created artificial water
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shortages by stealing water from right under people’s
noses. A good villain is always rhetorically useful and
makes problems seem easier to solve.

It is often said that there is not a shortage of
water, only a shortage of cheap water.
Everyone in California has a favorite real-world water
villain. Common favorites are: (1) wasteful Southern
California homeowners, (2) farmers who receive federally
subsidized water, and (3) the state and federal Endangered
Species Acts. The danger with this myth is that it can lead
to inaction. Everyone points a finger at someone else, rather
than recognizing that we all need to change our water ways.

Villain 1: Wasteful Homeowners in Southern California
The favorite villains of many Northern Californians are
the profligate homeowners of Southern California who use
water to grow luscious lawns, fill and refill their swimming
pools, and remove leaves from their driveways. According
to this myth, water misuse is common in the Southland,
where people forget that they are living in a former desert
and import vast amounts of water, including water from
Northern California.
How the Myth Drives Debate
If Southern California homeowners are the problem, state
policy should focus on limiting their water use. Imported
water is almost always diverted from alternative environmental or local water uses, and there is no reason to incur
those costs if the water is not truly needed.
The Reality
The myth of Southern Californians as water villains is
based on misperceptions of actual water use practices across
the state.
Average water use per person in the South Coast—where
the majority of Southern Californians live—is, in fact, among
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the lowest in California (Figure 3). This stems partly from
a cooler climate and denser land use than in inland areas.
Statewide, outdoor water use averages over 40 percent of
residential water use and increases with hotter climates,
larger lot sizes, and a greater proportion of single-family
homes. The Southern California coast has the highest
percentage of multifamily homes in the state, and its home
lots tend to be smaller (Hanak and Davis, 2006).
Moreover, South Coast water agencies have been among
the most aggressive in reducing per capita water use. An
effective way to reduce water use is to charge higher rates—
known as “increasing block rates”—for greater quantities
consumed. In 2003, almost two-thirds of the population of
California’s South Coast paid increasing block rates. Only
half of all Californians paid such rates, including a mere
13 percent of San Joaquin Valley residents (Hanak, 2005).
South Coast water utilities also provide significant
incentives for conservation. For instance, the Metropolitan
Water District of Southern California has spent more than
$185 million over the last decade encouraging adoption of
water efficient appliances, drought resistant landscaping,
and other conservation practices. Shifts out of manufacturing in the early 1990s also reduced per capita urban use.
Overall, the South Coast used nearly 450,000 acre-feet

Figure 3. South Coast urban water use is among the lowest
in the state
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SOURCE: Department of Water Resources (provisional data).
NOTES: The figure shows 2005 applied water use (for a definition, see Myth 4). The high per capita use in
the Colorado River region is partly from golf-based tourism.
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less water in 2005 than a decade earlier, despite having
2.4 million additional residents.8 The region also leads in
reclaimed water use.
It might be tempting to simply change the villain in
California water policy from pool-loving residents of the
South Coast to urban and suburban residents of Sacramento, the San Joaquin Valley, and other inland areas.
But the urban sector as a whole accounts for just over 20
percent of water use in California, and utilities in virtually
every region are working to reduce per capita use.9 Making
one region into a villain oversimplifies the complex water
demands in California and suggests that water conservation is a bigger issue in one region or one sector than in the
state as a whole.

Villain 2: Subsidized Agriculture
The chief villains for many urban water users and environmental advocates are the recipients of federally subsidized irrigation water. The largest federal reclamation
project in the United States is the Central Valley Project
(CVP), which supplies water to thousands of Central Valley
farms—as well as to some urban water users (Sax et al.,
2006). The estimated yearly subsidy to farmers receiving
CVP water, relative to the full-cost rate, is roughly $60 million (Environmental Working Group, 2004).
In the minds of California’s urban water users and
environmental reformers, subsidized rates paid by farmers
in the CVP are unjustified and unfair. Critics claim that
these subsidies have undermined irrigators’ incentive to
conserve and encouraged them to grow lower value crops
such as wheat, grain, cotton, and rice, which critics believe
should be grown elsewhere.10
How the Myth Drives Debate
If federal reclamation subsidies are unfair and undermine
agricultural conservation, the most obvious solution is to
eliminate them. And Congress did increase CVP prices to
farmers under both the Reclamation Reform Act of 1982
(96 Stat. 1261) and the Central Valley Project Improvement
Act (CVPIA) of 1992 (106 Stat. 4600, 4706). As a result of
these laws, prices for federal agricultural water are likely to
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increase by more than 65 percent from 2000 to 2030. But
in the meantime, CVP farmers continue to receive a significant subsidy. Many argue that it would be fairer and
more efficient to speed up this process by eliminating the
subsidy entirely.
The Reality
The view of subsidized farmers as water villains is based
on misunderstandings of the role these subsidies play in
today’s farm economy.
First, the claims of unfairness are unjustified, because
most of today’s farmers have already paid for the subsidy
through higher land prices; land eligible for subsidized
water is more expensive (Huffaker and Gardner, 1986).11
Although the windfall for original landowners might have
been unfair, current owners are receiving what the U.S.
government led them to expect they would receive when
they purchased this land.12
Second, eliminating water subsidies is not the only way
to encourage farmers to conserve water. As noted above,
the economic efficiency of agricultural water use in California has increased steadily. Since the early 1990s, water
scarcity has driven efficiency improvements among CVP
farmers south of the Delta, as they seek to adjust to shortages from drought and regulatory changes.13 Water markets also are encouraging more efficient use. Farmers who
can earn more by selling water than using it themselves
have an incentive to do so, even if they pay little for the
water.14 Since the early 1990s, active farm-to-farm markets
have moved water to water-short areas with higher value
output (Hanak, 2003).
In sum, continued scarcity, along with higher water
prices and other market forces, is likely to further encourage both conservation and conversion of land to less
water intensive crops and an overall decline in agricultural water use (Department of Water Resources, 2005).

Villain 3: The Endangered Species Acts
To many water users and commentators, the true villains
are the federal and state Endangered Species Acts (ESA)
(Wall Street Journal, 2009). In this view, environmentalists
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use these laws to force unreasonable reductions in agriculture and urban water deliveries to protect a few species of
worthless bait fish. As some critics have put it, the problem
plaguing California’s water system is not a natural drought
but a “regulatory drought” from environmental flow
restrictions. Since 2008, this myth seems to have gained
validity, as water exports have been reduced following a
federal judge’s ruling that state and federal water managers
were not adequately considering the needs of fish species in
the Delta.15
How the Myth Drives Debate
This myth has led some water users to call for reducing
legal protections for native species. The federal Endangered
Species Act of 1973 is one of the world’s strongest environmental laws. Congress concluded that species are of inestimable value and prohibited the “taking” of endangered
species, regardless of the costs. Only the Endangered Species Committee, a federal cabinet-level group sometimes
referred to as the “God Squad,” can grant an exemption to
the act’s proscriptions—an action taken only twice to date.
Some California water users now demand either that the
committee be convened to allow more water to be exported
from the Delta or that Congress amend the act.
The Reality
It is true that recent Endangered Species Act restrictions
have reduced water supplies available for some water users.
However, the effects are often overstated. Recent delta
smelt restrictions follow a time of high sustained water
exports and coincide with an ongoing drought—in all,
these restrictions account for 15–20 percent of the recent
declines in exports (Figure 4). Over the longer term, delta
smelt restrictions are likely to reduce Delta exports by
20 to 30 percent on average (Department of Water Resources,
2008a, 2009b; Carlton, 2009) unless the smelt respond to
large scale habitat improvements.
Moreover, many other federal and state laws designed to
protect public health and the environment also restrict water
withdrawals from California’s rivers and streams.16 High
withdrawals threaten not only fish species but also various
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SOURCES: Authors’ calculations using Department of Water Resources data on exports (DAYFLOW and CDEC) and Department of Fish and Game fish survey data.
NOTES: ESA-related cutbacks are estimated at roughly 0.5 million acre-feet in 2008 and 2009, based on Department of Water Resources (2008a, 2008b). The winter-run Chinook salmon has been listed under the
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water quality and recreational uses. Simply removing the
Endangered Species Act restrictions on water diversions
would be unlikely to provide much additional water for nonenvironmental uses, especially in the long run.
The Endangered Species Acts and other environmental laws reflect public concern over the serious effects of
human actions on the natural environment and the costs
of those actions to all California residents.
Replacing the Myth
There are no true villains in California water policy.
Responsibility for water problems must be shared by all
water users; the problems fundamentally result from
having a vibrant economy and society in an arid climate.
Although rhetorically convenient, attempts to vilify one
group of water users for California’s diverse water problems are factually incorrect and get in the way of more
productive policy discussions.
Despite inevitable water scarcity, both urban and agricultural water users throughout the state have considerable
opportunities to use and manage water more efficiently
(see Myth 1). It is also possible to manage water for the
environment more effectively by taking habitat and the
quality and timing of flows into account (Myth 6).
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Myth 3: We Can Build Our Way
Out of California’s Water Problems
The Myth
We would solve California’s water problems if we only built
more
[fill in the blank].
All too often, California’s water management challenges
are attributed to a lack of infrastructure, be it (1) new surface
storage, (2) a peripheral canal to convey water around the
Delta, or (3) desalination plants. The myth that we can build
our way out of water scarcity tends to appeal to politicians
and the general public because of its simplicity; it is often
promoted by special interest groups that stand to gain from
a particular investment, especially if someone else will pay
for it. The danger of focusing on technological silver bullets
is that it deflects attention from potentially more effective
and less costly alternatives (such as water markets, underground storage, and conservation), from the benefits of
coordinating many water management options, and from
actions required to improve environmental conditions.

Solution 1: New Surface Storage
Calls for new surface storage frequently accompany the
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“running out of water” myth (Myth 1). Advocates often
note that California’s population has nearly doubled since
the state built the last major on-stream reservoir in the
early 1980s and argue that new surface storage is needed
to supply this growth and replace losses of Sierra Nevada
snowpack storage predicted with global warming.
How the Myth Drives Debate
This myth assumes that water supply is linked directly to
surface water storage capacity. Proponents often advocate
large public subsidies for this additional storage and insist
on delaying other policy changes until substantial funds
are committed for surface storage expansion.
The Reality
Surface storage does afford California’s water system great
flexibility, making it possible to carry water over to the
dry season and to smooth out year-to-year variations in
precipitation. Surface storage operations can be especially
effective in coordination with other water management
actions, such as groundwater storage, water conservation,
and water markets. Reoperation of existing surface water
storage will play an essential role in improving California’s
water system and adapting it to changes in climate and
water demands (Medellin-Azuara et al., 2008; Carpenter
and Georgakakos, 2001; Fissekis, 2008).
However, the idea that surface storage is a silver bullet
for the state’s water problems is a myth founded on the
erroneous notion that large, unregulated amounts of water
are available to fill new storage at a reasonable cost. It persists because most people do not recognize the technical
limitations and because a few local interests stand to gain
from state subsidies for new facilities.
Because large reservoirs already exist on most major
streams in California, expanding storage capacity has
less potential to increase water deliveries than it did in
the past. The two frontrunners under consideration, Sites
Reservoir in Colusa County and Temperance Flat on the
Upper San Joaquin River, would add 3.1 million acre-feet
to the roughly 41 million acre-feet of existing surface
water storage capacity and increase agricultural and urban
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water supplies by just 1 percent, at an estimated cost of
$6.4 billion (Figure 5; Department of Water Resources,
2009a).17 Surface storage is a costly way to expand water
supplies in part because most favorable reservoir locations
already have large dams.18 Early cost estimates from the
Department of Water Resources range from roughly
$340 per acre-foot for Sites to over $1,000 per acre-foot
for Temperance Flat (see the table).19
Moreover, the value of surface storage as a replacement
for the snowpack is far from certain. If California’s overall climate becomes drier (as predicted by some models,
e.g., Barnett et al., 2008, Cayan et al., 2009), new surface
storage will provide little additional water supply because
there will be less surplus water to store (Tanaka et al., 2006;
Connell, 2009). More active coordination between existing
surface reservoirs and groundwater basins—with increased
drought (multiyear) storage kept underground—could augment overall storage capabilities at lower cost, especially
with climate change (Tanaka et al., 2006; Connell, 2009).20

Solution 2: A Peripheral Canal
The Sacramento–San Joaquin Delta has long been at the center of environmental, water supply, and land use conflicts,
and its prominence in public discussions has been heightened in recent years by concerns over fragile levees and the
fate of native fish species. One recurring proposal is to build

Figure 5. New surface storage will add little to existing
water supplies
Surface storage capacity, %
Existing: 41 maf

Agricultural and urban supplies, %
Existing: 38 maf
(1980–2005 average)
1%

7%

Existing
Proposed

93%

99%

SOURCE: Authors’ calculations using Department of Water Resources and U.S. Bureau of Reclamation data
for Temperance Flat and Sites Reservoirs.
NOTE: maf = millions of acre-feet.
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Surface storage is a costly source of new water supplies
annual cost per
acre-foot ($)
method
Conjunctive use and groundwater storage
Water transfers

Low

High

10

600

50

550

Agricultural water use efficiency (net)

145

240

Urban water use efficiency (gross)

230

635

Recycled municipal water

300

1,300

Surface storage (state projects)

340

1,070

Desalination, brackish

500

900

Desalination, seawater

900

2,500

SourceS: Department of Water resources (2009a); Department of Water resources (2007)—low
estimate for surface storage; Department of Water resources (2005)—conjunctive use; authors’
estimates—water transfers.
NoteS: For conjunctive use, the costs of water for banking may be additional. For most options
(except water use efficiency), estimates do not include delivery costs, which can be substantial.
For a definition of gross and net water use efficiency, see Myth 4.

a peripheral canal to convey export water around, rather
than through, the Delta. To many, particularly in areas that
depend on water exports, the peripheral canal has become
the silver bullet for addressing the Delta’s woes.
How the Myth Drives Debate
The implication is that a peripheral canal should be built
without delay, which would allow water exports to return
immediately to their pre-2008 levels or higher. This thinking has led some water users to believe that Delta conveyance is the only impediment to expanding water deliveries
and has diverted attention from many additional actions
required to improve environmental conditions in the Delta
and California’s water system as a whole.
The Reality
If carefully designed and managed, a peripheral canal seems
to be the best strategy for balancing environmental and
economic goals for water management in the Delta (Lund et
al., 2008). The current through-Delta system is unsustainable for the Delta’s native fishes and for human water users
(Lund et al., 2008). By taking export water around the Delta,
a canal makes it possible to more separately manage water
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for exports and for the environment. Flows within the
Delta could return to a more natural, variable regime to
benefit the Delta’s native fishes.
A canal would also provide urban and farm water users
with a more reliable and cleaner source of water, while
allowing water management within the Delta to be tailored
to the needs of fish and other desirable aquatic organisms.
By making it possible to continue moving water from
Northern California to regions dependent on Delta exports,
a canal would support other water management actions,
such as underground water storage, reservoir reoperation,
and water markets, and would make water supplies more
resilient in the face of climate change (Tanaka et al., 2006,
2008; Connell, 2009).
However, a peripheral canal alone will fix neither the
Delta nor California’s water supply issues, and it is unlikely
to improve native fish populations enough to allow immediate increases in exports above currently restricted levels.
A favorable outcome for native fishes depends on careful
attention to the environmental aspects of the project, as
well as complementary investments in fish habitat (Moyle
and Bennett, 2008).
To succeed, the canal would need to be accompanied
by a robust governance package that establishes legal and
procedural safeguards against extracting too much water
and that ties achievement of ecosystem management goals
to water diversions. Since recent fish population declines
occurred during a period of high water exports (see Figure 4), some reduction in water exports would likely be
required with a canal, at least until fish populations recover
(Isenberg et al., 2008a).21

Solution 3: Seawater Desalination
To the general public, seawater desalination often seems
like the ultimate technological fix for California’s water
supply. With more than 2,000 miles of ocean and bay
coastline, a large coastal population, and a cutting edge
technology sector, California appears well positioned to
harness desalination. Some expect this new technology to
become so inexpensive that it will soon banish most water
shortages and controversies.
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per acre-foot and seawater desalination costing about $600
to $1,000 per acre-foot for large units without unusual
brine disposal costs (Karagiannis and Soldatos, 2008;
Texas Water Development Board, n.d.). For California,
current cost estimates are somewhat higher, likely reflecting the greater costs of brine disposal and environmental
mitigation for seawater plant location (see the table).22 Even
with continued technological advances, seawater desalination is likely to remain relatively costly for urban uses and
unlikely to become viable for directly supplying irrigation
water for agriculture.
CALiFoRniA DEPARTMEnT oF WATER RESouRCES

California already has substantial surface reservoir capacity, including
Lake Oroville.

How the Myth Drives Debate
People point to declining costs and examples in the Middle
East and Australia, where desalination is now used, and
wonder why California is not pursuing this solution more
aggressively. As with surface storage, they argue for public
subsidies to jump-start desalination investments.
The Reality
Desalination of brackish water (less than 30% as salty as
seawater) is already a proven technology in inland Southern California. Seawater desalination might become useful
in some situations: (1) in coastal urban areas isolated from
the state’s wider supply network, such as the Central Coast
(Cooley, Gleick, and Wolff, 2006), and (2) as a reliable partial supply for urban areas dependent on imported water.
Reliability is the primary motivation for planned desalination facilities in San Diego and Orange Counties, as well as
preliminary investigations in the San Francisco Bay Area.
However, seawater desalination is unlikely to become
a major California water source for several reasons. The
technology poses some major environmental challenges,
including trapping marine life at intakes, disposal of brine
by-product, and high energy use. It is also expensive:
recent reviews find widely variable desalination costs, with
desalination of brackish water costing about $400 to $600
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Replacing the Myth
Although new infrastructure can contribute to California’s
water supply solutions, it is not a panacea in terms of costs
or environmental benefits.
Billions of dollars of infrastructure investments are
urgently needed but mostly for maintaining or rehabilitating aging facilities (Hanak and Barbour, 2005), refurbishing
major storage and conveyance systems to reduce their environmental impacts (temperature controls on dam outlets and
more fish-friendly diversions), and improving connections
within the water system to improve flexibility in operations.
Infrastructure investments are usually best financed by local
beneficiaries and best employed within a portfolio approach
to water management, which orchestrates a wide range of
actions and includes new infrastructure along with water
markets, underground storage, reuse, and conservation.

Myth 4: We Can Conserve Our
Way Out of California’s Water
Problems
The Myth
The water conservation myth implies that California can
adapt to changing conditions by focusing primarily on
water use efficiency. Examples of countries such as Australia, where daily residential water use is reported to have
fallen to roughly 40 gpcd during the recent drought (versus
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about 145 gpcd in California), are used to highlight the
scope for savings (Whyte, 2009).23 The danger with this
myth lies in overestimating the real water savings achievable through conservation. Adherence to this myth distracts discussion from the need for more sweeping changes
in water institutions, infrastructure, and management.
How the Myth Drives Debate
The idea that improvements in urban and agricultural
water use efficiency could free up enough water for population growth and increased environmental use is appealing.
It places blame for water problems on water users (Myth 2)
while providing a silver bullet solution.
Environmentalists often promote conservation as an
alternative to new infrastructure. After more than a decade
of financial support to urban water utilities implementing
conservations measures, a new law now requires reductions in per capita urban water use by 20 percent, in the
expectation that this will free up significant supplies for
other purposes.24
The Reality
Improvements in urban and agricultural water use efficiency have already helped California adapt to scarcity,
and continued reductions in water use can help California cope with droughts and shortages (Myth 1). Reducing
water withdrawals from streams and groundwater basins
can yield environmental benefits, including improved
streamflow, reduced pollution runoff into rivers, streams,
and beaches (Noble et al., 2003), and reduced energy use
for acquiring and treating water (California Energy Commission, 2005).25
But public policy discussions about water conservation often overestimate potential water savings by failing to
distinguish between net and gross water use. Net (or “consumptive”) water use refers to water consumed by people
or plants, embodied in manufactured goods, evaporated,
or discharged to saline waters. Once this water is used, it
cannot be recaptured. Gross (or “applied”) water use refers
to water that runs through the taps of a home or business,
or is applied to fields—not all of which is consumed. Some
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of it—known as “return flow”—is available for reuse,
because it returns to streams and irrigation canals or
recharges groundwater basins. Conservation measures
often target reductions in gross water use. But because of
return flow, net water savings are often lower (and never
higher) than gross water savings. Only net water savings
provide more water.
In agriculture, achieving significant net water savings
generally requires switching to crops that consume less
water or reducing irrigated land area; these two measures
typically reduce farm profits and are therefore costly.26
By contrast, irrigation efficiency investments, which can
increase farm profits, may reduce gross water use per acre
but increase net water use on farms by making it easier for
farmers to stretch their gross supplies across additional
acres of cropland.27
Similar issues arise for urban water conservation.
Outdoors, switching from thirsty lawns to plantings that
use less water (a crop switch) can greatly reduce net water
use. But reducing landscape overwatering (a reduction in
gross water use) will generate net savings only if the excess
water has not previously been recaptured in a stream or a
groundwater basin.

Only net water savings provide more water.
Opportunities for net savings from indoor water conservation depend on location. Almost all indoor water use
returns to the system as treated wastewater. Thus, indoor
conservation in coastal areas, which discharge wastewater
to the sea, produces substantial net water savings. But
indoor conservation in Sacramento—where wastewater
discharges to the Sacramento River and can be reused by
others before reaching the ocean—has little effect on California’s net water use.
Not distinguishing between net and gross water savings in public discussions can create unrealistically high
expectations for water conservation and inaccurate evaluations of the benefits of specific conservation measures. For
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instance, the large potential savings from urban conservation reported in the 2005 California Water Plan Update are
gross, not net, savings (Department of Water Resources,
2005). The same is true for the governor’s plan to reduce
gross per capita urban water use 20 percent by 2020 (State
Water Resources Control Board, 2009); although useful,
the plan would produce significantly less than a 20 percent
reduction in net urban water use.

BigSToCkPhoTo

Replacing lawns with landscapes that use less water generates net water
savings but can be quite costly.

Public discussions also frequently fail to acknowledge
that water conservation has implementation and operating
costs, just like other actions (see the table). Some conservation quickly pays for itself—for example, low-flow fixtures
that reduce hot water use save both energy and applied
water (Gleick et al., 2003). But other actions can be quite
costly, such as replacing lawns with landscapes that use less
water (Hanak and Davis, 2006).
Replacing the Myth
Water conservation is important, but its effectiveness is
often overstated.
To free up supplies for other users, conservation must
focus on net water reductions. As with building new
infrastructure, conservation should be part of a portfolio
approach to water management, which is much more likely
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to be successful in addressing California’s complex, locally
varied, and evolving water problems (Jenkins et al., 2004).

Myth 5: Healthy Aquatic
Ecosystems Conflict with
a Healthy Economy
The Myth
Underlying this classic “fish versus people” argument is the
belief that natural resources should be used to generate economic wealth, and that any resource not so used is somehow
“wasted.” In this view, environmental water uses and healthy
watersheds have little or no economic value, so allocating water
to the environment or imposing water quality regulations
involves much greater economic losses than potential benefits.
Although rhetorically convenient for individuals and
regions suffering from water scarcity or facing the costs of
implementing water quality regulations, this myth overlooks or undervalues the real economic benefits of healthy
ecosystems. The dangers are underinvesting in environmental actions and failing to pursue water management
strategies that serve both the natural environment and
overall economic well-being.
How the Myth Drives Debate
The myth of an inevitable conflict between economic and
environmental water uses drives much of the recent debate
over water allocation, particularly during times of scarcity (see
Myth 2). It also fuels resistance to the regulation of polluted
runoff caused by urban activities and farming operations.
The Reality
Environmental regulations often do interfere with traditional economic activities. For instance, the recently
imposed environmental restrictions on Delta water exports
cost several thousand farm jobs (Howitt, Medellin-Azuara,
and MacEwan, 2009b), and uncertainties about Delta
supplies are raising concerns in some Southern California
cities about the ability to approve new development.28
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Yet environmental water uses also add economic value
to California. This is not always readily apparent, because
the market generally does not put a price on environmental
flows, healthy watersheds, or the services that they provide
(National Research Council, 2005a; Brauman et al., 2007).
But new tools are emerging to measure and economically
value these services (see the text box at right). For example,
instream flows support recreational and commercial fisheries, enable water-based recreation, and increase water
quality (Daily et al., 2009). Wetlands and healthy watersheds also reduce flood risks. Watershed protections save
U.S. cities billions of dollars per year in avoided treatment
costs (Postel and Thompson, 2005); San Francisco alone
saves tens of millions of dollars per year because it receives
water from the pristine Hetch Hetchy watershed (Null
and Lund, 2006).29 Sacramento Valley rice farming has
developed substantial mutual benefits with wildfowl (Bird,
Pettygrove, and Eadie, 2000). And most people are willing to pay for the continued existence of native species and
landscapes, even if they may never see them (sometimes
called a “nonuse” or “existence” value).
One consequence of the failure to put a price tag on
environmental flows is that many environmental water
demands remain unsatisfied.30 In addition, public and
private decisions often neglect the economic costs of environmental effects from traditional agricultural and urban
water uses. For example, many groundwater basins are
contaminated by accumulations of nutrients and pesticides
from farming or from leaching of industrial chemicals
(Oster, Vaux, and Wallace, 1994; California Department
of Pesticide Regulation, 2009). Although environmental
regulations have begun to hold water users, dischargers,
and land use agencies responsible, others generally bear
the costs of the environmental degradation—through
diminished recreational opportunities, higher drinking
water treatment costs, greater health risks, increased flooding, and other effects, including health risks for wildlife
and plants.
The recent San Joaquin River settlement, which will
decrease agricultural diversions to benefit salmon habitat,
provides a good illustration of the importance of considerPage 146 of 407
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Valuing ecosystem services
Ecosystem services are benefits that ecosystems provide to
humans. Healthy rivers and watersheds, for example, can
provide salmon and waterfowl, whitewater for kayakers, and
clean drinking water for cities. The Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment (2005) gives four ecosystem services categories:
Provisioning services — providing food and water.
Regulating services — sequestering carbon and reducing
soil erosion.
Cultural services — providing recreation and spiritual renewal.
Supporting services — promoting soil fertility and primary
production.
It was historically difficult to measure and value these services,
except for the few services (e.g., food) traded in the marketplace. Scientists today, however, are developing techniques
to estimate how various actions will affect ecosystem services
and to value those services in economic and non-economic
terms (DeGroot, Wilson, and Boumans, 2002; Daily et al., 2009).
A recent study by the Science Advisory Board for the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (2009) concludes that the
government should better integrate ecosystem services into
decisionmaking and discusses a variety of methods for valuing ecosystem services. These methods include:
Measures of public attitudes — surveys and focus groups
that elicit public preferences for ecosystem services.
Economic methods — methods to estimate how much
people are willing to spend to avoid losing a service.
Civil valuation methods — public referenda or initiatives that
provide information about how much the voting population
values particular services.

ing environmental values in water management decisions.
The estimated gains in economic value from restored flows
(in terms of recreation, lower treatment costs, and the
“existence” value of restored flows) can far exceed farm
revenue losses.31
As California’s economy continues to shift from
resource-dependent goods production to activities more
dependent on environmental quality for recreation and
other ecosystem services, it will become increasingly
important to manage water resources for both commercial
value and healthy ecosystems.
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California must find ways to
manage water jointly for environmental
and commercial benefits.
Replacing the Myth
Healthy ecosystems provide significant value to California’s
economy, partially and sometimes fully offsetting their
costs to traditional economic sectors. Direct benefits include
improvements in recreation, commercial fishing, and drinking and agricultural water quality, and indirect benefits
include improvements in the quality of life in California.
California must find ways to manage water jointly for
environmental and commercial benefits. Better accounting of
water use and its economic and environmental benefits and
costs can help guide policies for watershed management.

Myth 6: More Water Will Lead
to Healthy Fish Populations
The Myth
Ongoing water management debates all involve a common question: “How much water do the fish need?” This
question stems from the assumption that simply allocating more water will lead to healthy fish populations. Those
involved in managing water resources know that this
assumption is wrong. Yet it remains the primary (if not
sole) focus of debate, often to the detriment of other, more
important factors for species recovery.
How the Myth Drives Debate
The assumption that more water is sufficient to recover fish
species oversimplifies current policy debates. Utilities and
water contractors focus on this myth because it implies
that a science-based, quantifiable solution exists with
reasonable certainty. It allows financially strapped fishery agencies to continue monitoring flows using existing
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stream gauges, rather than expanding efforts to measure
fish populations. Elected officials also rely on this myth
because it is easy to communicate and understand. The
result has been a discussion of environmental flows disconnected from other fish needs and less effective in supporting fish populations.
The Reality
The myth that more water is sufficient for healthy fish
populations rests on a basic truth: To state the obvious,
fish need water.32 Streamflow diversions and groundwater
pumping have significantly diminished fish numbers, with
great effects on Central Valley, Lahontan, and Central
Coast and South Coast rivers and streams (Moyle, 2002;
Moyle et al., 2009). Perhaps the most striking example
is the complete dewatering of the San Joaquin River and
the resulting extirpation of spring-run Chinook salmon
(Brown, 2000; Moyle, 2002). Clearly, in some cases more
water is necessary for improving fish stocks.
But more water alone is rarely sufficient. The best
answer to the question “How much water do the fish
need?”—one that reflects the reality of allocating water to
the environment—is the maddeningly vague “It depends.”
First, more water is not always better for fish. If the
water is of the wrong quality—in terms of temperature,
sediment, nutrients, and contaminants—it does little
good and may do harm. Less water of better quality might
support larger and healthier desirable fish populations.33
Fishes adapted to cold, clear waters, such as salmonids,
do not benefit from higher releases of warm, nutrient-rich
water (National Research Council, 2005b). Alternatively,
fishes that evolve in warmer waters tend to do poorly when
water temperatures are made artificially cold by releases
from dams (Clarkson and Childs, 2000).
Second, without sufficient physical habitat, more water
does little good and may cause harm. Habitat needs connectivity and complexity, along with the ability to adjust
to changing conditions (Graf, 2001; Zedler, 2000). For
example, increasing winter and spring flows on leveed or
channelized rivers cut off from the floodplain provides
little benefit and may even harm scarce in-channel habitat.
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Third, poorly timed flows can be ineffective or counterproductive. Water allocations for the environment should
be viewed differently from irrigation water allocations,
with yearly or monthly allocations at some fixed flow rate.
California’s Mediterranean climate has large seasonal,
annual, and spatial variations in flows, temperatures, and
physical habitat. Few efforts to manage ecosystems, much
less individual fish species, adequately account for this
variability when prescribing increases in flow (Baron et al.,
2002; Moyle et al., 2009).

The best answer to the question
“How much water do the fish need?”
is the maddeningly vague “It depends.”
Fourth, many factors can affect wild fish populations,
such as salmon and steelhead, that migrate between rivers
and the ocean. These factors range from ocean conditions,
to rates and timing of pumping from the South Delta
pumping plants, to interactions with fish of hatchery origin
(Moyle and Bennett, 2008). Thus, putting more water down
a river without addressing problems at other locations may
not significantly improve fish populations.
Finally, science simply cannot accurately and precisely
predict how much water the fish need. Large uncertainties
are unavoidable in assessing the magnitude, timing, frequency, and duration of ecological flows. To address these
uncertainties, adaptive management strategies, which view
all environmental flows as experimental and establish
procedures for adjusting them, will be required (National
Research Council, 2004). To date, no major California
water projects have successfully implemented adaptive
management.
Replacing the Myth
Native aquatic species need more than water to prosper.
To support native fish populations, water flows must have
appropriate seasonal and interannual variability, abundant
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Many factors can affect wild fish populations, such as these salmon,
as they migrate between rivers and the ocean.

and complex physical habitat, high water quality, and protection from the effects of invasive species.
Effective water policy must pragmatically embrace
this complexity. Solutions will need to be flexible, account
for the natural variability of water and the surrounding
environment, and account for the complexity of ecosystem
responses. Fishery agencies will need greater resources to
adequately monitor the effects of changing flows, or they
will risk making serious errors in flow prescriptions. Most
challenging of all, effective solutions will require greater
flexibility and creativity on the part of agricultural and
urban water providers and may reduce the reliability of
water supplies.

Myth 7: California’s Water
Rights Laws Impede Reform and
Sustainable Management
The Myth
This myth promotes the idea that California cannot
effectively address its current and future water challenges
because of its system of archaic and entrenched water
rights. In this view, century-old water allocations and rules
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California water law embodies
far more flexibility and potential for reform
than is often understood.
still dominate California water law. So, for example, inefficient water uses are insulated from regulation except in the
most egregious cases of waste. Likewise, seriously degraded
aquatic ecosystems cannot receive sufficient water because
of longstanding water and contract rights. Belief in the
rigidity of California water law has been a major impediment to improving water policy and management.
How the Myth Drives Debate
Many impartial observers of California’s water rights system believe in this myth, but it is also perpetuated by those
who stand to lose from changes in their water rights. Thus,
many groundwater users argue that the state has no authority to regulate their actions, and senior surface water rights
holders furnish legal objections to being held accountable
for environmental water flows. Water rights holders and
water contractors often contend that the government must
pay them just compensation when it restricts their water use
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The public trust doctrine was used to require Los Angeles to divert less
water from Mono Lake to protect its ecosystem.
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to protect endangered species or water quality. The difficulties of major legislative or constitutional reforms of water
rights and the potential costs of compensation can appear
as insurmountable obstacles to reform.
The Reality
California’s system of water rights is a complex, often
confusing, and sometimes incoherent amalgam.34 Challenges to water use efficiency and to existing allocations of
water can be problematic, both because of costs and delays
of adjudication and because water and contract rights to
water service are “property” under the California and federal constitutions and cannot be “taken” unless the government pays just compensation to the owners.
However, California water law embodies far more flexibility and potential for reform than is often understood.
Far from being an absolute form of private property, water
rights are shaped and constrained by a variety of rules
designed to ensure that all water uses are reasonable and
promote the public interest.
The “reasonable use” requirement of California’s Constitution is the foundation of the state’s water rights system
and applies to all water rights.35 The California Supreme
Court has held that “no one can acquire a vested right to
the unreasonable use of water” (Barstow v. Mojave Water
Agency, 2000; National Audubon Society v. Superior Court,
1983). Consequently, the state may enforce the reasonable
use mandate without running afoul of the constitutional
ban on “taking” property.36 Water users, as well as individual members of the public, have the authority to challenge
an existing water use as unreasonable.
Reasonable use is a dynamic principle that can respond
to changes in hydrology, technology, scientific information,
water demand, and economic and social conditions (Environmental Defense Fund v. East Bay Municipal Utility District,
1980). The determination of reasonable use “depends
on the entire circumstances of each case” and cannot be
resolved in isolation from critical statewide considerations.
As water becomes increasingly scarce, a paramount consideration is the “ever increasing need for the conservation
of water” (Barstow v. Mojave Water Agency, 2000).
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The public trust doctrine further contributes to the
flexibility of California’s water rights system. The state has
both the authority and the “affirmative duty . . . to protect
public trust uses whenever feasible” (National Audubon
Society v. Superior Court, 1983). This means that the state
“has the power to reconsider allocation decisions” even
after it has awarded a water right. As with the reasonable
use requirement, the public trust doctrine is dynamic and
“sufficiently flexible to encompass changing public needs”
(Marks v. Whitney, 1971).
The flexibility inherent in these fundamental rules of
California water rights law has enabled the state to address
inefficient or outdated water uses in a variety of settings.37
The doctrine of reasonable use may support several necessary changes in California water policy, including:
1. Prevention of waste and improvement in water use
efficiency. A property right in water wholly depends on
its reasonable use. The state has the authority to declare
a variety of water practices unreasonable, even if they
were considered acceptable in the past.38 This would not
constitute a “taking” for which the state would need to
pay just compensation.
2. Creation of incentives to enhance water allocation
efficiency. The reasonable use mandate can be used to
encourage the transfer of conserved water to other users
through a water market.
3. Compliance with environmental standards and protection of the public trust. Because no constitutionally
protected property right exists for an unreasonable use
of water, when the state abates or reforms water practices that unreasonably harm the environment, it may
do so without payment of just compensation.
Replacing the Myth
The legal tools for reform are already present in California’s
water rights laws. Indeed, they have been there for many
decades. We just have to use them.
The state legislature, as well as state agencies, courts,
and private water users, have significant authority under
current water law to meet the myriad challenges facing
California.
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However, strong leadership will be required to overcome resistance to change. The State Water Resources
Control Board (SWRCB) needs political support and an
adequate budget to supervise and to promote the reasonable use of water. And California needs to begin requiring
the full range of water rights holders to disclose their water
use. Accurate and current information about surface and
groundwater use is essential to the task of better managing
the state’s water resources.

Myth 8: We Can Find a Consensus
That Will Keep All Parties Happy
The Myth
This myth is a modern-day reaction to the idea that California’s water problems will always result in “water wars”:
hard-fought battles that result in winners and losers, most
often decided by the courts or public referenda. Achieving
consensus is seen as a way to balance the competing goals
of different stakeholders. But when consensus processes
avoid inevitable tradeoffs, they can lead to ineffective incrementalism and indecision on critical water policy issues.
How the Myth Drives Debate
Consensus-based decisionmaking was popularized during
the CALFED39 decade, from the mid-1990s to the mid2000s, when diverse parties sought mutually compatible
solutions for the environmental, water supply, and land
use problems of the Delta. Although that process is widely
considered to have failed in achieving its primary goals,
consensus-based decisionmaking continues as the hallmark of stakeholder-driven planning and policy processes.
Many stakeholders support consensus processes to be
sure they get a seat at the bargaining table, where they can
defend their interests.
The Reality
Consensus is most promising where incremental changes
to the status quo can allow all parties to improve their
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position without sacrificing their fundamental interests
or positions. For instance, the California Urban Water
Conservation Council (a group of water utilities, agencies,
and environmental organizations) has had good success in
fostering urban water conservation actions across the state.
However, many major water policy choices facing California will not result in win-win outcomes and will require
that some groups relinquish some of their fundamental
positions or interests. For example, a peripheral canal can
benefit the economy and the environment but will likely
accelerate water quality losses for some Delta farmers and
make it less likely that the state will provide large subsidies to shore up all of the Delta’s aging levees (Lund et al.,
2008). To seek consensus on such water policy matters is
to run the risk of maintaining the status quo rather than
making hard choices.40
Placing a consensus process within a legal, regulatory,
or political framework and time line can motivate parties to be more earnest and timely in seeking consensus
solutions. For instance, the San Joaquin River accord was
reached by farmers and environmentalists under the threat
of a court-ordered solution. If consensus processes fall
short, some tough decisions need to be brokered by higher
level authorities, with an aim to achieve significant buy-in,
rather than to make all parties happy.
Acknowledging inevitable tradeoffs does not mean
ignoring the consequences for affected parties. When the
best overall solutions involve losses to fragile groups, side

Acknowledging inevitable tradeoffs
does not mean ignoring the consequences
for affected parties.
payments—in cash or in kind—can help soften the costs of
adjustment. Incentive payments are likely the best option
for Delta landowners facing eventual loss of some islands
to flooding (Lund et al., 2007, 2008). Financial payments
have softened the effects of structural changes in the
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economy that had severe ramifications for some industries
(e.g., textiles and logging), and similar strategies have been
used to address the financial effects of water transfers in
some California farm communities (Hanak, 2003).
Replacing the Myth
Consensus is not always feasible for achieving sustainable
water policy outcomes. For some big decisions, tradeoffs
are inevitable and higher level authorities need to provide
direction and mediate conflict.
Although decentralized decisionmaking can be highly
effective for many local and incremental water management
decisions, matters of broader public importance, involving
many historically confrontational interests, will require
strong state or federal leadership to broker solutions and
achieve significant buy-in. Finding ways to acknowledge
and address consequences to affected parties—without
ceding to unreasonable calls for compensation—is a central
challenge for California’s water future.

Moving Beyond Myth
California faces major challenges in establishing a sustainable path for water resource management in the 21st
century, as continued population growth, unmet environmental demands, and climate change will pose increasing
strains on the state’s usable water resources, raise costs,
and heighten already substantial conflicts among various
interest groups. Fortunately, California’s innovative water
resource sector will help meet those challenges. Numerous local and regional water supply, quality, and flood
control agencies actively experiment with solutions and
learn from each other to adapt to changing conditions and
opportunities.
Yet a significant downside of this decentralized system
is the limited extent to which information is collected,
shared, and analyzed on matters of statewide importance.
This setting fosters the persistence of water myths—a
collection of partial truths, oversimplifications, outdated
notions, and misperceptions—which distort policy debates
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and impede the development of effective policies. Myth is
often more convenient than reality, which forces society to
confront hard choices.
Available, up-to-date information—such as that presented here—provides a basis for rebuilding public policy
discussions on myth-free foundations. Some foundational
facts include the following: First, California has passed the
point where reasonably priced “new” water is available,
and costly new infrastructure decisions must be weighed
against alternatives that use existing infrastructure more
effectively, taking into account cost, reliability, and environmental consequences. Second, there are no villains:
Water users in both the urban and agricultural sectors
have been making strides to improve water use efficiency
for some time, and environmental water uses provide economic and social benefits. Third, improving the conditions
of our degraded aquatic ecosystems will require adaptive
management approaches that may reduce the reliability of
supplies. And fourth, although some management solutions
will provide benefits to multiple parties, many solutions will
involve contentious tradeoffs.
To advance the policy process, California must improve
the collection, analysis, synthesis, and dissemination of
information to policymakers and the public. To help dispel
the myths examined here and support a pragmatic assessment of solutions, we suggest some specific actions:
• Improve the flow of existing information: Establishing
a common understanding among the public and elected
officials requires organizing and disseminating available
information, such as broad trends in water use by sector
and region and the costs of water supply alternatives
(Myths 1, 2, 4).
• Collect and disseminate new information: To provide
a sounder basis for using California’s water laws, e.g.,
ensuring reasonable use (Myth 7), California must collect and document more accurate water use information
from the field. This will require changes in the law, to
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require reporting by all surface and groundwater users,
regardless of the nature of their water rights—an unpopular move for many water users.
• Expand analyses: Moving forward often will require
significant new analysis to develop actionable information and understanding. Expanded data collection and
analysis will be particularly important for improving
ecosystem management (Myth 6), integrated water
management portfolios (Myths 3, 4), and other purposes.
More generally, a better understanding of the value of
ecosystem services (Myth 5) and the tradeoffs inherent
in water policy decisions (Myth 8) can help clarify the
policy choices California faces.

To advance the policy process,
California must improve the collection, analysis,
synthesis, and dissemination of information
to policymakers and the public.
Information alone will not dispel California’s water
myths. In a world of scarcity and tradeoffs, myths provide
convenient rhetoric for specific stakeholder interests. However, better technical and scientific information, analysis, and
synthesis will be an essential support to better policy. If the
state’s leaders are serious about finding solutions to California’s water challenges, they must not shy away from requiring
better reporting and analysis, even if stakeholders resist.
Moving beyond myth will not end debate; many difficult problems and areas of legitimate disagreement will
remain. But when built on solid factual foundations, policy
discussions can focus on a more realistic consideration of
critical, long-term water management issues. The challenges
are many, and California’s future depends on facing them. ●
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Notes

growth in revenues by about two-thirds relative to conditions
without climate change.

Moyle, Quinones, and Katz (forthcoming). Nine of the state’s
131 native fish species have become extinct since California
became a state.
1

Isenberg et al. (2008b) report estimates from the SWRCB that
allocations of surface water in the Sacramento and San Joaquin
River watersheds amount to roughly eight times the average
streamflow and three times the highest streamflow on record.

8

Authors’ calculations using DWR data.

For a discussion of the efforts of large urban water utilities, see
California Urban Water Agencies (2008).
9

2

Orang, Matyac, and Snyder (2008) report that surface irrigation use decreased by about 30 percent from 1972 to 2001 and
drip/microsystem use increased by about 31 percent, mostly
from reduced field crop and increased orchard and vineyard
planting. Most of the switch occurred from the early 1990s
onward. Using Department of Water Resources (DWR) data on
applied water use and irrigated acreage, we estimate that water
applied per acre has declined from an average of 3.5 acre-feet
per acre in the 1960s–1980s to 3.2 acre-feet per acre from
1990 to 2005.
3

From 1972 to 1995, the real value of output per acre-foot of
applied irrigation water increased by 19.3 percent when using
the gross domestic product deflator to measure inflation,
and by 92.6 percent when deflated using the U.S. Department
of Agriculture index of prices received by farmers (Brunke,
Howitt, and Sumner, 2005).

A separate issue is whether federal crop subsidies create skewed
incentives to grow certain crops. Some California crops benefit
from these subsidies (notably rice, corn, about half of all cotton,
and, indirectly, alfalfa, an input to the subsidized dairy industry).
But most California acreage is planted to unsubsidized crops.
10

Most farmers in California pay the operating cost of bringing
water to their farms (even if they—like other water users—
generally do not pay the external environmental costs from
reduced steam flows). Water delivered to farmers from the State
Water Project, local water projects, and the Colorado River
Project is essentially unsubsidized. In addition to its subsidized
contractors, the CVP also delivers over 2 million acre-feet to
“settlement” and “exchange” contractors, who received water
before the CVP, at very low unsubsidized prices.

11

4

DWR (2003, 2005). For information on water banking in the
Semitropic Water Storage District, see www.semitropic.com, and
for the Kern Water Bank, see www.kwb.org.
5

Water management practices in other countries with similar
climates also suggest ample scope for continued adaptation
(Hanak et al., 2009).
6

To assess the scope for adaptation, we simulated conditions
in 2050 using the Statewide Agricultural Production Model
(SWAP) as presented in Howitt, Medellin-Azuara, and
MacEwan (2009a). The simulation assumes a warm-dry scenario
of climate change (28% decline in water supply from all sources),
a modest increase in crop productivity relative to past trends (an
average 29% cumulative increase for all crops, following Brunke,
Howitt, and Sumner, 2005, and Howitt, Medellin-Azuara, and
MacEwan, 2009a), and continued growth in demand for high
value fruits and nuts. Irrigated acreage falls 20 percent statewide
but statewide revenues from agriculture increase by 25 percent
relative to 2005 levels. The decline in water use does lower the
7
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When Congress passed the original Reclamation Act of 1902
(32 Stat. 388), the subsidies were seen as a way to make the desert
bloom. Today, the environmental damage and undesirable
effects of that policy are apparent, and many reclamation projects
have benefitted large rather than yeoman farmers (Pisani, 1984;
Arax and Wartzman, 2003). But that does not reduce the fairness concerns of eliminating water subsidies on which CVP and
other federal project farmers have long relied.

12

Since the 1992 passage of the CVPIA, CVP contractors south
of the Delta have received reduced deliveries in most years, as
part of a mitigation program to better support salmon runs.
Recent regulatory actions to protect delta smelt have caused
further reductions (see Villain 3 and Figure 4). Many CVP
farmers now base their cropping decisions on the much higher
price of water in the water market, rather than on the price of
water delivered by the CVP. Since the early 1990s, farmers have
routinely paid more than $100 per acre-foot to purchase supplemental water, and in the 2008 and 2009 seasons, some farmers
on the west side of the San Joaquin Valley paid as much as $500
per acre-foot for supplemental water (authors’ communication
from farmers and water brokers). In contrast, contract prices for
CVP water on the west side range from $25 to $65 per acre-foot.

13

For this reason, the Central Valley Project Improvement Act
broadly authorizes CVP contractors to transfer water.

14
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For a discussion of the rulings, see Isenberg et al. (2008b).

16

Moyle et al. (1998); Craig (2007); Sax et al. (2006).

Information from CALFED Surface Storage Investigations
as reported in DWR (2009a) and U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
(2008a, 2008b). The increased percentage of agricultural and
urban deliveries is based on the authors’ calculations (0.33 million acre-feet per year, relative to average deliveries of 38 million
acre-feet per year from 1980 to 2005; see Figure 1).
17

For example, the San Joaquin River basin already has roughly
8.7 million acre-feet of storage capacity and average annual runoff of only 6 million acre-feet.

23

Residential use is a component of total urban use (estimated
at 201 gpcd in California in 2005—see Figure 2), which also
includes commercial and industrial uses.
23

State Water Resources Control Board (2009) addresses the
governor’s call for a 20 percent reduction by 2020. This goal is
reflected in Senate Bill X7 7, signed into law in November 2009.

24

Streamflow improvements can be significant locally even
without net savings from conservation measures, because return
flows do not generally return to the same location as diversions.
25

18

The $340 per acre-foot estimate assumes very high environmental benefits and urban water quality benefits. Without
these benefits, the net cost per acre-foot delivered rises to $616.
(Authors’ calculations using data from the U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation, 2008b). Even a projected cost of $340 per acre-foot
is likely to be too expensive for most farmers.

19

Some areas (notably Sacramento) would benefit from new
surface storage as part of the flood management system, especially with climate warming and earlier spring runoff (Fissekis,
2008; Zhu et al., 2007). Increased surface storage might also
enhance fish habitat, particularly to support cold water releases
and flows during droughts. However, the details of such environmental enhancements have yet to be analyzed. For environmental purposes, it would also be relevant to compare the
reoperation of existing or expanded dams with the removal of
some dams to allow fish to move upstream to colder water and
spawning grounds.

20

Even with significantly reduced exports, some form of peripheral canal is likely to be much cheaper for water users (and the
state’s economy) than the status quo or ending exports. The
analysis on which this conclusion is based allowed for export
reductions by up to 40 percent relative to a baseline of 6 million
acre-feet, with costs of a canal of nearly $10 billion in 2008 dollars (Lund et al., 2008). If canal costs prove to be substantially
more expensive, this would lessen the economic advantages of
continuing Delta exports.
21

Agricultural areas draining to the Salton Sea are a major exception, where any use reduction generates net water savings. For
some crops (e.g., alfalfa and wine grapes), “stress irrigation”—
which strategically waters crops less than is normal—can reduce
consumptive use (creating net savings) by 10 to 15 percent.

26

This issue arises because farmers pay for gross, not net,
water use. Subsidizing irrigation efficiency improvements often
encourages these acreage extensions. See Scheierling, Young,
and Cardon (2006); Ward and Pulido-Velazquez (2008);
Huffaker (2008); Evans and Sadler (2008); Clemmens, Allen,
and Burt (2008); Pfeiffer and Lin (2009).

27

See Bowles and Lee (2007, 2008) for approval delays in
Riverside County and Los Angeles Times (2008) and Steinhauer
(2008) for a more general discussion.
28

Of course, this water quality benefit also comes with the significant environmental cost of flooding the Hetch Hetchy valley
in Yosemite National Park with reservoir construction in the
early 20th century.
29

A study of environmental water uses for the 2005 State Water
Plan found that, in 2000 and 2001 (normal and dry years, respectively), the state failed to meet nine important environmental flow
objectives by almost a million acre-feet (Environmental Defense,
2005). And whereas urban and agricultural water use generally
varies by no more than 10 to 20 percent between wet and dry
years, environmental water use can drop by over 50 percent during droughts (DWR, 2009a).

30

Annual losses in net agricultural revenues were estimated at
$14.5 million to $38 million, depending on the extent of water
marketing. Environmental benefits included $45 million in
increased value of recreation, plus improved water quality for
downstream urban and agricultural users, and nonuse value
from the restoration of the river (Hanemann, 2005).

31

These estimates are wide-ranging and uncertain because of differences in cost accounting methods (low estimates often exclude
subsidies or assume 100% capacity utilization), the evolving
nature of the technology, and lack of experience with large-scale
desalination in California (Cooley, Gleick, and Wolff, 2006).

22
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Californians typically divert and consume much of the flow
from the state’s major rivers, averaging 25 percent of Sacramento
River flows and over half of flows in the San Joaquin River (calculations by William Fleenor using DWR data).
32

For instance, riparian shading and temperature control
devices on dams can provide water temperatures that support
fish without additional water (Null, Deas, and Lund, 2009; Vermeyen, 1997). See also Welsh, Hodgson, and Harvey (2001).

33

CALFED was a program to address the various problems
facing the Delta, bringing together the various state and federal
agencies overseeing water supply, water quality, and species
management. Although stakeholders from various interest
groups were not formally represented in the CALFED governing
structure, their participation was an essential part of negotiations leading up to the development of a Record of Decision (and
an investment plan) in 2000.

39

For a discussion of the problems with CALFED, see Little
Hoover Commission (2005) and Hanemann and Dyckman (2009).
See Hanak et al. (2009) for broader research on this problem.
40

These rights include riparian rights, pre-1914 appropriative
rights, permitted and licensed water rights, prescriptive rights,
pueblo rights, overlying and appropriative groundwater rights,
and contract rights (Littleworth and Garner, 2007).

34

The requirement appears in Article X, Section 2, of the
Constitution and extends to groundwater and pre-1914 surface
water rights that otherwise fall outside the SWRCB’s permit
and license jurisdiction (Barstow v. Mojave Water Agency, 2000;
National Audubon Society v. Superior Court, 1983).
35

36

Joslin v. Marin Municipal Water District (1967).

To date, the SWRCB and the courts have applied Article X,
Section 2, to declare unreasonable excessive use of water by
riparians in light of new, competing appropriations for municipal water supply; wasteful conveyance losses to supply senior
appropriative rights; simultaneous, aggregate diversions by
riparians and appropriators that created critical shortages of
water needed to protect wine grapes; maintenance of unexercised riparian rights at full priority in an overappropriated
watershed; inefficient conveyance and production of excessive
runoff by pre-1914 appropriators, which caused flooding of
adjacent lands; an upstream point of diversion that threatened
recreational and other instream uses downriver; the storage and
diversion of water that jeopardize compliance with water quality standards, the public trust, and other in situ beneficial uses;
and excessive use of groundwater by overlying landowners in
an overdrafted basin (Gray, 1994, 2002).

37

These may include excessive evaporative and conveyance
losses, inefficient irrigation techniques, failure to adopt or to
implement best management practices, and perhaps other
profligate uses such as the irrigation of water-intensive crops
and landscaping, failure to install low-flow water appliances,
and continued reliance on imported water instead of using
cost-effective alternatives such as demand reduction, use of
recharged groundwater, and recycling of reclaimed wastewater.
38
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Sacramento, California 95814

January 20,
2 2010
n:
Attention

Imporrted Water Committee

Metropoolitan Waterr District Prrogram Rep
port (Inform
mation)
Purpose
WD Program Report summ
marizes activvities associated with the Metropolittan Water
The MW
District of
o Southern California
C
(M
MWD) and other
o
importted water ageencies and organizations
o
s.
Discussioon
Metropoolitan Waterr District. This
T memo highlights
h
keey actions taaken at the Jaanuary 11 annd 12
meetingss of the MWD
D board of directors.
d
A full summarry of the Jannuary MWD committeess and
board meeeting will be provided in the Delegaates Report distributed
d
d
during
the Water
W
Authoriity
Board meeeting. The MWD board meets next on Februarry 8 and 9.
MWD’s Proposed 2010/11
2
fiscaal year budgget.
The Busiiness and Fin
nance Comm
mittee discusssed MWD’ss proposed 2010/11
2
fiscaal year budget.
MWD toook actions to
o reduce the 2009/10 buudget by $70 million beloow the 2008/09 budget. It
continuess this approaach with the 2010/11 buddget, which is $62 millioon below thee previous yeear’s
budget. The
T budget will
w be discuussed furtherr at a board workshop
w
onn January 266, and again on
Februaryy 23, 2010.
For detaiils on MWD’s proposed budget and proposed rattes and charges, see the separate boaard
memo onn this topic in
n the Importted Water Coommittee aggenda.
MWD’s Water Revenue Requiirements, Water
W
Rates and Chargees.
MWD’s revenue requ
uirements foor 2010/11 estimated at $1.39
$
billionn. Costs are projected too
$ billion in 2009/10 to
t about $1.555 billion in 2010/11. Prrimary cost
increase from about $1.4
drivers arre the higherr costs for thhe State Water Project deeliveries (esttimated to bee about $48
million higher
h
due to
o increases inn off-aqueduuct power annd capital-rellated costs, as
a well as
MWD’s share of the environmenntal work andd preliminarry engineerinng of the Dellta Habitat
Conservaation and Co
onveyance Prrogram), debbt service (fiinancing cossts for MWD
D’s capital
program will result in
n an increasee of about $443 million), increase in Pay-as-you-g
P
go (PAYGO
O) by
almost $558 million, and
a higher power costs on
o the Colorado River Aqueduct
A
(proojected to bee $13
million higher).
h
me, power, annd miscellanneous incom
me are expectted to generaate about $1555
Taxes, innterest incom
million. A public hearing is currrently scheduuled for the March
M
meetiing of the Buusiness and
Finance Committee.
C
State Waater Projectt 2010 chargges.
The boarrd authorized
d MWD to pay
p up to $5998 million foor calendar year
y 2010 to cover probaable
SWP conntractual Tab
ble A and othher SWP sysstem deliverries of 1.2 miillion acre feeet (MAF). The
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fixed charges for 2010 total $449 million and include debt repayment and costs required to
operate and maintain the infrastructure. The variable charges are projected to be $149 million.
The 1.2 MAF of water delivery into MWD’s service area includes deliveries derived from the
Table A allocation, withdrawals from groundwater storage programs, water transfer programs
and other water management actions. In the event less water is received, MWD would pay the
fixed charges plus the variable charges associated with the reduced delivery amount. If a greater
amount of water supply becomes available, and delivery amounts exceed 1.2 MAF, staff would
be required to seek Board authorization to pay for the additional energy charges necessary to
transport the increased supplies.
Other items discussed or approved by board committees or at the board meeting:
• Adopted a resolution to accept funding as part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act;
• Heard an update on the Energy Management and Reliability Study; and,
• Heard reports on the Water Surplus and Drought Management (WSDM) Plan, the status of
the Water Supply Allocation implementation and the quarterly report on the Conservation
Credits Program.
Prepared by:
Reviewed by:
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Meena Westford, Water Policy Manager
Amy Chen, MWD Program Chief

January 20, 2010
Attention: Imported Water Committee
Bay-Delta Quarterly update. (Information)
Background
This quarterly update discusses activities that are taking place in the Bay-Delta region. These
activities include the recent passage of a legislative package, the Bay-Delta Conservation Plan
process, and near-term actions to protect levees and to alleviate the effects of restrictions on
pumping from the Bay Delta.
Discussion
Legislative Package
On November 4, 2009, the Legislature passed a package of bills that provide a process for reaching
a comprehensive solution to problems in the Delta. The bills provide a governance structure, a
conservancy for environmental restoration, an independent science program, and a water bond
measure to provide funding for the comprehensive solution. The bill package makes it the official
policy of the state of California that water supply reliability and environmental restoration are
coequal goals. The bills provide for a comprehensive Delta Plan that must include the Bay-Delta
Conservation Plan, if it qualifies as a Natural Communities Conservation Plan (NCCP).
This legislative package was described in more detail in a memo to the Legislation, Conservation,
and Outreach Committee at its meeting on December 17, 2009.
Bay-Delta Conservation Plan
The State Water Project and Central Valley Project contractors have entered into the Bay-Delta
Conservation Plan (BDCP) process in order to obtain regulatory assurances under the state and
federal Endangered Species Acts, while providing the infrastructure necessary to assure a
reliable water supply from the projects. Under the direction of the Secretary of the Resources
Agency, the BDCP Steering Committee adopted a Planning Agreement in October 2006.
The BDCP steering committee is focusing on a dual conveyance system through the Delta that
will include both through-Delta conveyance and an isolated facility that can move additional
water in wet periods and when restrictions on the pumps are needed to protect fish and water
quality. The BDCP is being prepared as a multi-species conservation plan (MSCP) under the
federal Endangered Species Act and a natural communities conservation plan (NCCP) under the
California Endangered Species Act. In January 2009, the steering committee’s consultants
presented the outline of a conservation plan that will meet the requirements of a federal MSCP
and a state NCCP.
At the same time, state and federal agencies that regulate the State Water Project and Central
Valley Project are preparing an EIS/EIR for the projects that will be permitted under the BDCP.
The EIS/EIR is on a parallel track with the BDCP.
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In Sacramento, the steering committee and various workgroups worked through 2009 to fill in
the details of the conservation plan. Officially, the process is still on track to have a final
EIR/EIS and a final conservation plan by late 2010. However, state officials now believe the
process will not be completed until the summer of 2011.
In December 2009, the Department of Water Resources updated its cost estimates for a dualconveyance system through and around the Delta. This information was explored in a memo to
the Imported Water Committee at its meeting on December 17, 2009.
Near-term Actions in the Delta
The Department of Water Resources and others have identified a number of actions in the Delta
as near-term, “no regrets” actions that should be begun immediately to protect fish species and
possibly recover some of the water that is being lost to pumping restrictions. Some of these
actions include:
•
•
•
•
•

Emergency preparedness for floods and levee failures.
Delta water quality and smelt recovery pilot projects: Middle River Corridor/Two barrier
option and Franks Tract/Three Mile Slough Barrier Alternative.
Alternative intake for Contra Costa Water District.
Demonstration Fish Protection Screen at Clifton Court Forebay.
Ecosystem habitat improvements at Decker Island, Dutch Slough, Meins Landing in
Suisun Marsh, and the Yolo Bypass.

The Contra Costa Water District is building its alternative intake. The federal government has
taken charge of the Two Barrier (or Two Gates) option. The project will provide operable gates
across channels that lead to the export pumps. The operable gates will prevent Delta smelt from
entering the part of the Delta where they are likely to be entrained into the pumps. However, the
federal government recently announced it is suspending the project while it gathers more
scientific data.
Federal Participation
On December 22, 2009, the Department of the Interior released its “Interim Federal Action Plan
for the California Bay-Delta.” This plan outlines the actions that the federal government will take
in the next few years to coordinate with the state and resolve the problems in the Delta. The plan
includes construction of the Two-Gates Project (now suspended), strengthening levees, restoring
populations of endangered fish, tying together the state and federal aqueducts, and many other
beneficial actions. Federal participation in the Delta is expected to be much more active than it
has been in recent years.
Prepared by: Jeffrey Volberg, Government Relations Manager
Reviewed by: Dennis Cushman, Assistant General Manager
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Imported Water Committee

CLOSED SESSION:
Conference with Legal Counsel – Existing Litigation
Government Code §54956.9(a)
Name of Case: QSA Judicial Council Coordination Proceeding No. 4353

Purpose
This memorandum is to recommend that the committee by motion hold a closed session,
pursuant to Government Code §54956.9(a) to discuss the above-referenced matter at the
January 28, 2010, Board meeting.
A closed session has also been included on the agenda of the formal Board of Directors’
meeting. Unless the Board desires additional discussion, it is not staff’s intention to ask for a
closed session with the full Board at that time, but staff may request action to confirm directions
given or action recommended by the committee.

Prepared by: Daniel S. Hentschke, General Counsel
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